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CHAPTER I

BIOGRAPHY

Born on February 22, 18101, at Zelazowa Wola, Poland,

Frederick Francois Chopin was the second child and only son

of Nicholas Chopin, a French immigrant, and his wife,

Justyna, a Polish governess and distant cousin of the

Countess Skarbeck in whose household Nicholas was a tutor.

Shortly after his birth, his family moved to Warsaw where

Nicholas obtained a-position at the Warsaw Lyceum,

As a child Chopin showed an unusual sensitiveness to

the piano playing of his mother and older sister, and "by

the time he was six, his natural gifts (shown mainly in

improvisation) were so evident that his parents realized it

was their duty to provide him with a teacher,. * * ." They

chose a Bohemian violinist, Adalbert Zywny, who in addition

to playing the violin, taught piano. "Warsaw could boast

better masters, but Zywny quickly became a friend of the

family. To the child he communicated his two passions--

Bach and Mozart." 3

HerbertIWeinstock, Chopin, the Man and His Music
(New York, 1949), P. 3. TnFaiiehxln t tf ootneon
pp. 3-4, Weinstock explains the considerable doubt concerning
the actual date of birth, notwithstanding Chopin's baptismal
certificate from which the above date has been derived.

2Arthur Hedley, Co 2 in (London, 1947), pp. 10-11.
3 Camille Bourniquel, Chopin, translated by Sinclair Road

(New York, 1960), p. 32.
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Chopints progress in piano was so rapid that within a

year he became somewhat of a local celebrity and was invited

to take part in a charity concert at the palace of Prince

Radziwill. As a result of this first public concert in

February, 1818, the aristocracy of Warsaw began to focus

their attention upon the child prodigy and many invitations

were extended for him to perform in their salons, This was

to have as its parallel Chopin's later years in Paris, where

his concerts in the exclusive salons there proved to be his

most successful and widely acclaimed performances.

Shortly after he began his piano study with Zywny, he

began to compose polonaises, mazurkas, and other short piano

pieces which were, in turn, written out by Zywny, The first

of these compositions to be published (in 1817) was the

Polanaise in G Minor, This same year he dedicated a Military

r to the Grand Duke Constantine who, taking a fancy to it,

had it scored for band and published without the composer's

name. Also composed during this study with Zywny, but pub-

lished posthumously, were the Polonaise inB Flat

Polonaise in A Fl.at Maj, and Polonaise in G Sharp Minor,

At the age of twelve, due to the boy's advanced pro-

ficiency at the piano, he discontinued his studies with Zywny,

Except for the few lessons with Kalkbrenner in later years,

this was to end his formal instruction on the keyboard, From
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this point on

. . . he was allowed to develop the habits of the
self-taught, free from the traditional restraints
of the Gradus ad Parnassum. , . . This initial
freedom, by'encouraging incursions into unknown,
even forbidden fields, has left its mark on his
development.

In 1823, at the insistence of his father, his general

eduation took on an added importance with his enrollment at

the Warsaw Lyceum. Due to his private tutoring at home, he

was able to begin his studies in the fourth class, which is

". . . roughly equivalent to today's sophomore year of high
"5school. At this point, until his graduation in 1826, his

study of music had to take second place. He was permitted,

however, some private composition lessons with Joseph Elsner,

who was director of the Warsaw Conservatory, During this

period of musical curtailment, his major accomplishments,

other than his study with Elsner, were the publication of

his Rondo in C Minor, Opus l, and his concert for the visiting

Czar, Alexander I.

He received his diploma from the Lyceum in 1826, and

after a summer vacation he enrolled as a full-time student at

the Warsaw Conservatory.

The full-music course lasted three years and was
intended to form "complete professional artists."
Here are some details of the programme, which
should dispose of the legend of a Chopin self-
taught and ignorant of basic principles.

Ibid..,p. 37.
5Weinstock, jg, p. 15.



"The theory of music, thorough-bass and com-
position, considered in their grammatical, rhetorical
and aesthetic aspects, will be taught in one of the
University halls; practical exercises on the same,
and all instrumental teaching to be given in the
Conservatoire buildings, The course of counterpoint
and composition will last three years thelast year
being devoted to practical exercises.

Joseph Elsner, with whom Chopin had studied privately,

was director of the Conservatory and was highly respected

in Polish music circles, having composed numerous operas,

masses, symphonies and quartets. Perhaps the most signifi-

cant fact concerning Chopin's studies with Elsner was the

freedom he allowed Chopin in following his own musical incli-

nations. "Elsner had insight and self-negation. . *enough.,
to give free play to the natural tendencies of his pupil's

Chopints] powers."7 Chopin maintained a high regard for

Elsner throughout his lifetime and ". . . as Zywny was

Chopin's only pianoforte teacher, flsner was his only

teacher of composition,"

During the three years Chopin spent at the Conservatory

there occurred several events which were to affect the future

course of his musical life. The first such event was a trip

to Berlin. He accompanied one of his father's colleagues,

6ledley, Chopin, p. 15. (Portions of this quotation, as
indicated by quotation marks, also appear to be quotations inthe reference cited, however, the source is not indicated by
Hedley.)

7Frederick Niecks, Frederick Chopin, As Man and
Musician, second ed. (NeWY5F6974~T,-1 ,

Ib~i~dd.,I, P. 35.



who was en route to a natural history congress in that city.

Although Chopin's purpose in making the trip was limited to

meeting important music personages and attending numerous

concerts, he succeeded only in the latter. He attended five

opera performances, but his most impressive experience was
hearing Handel's oratorio, Ode on St. CeCilia's M. His

desire to study abroad was greatly increased.

Another event which had a profound effect upon Chopin
at this time was the visit of the great violin virtuoso,

Paganini.

The effect, one might say the shock, made on Chopinby Paganini's colossal virtuosity was similar tothat experienced by Schumann and Liszt. A world ofundreamt-of possibilities was revealed to him, andit is no mere coincidence that th first of hisEtudes date EsicJ from this time,

Chopin's compositions during these years at the Con-

servatory were showing maturity and contained ". . . those

'Chopinesque' qualities and . . . an individuality which were
to become more marked in each sucessive work. . 26"0In-
cluded among this group were the Rondo a la Mazur, Op. 5;
Variations on "La. ci darem la mano", Op. 2, for piano and
orchestra; Trio in G Mipr, Op. 8; Grand Fantasia on Polish

Airs, Op. 12, for piano and orchestra; and Krakowiak Rono,
Op. 14, for piano and orchestra. Also included were lesser
works that were published posthumously,

9Hedley, Chopin, p. 20.

lO1id.., p. 16.
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Upon his graduation from the Conservatory in the summer

of 1829, he immediately undertook a trip to Vienna expressly

to further his musical interests. He made the trip with four

friends and had, among others, a letter of introduction to

the publisher, Haslinger, who had already received his

Variations on "La ci daremo." Haslinger was rather reluctant

to publish them, but after hearing them performed by Chopin,

he quickly changed his mind and an agreement was made for

their publication in the event that Chopin would agree to a

public performance. After much insistence from various

musical personages the date of August 11 was set for the

concert. Chopin played the Variations in addition to impro-

vising on a theme or themes from BoYeldieuts La Dame Blanche

and a Polish drinking song, Chmiel.

Following the success of this first concert, he was

urged to appear once again, and on the eve of his departure,

August 18, he gave his second Vienna concert. On this

occasion he performed, among others, his Krakowtak Rondo,

This second concert proved to be equally as successful as

the first,1 although the Viennese felt his playing to be

somewhat too light and delicate,12

While in Vienna, he made acquaintances with some of the

most notable musicians of the day, including Czerny and

1hiecks, Frederick Ch 1, 98-103.

1 2 ames Hadden, p (New York, 1934), p. 3.
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Klengel, Upon his return home he was secure in the fact

that he had passed a significant milestone in his career

with his overwhelming acceptance by the renowned Viennese

musical circle. This success was even more notable in that

it represented his being recognized beyond the boundaries

of his native Poland as both a piano virtuoso and composer,

As a result he was more resolved than ever to broaden his

musical scope through more extensive travel abroad.

Chopin was to remain scarcely a year in Warsaw after

his return from Vienna. He was finding himself more dis-

satisfied within the confines of Poland and much of his time

was spent in preparation to leave. During this year of

restlessness, he gave three public concerts in Warsaw. On

the first two concerts (March 17 and 22, 1830) he performed,

among others, portions of his F Minor Concerto, which had

just been completed. The last concert, which was given on

October 11, was highlighted by the performance of his E Mnor

Concerto.

During this time (1829-30), in addition to these two

concertos, he composed or completed numerous works, some of

which are the Mazurka inC C Op. 68, no,.1; Wazin

D Flatv Op. 70, no. 3; Polonaise in C Major for Piano

and Cello, Op. 3; Four Studies from Op. 10, (nos. 8, 9, 10,

and ll); Mazurka in A Minor, Op. 70, no. 2; several vocal
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solos with piano accompaniment; and a few of the Nocturnes

from Op. 9 and 15.13

At this point it is beneficial to note briefly some of

the elements which have influenced the compositions of Chopin

through this stage of his development. One of the most

significant of these elements is his ability as a piano

virtuoso. Although it is less noticeable in his smaller

works, the larger works--especially those with orchestra--

are vehicles for his virtuosic display. In fact, the source

of inspiration in many of his compositions could ". . . have

been no more than the feel of the keyboard beneath his hands

or the sudden fascination of a new sound-pattern, accidentally

lighted upon as he improvised. .. 4 His perfection of the

technique of piano-writing, due in the largest part to this

virtuosic ability, stands as one of Chopin's major oontri-

butions to piano literature.

The second element in his development at this point is

the influence of his musical predecessors and contemporaries.

Though . . . he never ceased to be the reverent student of

915
Mozart. . . , and had undergone thorough schooling in the

13Maurice J. E. Brown, Chpin An Index of His Works in 

Chronolical Order (New York, 19>07"" T 738367
14 Hedley, Chopin, p. 152.

15Iad,., p. 132.
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keyboard works of Bach, his most direct influences in this

respect were those of Hummel and Field,

Field and especially Hummel are those musicians who--
more, however, as pianists than as composers (i.e.,
more by their pianoforte language than by their
musical thoughts)--set the most distinct impress on
Chopin's early virtuosic style, of which we see
almost the last in the concertos. . .The wide-spread
broken chords, great skips, wreaths of rhythmically
unmeasured ornamental notes (five or seven against
four, for instance), &c. , are all to be fognd in the
compositions of the above-named composers.

Chopin also owes the title and mood of his famous Nocturnes

to Field and "here and there we find [in Chopin's Nocturnes]

echoes, reminiscences, of Field. . . , but in distinction of

melody, wealth of harmony and originality of piano style

Chopin's Nocgturnes leave Field's far behind. 1 7  There are

other composers of this time who had indirect influences in

various degrees upon Chopin's compositions,18 but they would

appear too numerous to mention here.

The third element prevalent in his compositions is the

influence of Polish folk-music.

In the first place, ,according to Sir Henry Hadowl it
determined the main forms of his art-product. The
popular music of Poland is almost invariably founded
on dance forms and dance rhythms: more than a quarter
of Chopin's entire composition is devoted ostensibly
to dance forms, and throughout the rest of it their
effect may be seen in a hundred phrases and episodes.
A second point of resemblance is Chopints habit of

16Niecks, Frederick ChoLin, I, 214.

17 Hedley, pp. 151,

18 Abraham believes that, to a degree, the chromaticism
in Chopin's compositions reflects the influence of the
violinist-composer, Ludwig Spohr (1784-1859). Abraham, Chopin's
Musical Style (New York, 1939), p, 63.
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"founding a whole paragraph either on a single
phrase repeated in similar shapes, or on two
phrases in alternation". . . .

Thirdly, Chopin was to a considerable
extent affected by the tonality of his native
music.19

This tonality in the folk music is based to some degree upon

our major and minor modes, but in addition it sometimes has

as a basis the medieval church modes,20 particularly that of

the Lydian with the raised fourth degree of the scale.2
1

This mixture of modal tonalities may have been somewhat of a

contributing factor to Chopin's approach to key relationships,22

which will be discussed further in Chapter III.

The remarks on Polish folk-music lead us

naturally to the question of Chopin's indebtedness
to it, which, while in one respect it cannot be
too highly rated, is yet in another respect
generally overrated. The opinion that every pe-
culiarity which distinguishes his music from that
of other masters is to be put to the account of
his nationality, and may be traced in Polish
folk-music, is erroneous. But, on the other hand,
it is emphatically true that this same fo -music
was to him a potent inspirer and trainer.2C

There seems to be evidence that Italian opera * . .

which formed the staple musical diet of Warsaw in Chopin's

time. * . , was an important influence in the melody of

Chopin's works, especially in the Nocturnes and the Adagio

1 9Hadden, 2spa, p. 135.

20Niecks, Frederick Chopin, I, 214.

2 1 Gerald Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style, p. 8.

22Hadden, h p. 179.

23Niecks, Frederick Chn, II, 215.

241edley, Chopin, p. 135.
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sections of the Concertos. If one takes into consideration

the high regard he held for opera and the great singers of

his time, as evidenced in his personal letters, it seems

logical that his work would show this influence to some degree.

As it was he revelled in it, Italian opera and his

early works are full of echoes of the opera house.
Nevertheless, however he might borrow or adapt,

Chopin instinctively transferred this "vocalism" to

the piano on the instrument's own terms; that is,
he stylized it and achieved his purpose without
attempting to produce a naively realists imitation
of the bel canto of the operatic stage,'>-

Furthermore, Abraham states that Chopin had

* . . an instinct amounting to genius for inventing
melodies that would be actually ineffective if sung
or played on an instrument capable of sustaining tone
but which, picked out in percussive points of sound

each beginning to die as soon as born, are enchanting
and give an illusion of a singng that is often
lovelier than s inging itself.

A combination of all these influences formed the basis

of Chopin's development up to this point in his career and

would continue to be f ound in various degrees in his

future works. Thus he left darsaw at the age of twenty,

with a considerable group of compositions which revealed an

established musical character that would, in the years that

lay ahead, undergo polishing, refinement and growth. Early

in November, 1830, after many postponements, he left Warsaw

25Hedley, Chfln, p. 136.

2 6Gerald Abraham, A Hundred Years of Music, 2nd ed.

(London, 1955), p. 54.
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ti. 0'.intending to pass two months in Vienna, the rest of

the autumn and winter in Milan." 2 7  He was never to see his

native Poland again.

After stops in Breslau and Dresden, Chopin arrived in

Vienna near the end of November, only to hear of a revolt

which had broken out on November 29 in Poland, His friend,

Titus Wojciechowski, who had joined Chopin in Kasliz,

immediately returned home to enlist in the revolutionary

forces. Chopin, torn by indecision and anxiety over whether

or not to return also, was urged by his father to remain in
Vienna. To further complicate matters, he found the Viennese

musical circle, which had acclaimed him so enthusiastically

as an amateur on his previous visit, somewhat reluctant to

accept him as a professional competitor. Haslinger refused

to publish the C Minor Sonata and Swiss Bor Variations which
had been sent earlier, and furthermore, refused to even look

at his concertos, The popularity of Strauss and Lanner had

reached its peak in the Austrian capitol and had virtually

monopolized the musical publications. Because of these cir-

oumstances, it was April 4 before Chopin appeared in concert,
and this was a matinee in which he was only one of ten par-

ticipants.

On the other hand, his social life was quite active.

There were endless rounds of parties and receptions in royal

circles, intermingled with visits to the Italian opera.

27 Weinstock, Chopin, p. S2.
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After approximately eight months in Vienna, realizing

that his musical aims were not being advanced, he decided to

continue his travels. He immediately decided to go to Paris

because of the political unrest in Italy. A delay in Munich,

caused by failure to receive necessary funds from his father,

resulted in his giving a concert, for which he was highly

acclaimed. Upon the arrival of funds, he continued on his

journey, stopping in Stuttgartwhere he received news of the

fall of Warsaw. He bordered on a state of frenzy, and legend

has it that the Etude Op. 10, No. 12, called the

Revolutionary Etude, was composed during this time. Within

a few days, he left for his final destination, Paris,

arriving there in the middle of September, 1831.

The creative atmosphere of Paris at the time of Chopints

arrival was highly conducive to artistic endeavor. The great

writers and artists of the day--Hugo, Dumas, Balzac, Gautier,

Delacroix, Scheffer, Vernetand Delaroche, were to be found

in the vicinity of Paris. Most important in regards to

Chopin, however, were the musicians to be found there.

Cherubini was head of the Conservatoire; ". . .Auber, Rossini

and Meybeyer (si were the operatic gods of the time, Liszt

was only beginning to compose, but already his astounding

feats of technique and his dazzling personality had conquered

the public and the fashionable world of Paris," 28 There were

28Hadden, Chopin, p. 64,
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numerous instrumental virtuosos, and the roster of singers at

the Italian opera was impressive. Berlioz, who had won the

Prix de Rome, would return the following year after study

abroad. The tide of Romanticism in the arts was in full sway.

After establishing his address in Paris, Chopin was

immediately faced with a decision involving his musical

career. This came about as a result of his meeting with the

famous pianist, Kalkbrenner, who after hearing Chopin perform,

offered to take him as a pupil. Chopin writes:

. . . he FXalkbrennerj has made me an offer; that I
should study with him for three years, and he will
make something really--really out of me. I answered
that I know how much I lack; but that I ann ex.
ploit him, and that three years is too much.

Although Chopin probably took a few lessons from Kalkbrenner,30

his decision not to undertake extensive study was confirmed in

letters from home.

A particular letter from Elsner ". . . advised his former

pupil not to confine the exercise of his musical talent to

pianoforte-playing and the composition of pianoforte music9 "3 1

Elsner had, in fact, frequently urged Chopin to try operas and

symphonies, to which Chopin gracefully declined. ". . . I must

29 Henryk Opienski, collector, Chopin's Letters, translated
by E. L, Voynich (New York, 1931), p. 4.

3 Bourniquel, , p. 61.

3 iecks, Frederick Chopin, 1, 233-234.



think of clearing a path for myself in the world as a pianist

Land composer for piano) putting off til some later time those

higher artistic hopes which your letter rightly puts for-

ward," 32 This statement of Chopin's indicates that at this

point he had realized his limitations outside the sphere of

his chosen instrument--the piano.

It was only a short time until Chopin had succeeded in

making the acquaintance of a great number of the notable

musicians in Paris. With their encouragement, it was only

a matter of weeks before plans were underway for his first

Paris concert. After two postponements, it was February 26,

1832, before his actual concert took place. The impressions

that Chopin had made upon the musicians of Paris were in

evidence by the appearance of Kalkbrenner, Baillot, and other

notable performers on his program.

The success of this first Paris concert is seen in the

following review, which appeared in the Revue Musicale,

written by the highly respected Francois-Joseph Fetis:

.*. . here is a young man who, giving way to his
natural leanings and taking no model, has found,
if not a way of reviving piano music completely,
at least some of what has so long been vainly
sought, that is to say, an abundance of original
ideas of which the type is nowhere to be discovered

. .M Chopin played a Concerto that
astonished as much as it delighted his audience,
both by the novelty of the melodic ideas and by
the patterns, the modulations, and the general
arrangement of the movements. There is soul in his
melodies, fantasy in his figuration, and originality
in everything. . .

320pienski, Chopin's Letters, p. 160.
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As a performer this young artist also de-
serves praise. His playing is elegant, facile,
graceful, and has brilliance and clarity. He
brings little tone out of the instrument, and
in this resembles most German pianists. . . 33

Chopin's second appearance in Paris the following May

was not as successful as the first, due to the thin tone of

the piano and the lack of sonority in Chopin's playing,r

This disappo ointment, coming at a time of mental depression,

homesickness, and meager finances, gave rise to serious

doubts concerning his future in Paris.

As he was trying to reach a decision, he attended a

reception at the Baron de Rothschild's where he was prevailed

upon to perform.

And there, in a resplendent candelit salon, sur-
rounded by titled ladies and sauve gentlemen,
Chopin conquered the part of Paris that was always
to matter to him, This was his milieu. Here the
intimacy of his playing was exac 1y right. His
hearers were wrapped in a spell,

The Baroness de Rothschild immediately requested lessons,

with many others present following suit. With this new pro-

fessional avenue open, which represented quite an impressive

income, he was allowed an elegant way of life which for many

years consisted of continuous rounds of social events.

In the years from 1832-1837, Chopin continued to give

numerous performances. Most of these were semi-private

affairs of a somewhat social nature, while a few were large

33 eins-tock, Chpin, p. 74.

341bid., p. 77.

35Ibid., p. 78.
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public cornverts with the most impressive musicians of the

day--Berlioz, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Hiller and others. Two

concerts during this time were to have a special bearing on

his future appearances. The first one, on April 4, 1835,

was a bitter disappointment; the second one, approximately

three weeks later, was somewhat more successful; but it was

evident that his performances were not powerful enough for

larger audiences. These two concerts confirmed Chopin's

opinion that his greatest success as a performer was in

smaller, more intimate groups. From this time on his per-

formances, with few exceptions, were limited to smaller,

more select, audiences. 6  "Under intimate conditions of that

sort he was not so much a pianist as a sorcerer, as is proved

by the abundant testimony of those who heard him."3 7

Although Chopin never had to toil endless hours at the

piano, he had to spend considerable time in the reworking

and refinement of his compositions, During these first years

in Paris, many of the compositions that he had brought with

him underwent polishing and revision. As a result, numerous

of these earlier works, previously mentioned, received pub-

lication together with his more recent ones. The years 1832-

1837, saw publication of Opus 6 through Opus 32, (excluding

Opus 28) which represented mazurkas, etudes, variations,

36Niecks, Frederick Chopin, 1, 294.

3 7 Weinstock, Chpin, p. 85.

38Brown, 2Apn 4 Index of His Works, pp. 164-165.a n"o"- a
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concertos (the E Minor, and F Minor already mentioned),

polonaises, waltzes, Scherzos in B Minor and B Flat Minor,

and the Ballade in 0 Minor.

Shortly after his arrival in Paris, Haslinger had pub-

lished the Variations on "La ci darem," which came to the

attention of Schumann, who, in turn, wrote an enthusiastic

review in the N gZeitsehrift f Mus .His numerous

articles, together with the performances of Chopin's works

by Schumann's future wife, Clara Wieck, were to play a major

role in bringing recognition to Chopints compositions.

Quite quickly Chopin's fame began to pass beyond the
limits of high society, thanks in part to the leading
virtuosi of the period--Kalkbrenner, Liszt, Hiller,
Osborne, Stamaty and Clara Wieck, who made him known
abroad3 9 and in part to an exceptionally flattering
press.

By 1836, Chopin's compositions were gaining wide acceptance;

at that time Chopin's most adverse critic, Rellstab, wrote:

"We entertain the hope of hearing a public performance of

the Concerto [the second, Op. 21] in the course of the winter,

for now it is a point of honour for every pianist to play

Chopin." 40

In the autumn of 1836, Chopin became acquainted with

Baroness Dudevant, a French writer-divoree-mother of two

children, who was more widely known by her pen name, George

Sand. The resulting friendship developed into a liaison

39
Bourniquel, p p. 73.

40Niecks, Frederick ChopI, I, 271.
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that officially began with their trip to the Baleatic saMd

of Majorca in the fall of 1838. It was on this trip that the

symptoms of his declining health grew dramatically worse, in-

dicating that he had indeed contacted tuberculosis, which was

eventually to take his life. From 1838-1847, the care and

attention provided by George Sand, the routine winters spent

in Paris teaching, and the summer months spent each year in

the company of other artistic intellectuals in her summer

home, Nohant, gave a certain security and regularity to

Chopin's life which is evidenced in the quantity and quality

of his works. The differences in the personalities of the

masculine, assertive, maternal George Sand, and the frail,

rather effeminate, irresolute Chopin, were further compli-

cated by the fact that she was several years older than he.

Regardless of the seeming incompatibility of their basic

personalities, his compositions reached their artistic

heights during this odd affair, and it is significant that

following their estrangement in 1847, his compositions did

not ever attain their previous artistic level. He lived

only two years following their separation.

During the period of 1838-1847, the bulk of his master-

pieces were published. These included Opus 28 and Opus 33

through Opus 65, which consisted of the Sonatas in B Minor

and B flat Minor, twenty-two mazurkas, seven waltzes,

twenty-five preludes, two impromptus, three ballades, two

scherzos, three etudes, four polonaises, eight nocturnes,
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the Hexameron Variations in; Tarentella, Op. 43;

Allegro de Concert; Fantasia in F inor, Op. 49; Barceuse,

Op. 57; Barcarolle, Op. 60; and the Sonataf orjPiano and

Cllo.41 During his last two years (1849-1849) there were

no new publications and only three works were composed 
in

their entirety).

Considering his prestige as a piano virtuoso, his

public performances during these last eleven years of his

life became extremely rare. This infrequent public appear-

ance was due in part to the financial security that his

teaching and publications provided, and to a large extent,

to his aversion for large audiences. In 1838, he played a

command performance at Louise-Phillipets court, appeared on

a concert with a pianist friend, and traveled to Rouen for

a concert where he performed his E Minor Concerto. The

effect of this concert before an audience of five hundred

can be seen in the following remarks by M. Legouve which

appeared in the Paris Gazette musicale:

'Here is an event which is not without importance

in the musical world. Chopin, who had not been
heard in public for several years; Chopin, who

imprisons his changing genius in an audience of
five or six persons. . . .Forward then, Chopint

forward' let this triumph decide you; do not be

selfish, give your beautiful talent to all; put

an end to the great debate which divides the

42Ibid. pp. 162 and 167.
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artists; and when it shall be asked who is the
first pianist of Europe, Liszt or Thalberg, let
all the world reply,li e those who have heard
YOU*0 *"It is Chopin. 0

A concert was given at court during 1839, followed by a

successful Paris concert in 1841, and still another in 1842.

There were no more public performances until 1848 which

was the date of his last Paris concert. By this time, his

health had reached the point of serious illness; however,

at this concert

* *. there was no faltering. But there was also no
volume beyond a forte, and the sorceries were woven
among infinite gFT"Wions of piano and pianissimo
built up with breathtaking senstlvity tofltisait s
at the volume where a tiszt climax would have begun.

Shortly after this concert, he made a trip to England

and Scotland where he made a few public appearances; but

due to the critical condition of his health, his career as

a performer, as well as a composer, was virtually completed.

Upon returning to Paris six months later, in November,

1848, his health had deteriorated to the point that he could

no longer give lessons. The following fall, at the age of 39,

he died.

Since, during Chopin's lifetime, his compositions were

limited almost exclusively to the piano, he can hardly be

ranked in the topmost echelon of composers. Upon examining

4 3Niecks, Frederick Chopin, II, 16.

Weinstock, Chopin, p. 142,
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his works outside the realm of piano, however, one questions

whether he would have reached the high level in composition

that he enjoys, if he had not narrowed his efforts to this

single medium. As it is, Chopin's contribution to the field

of piano literature has not been surpassed; the idiomatic

writing for this instrument, together with the progressive

harmonies that were due in part to his innovations, represent

his major contributions as a composer.

His compositions may be classified into two different

styles: the early virtuosic and the later poetic, of which

the two concertos seem to form the bridge.45 The later

poetic style

. . . is in a certain sense also virtuosic, but with
this difference, that its virtuosity is not virtuo-
sity for virtuosity's sake. The poetic style which
has thrown off the tinsel showiness of its prede-
cessor does not, however, remain unchanged, for its
texture becomes more and more close, and affords
conclusive evidence of the increasing influence of
Johann Sebastian Bach, Of course, the grand master
of fugue does not appear here, as it were, full
life-size, . * * but his presence in spite pf trans-
formation and attenuation is unmistakable,+6

The later works of Chopin show less and less the influ-

ence of Hummel and Field, but he ", . . never completely

shook off . * . two great primary influences. * . : the con-

temporary Italian opera aria and the Polish folk-dance tune."47

45Nieeks, Frederick ChA , II, 212-213.
46 Ibid., II, 212-213.

47Abraham, Chp Musical %fl , p. 63.
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Chopin held so little regard for the compositions of his

Romantic oontemporaries--Berlioz, Schumann, Mendelssohn, and

Liszt--that it could hardly be said that their direct influ-

ence is to be found in his compositions.>8

In fact, Chopin assimilated nothing or infinitely
little of the ideas that were surging around
him,.. . Nevertheless, the intellectual activity
of the French capital gsicj and its tendencies had
a considerable influence on Chopin. They strengthened
the spirit of independence in him, and were potent im-
pulses that helped to unfold his individuality in all
its width and depth. The intensification of thought
and feeling, and the greater fulness and compactness
of his pianoforte style in his Parisi compositions,
cannot escape the attentive observer.

In most respects Chopin is considered a Romanticist;

however,

.,..,to dispose of, . . him by unhesitatingly
classing him among the agressive fRomantics" with
Schumann, Berlioz and Liszt is easy, but inexact.
For their part they readily counted him as one of
their number: they were sure he was completely
on their side. . . . For a time, in the early
1830s Csici , Chopin may have persuaded himself

481n all fairness to Liszt, it might be added that
Liszt's style of piano playing and, to a certain degree, his
writing for the piano, gave a certain impetus to Chopin's
technique of piano writing. It might also be pointed out
that Chopin's negative attitude toward the compositions of
Liszt were based on the earlier works of Liszt, in that
Chopin died before the bulk of the former's greatest works
were composed, (Niecks, Frederick Cho in, I, 266-267.)

Chopin is said to haveaTsoee7nfluenced to some
degree by Bellini, with whom he enjoyed a close friendship a
few months before the latter's death. It is more probable,
however, that Chopin and Bellini drew their similar traits
from the same source--Italian opera. (Weinstock, 2topn,
p. 81.)

49Niecks, Frederick Ch In, 1, 266.
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that he was one of the vanguard in the battle against
the old order. Uclassicismj But soon he stood aside,
cool, detached and ironical, from the hubbub that
went on around him. Artistic manifestoes, programmes
of reform, the quarrels of the rival schools--all this
left him indifferent. . . Capable of experiencing
every romantic emotion to the highest degree, Chopin
was likewise capable of enshrining the memory of these
experie es in music which has a truly classical
finish. *0

On the other hand, form, especially the classical sonata

form, proved to be one of Chopin's most vulnerable points.

With few exceptions, his greatest masterpieces resulted when

he modified, or discarded altogether, these classical forms.

Chopin's form is generally considered to be
his weakest point. It was also the weakest point
of all his contemporaries. And, of course, compared
with Beethovent s--a fantastically unfair comparison--
his sense of form is primitive, being limited almost
exclusively to the possibilities of more or less
modified ternary form, . . .

But, admitting the primitive nature of Chopin's
basic conceptions of form, one can have nothing but
praise for the skill with which he so often modifies051
adapts, or even completely conceals this nbive basis.

His genius especially shines in his smaller works--the etudes,

preludes, and nocturnes-dIn which his form seems to be a

logical outgrowth of the musical mood or idea expressed.

The esteem in which Chopin was held by his comtempo-

raries can be seen by the almost totally unhampered growth

in popularity of his compositions in such a comparatively

short space of time. Even those who were skeptical or

50Hedley, Chopin, p. 133.

5 1Abraham, Chopi's Musical Style, pp. 44-45.
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conservative in their praise, found originality in them.

During his lifetime, hardly a review of his works can be found

that does not mention his uniqueness and originality: his un-

uaual modulations, harmonic progressions, and compositional

technique for piano. In our present day, one can imagine the

shock which some of his modulations and chord progressions

(both of which will be discussed in the next chapter) must

have had on the public of his day.

Others, like Schumann and Berlioz, might raise a
louder uproar, but it was Chopin who, for all his
reserve and indifference, was the real revolu-
tionary: it was he who placed the first explosive
charge against that long-revered edifice of class-
ical diatonic harmo which now lies in utter ruin
and disintegration.2

52 Hedley, Chopin, p. 138.



CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF THE TWENTY-FOUR PRELUDES, OPUS 28

Introduction

The Twenty-four Preludes, Opus 28, published in 1839,

are attributed to the Majorcan trip taken by Chopin and

George Sand in the fall and winter of 1838-1839. While it

is an established fact that the preludes were completed on

the Majorcan trip, it is not known for certain just which

ones, if any, were composed in their entirety there. Prelude

n A Major, Number Seven had already been written in Delphine

Potacka's album in 1836, but the remaining ones are subject

to various opinions as to the exact time and place of their

actual composition. It is probable that, in addition to

Prelude Number Seven, a good many mcre were written prior

to the Majorcan trip if one considers the fact that Camille

Qleyell had paid Chopin a down payment of 500 francs for them

before the latter left for Majorca and the remaining sum of

1500 francs was to be paid upon their completion. Maurice

Brown believes that

l"Pleyel, Camille, French pianist, son of I.naz Pleyel;
b, Strasbourg, Dec. 18, 1788; d. Paris, May I, 155. He was
a pupil of his father, had some success as a composer, but
is ciefly noteworthy as a piano manufacturer, entering his
father's firm in 1821." (t"Pleyel, Camille," Bake rs
Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, 5th ed. completely
rev, by Nicolas Slonimsky New YTork, 1958), p. 1259.

26
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the reservation of the number t28" for these pre-
ludes on publication (by June, 1839 the composer's
opus numbers had reached 34) suggests that the
idea of publishing a collection of preludes had been
in Chopin's mind from the time that Op. 27 has
been published, at the end of 1835, and that in
all probability the composition of some of them
had been begun by then.

Furthermore, Brown indicates that all except preludes

one, two, four, ten, and twenty-one were composed before the

Majorcan trip.3 ,Hugo Leichtentritt maintains that preludes

two and twenty-four were composed in Stuttgart as early as

183124 It is generally agreed that either Prelude in B

Minor, Nuber Six or Prelude in Db Major, Number Fifteen

is the so-called Raindrop Prelude which George Sand describes

in her autobiography, Histoire de ma Vie, as being composed

during a rainsorm at Majorca, Liszt, on the other harxi,

things that Prelude Tn Ft Minor, Number Eight is the one

composed during the rainstorm. 5 Hedley has doubts as to

whether any of the preludes of virtuosic proportions (Numbers

eight, sixteen, nineteen, twdnty-four) were composed in Majorca

since the only piano available to Chopin was a poor Majorcan

instrument; the preludes had already been sent for publi-

cation before his Pleyel piano arrived.6 Niecks was told by

2Brown, Chpin, _an Index of His Works, p. 106.

3Ibid ., Pp. 95-96, 101-106, 119-121.

4Hugo eichtentritt, Analse der uhoin'schen
Klavierwerke (Berlin, 192122), p.7 1 31.

5Liszt, Frederick C p. 103.

6Hedley, hn, P. 79.
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a piano pupil of Chopin, Adolph Gutmann, that the latter had

copied the entire set of preludes himself by hand previous to

the Majorcan trip; however, this fact does not seem to agree
8with the statements of Chopin in a le tter to Fontana from

Palma, Majorca, dated December 28, 1838. Chopin writes,

". . . I can't send you the preludes; they aren't finished;

I'm better now and will make baste. * ." It seems evident

then, that Chopin did an undetermined amount of work on the

preludes after arriving in Majorca, and that some of them,

in all likelihood, antedated his arrival there. In Nieckst

opinion ". . , most of the Preludes, if not all, were

finished or sketched before Chopin went to the south, and

that a few, if any, were composed and the whole revised at

Palma and Valdemosa LMajorcaJ." In addition, Niecks concludes

that "internal evidence suggests that the Preludes consist

(to a great extent at least) of pickings from the composer's

porfolios of pieces, sketches, and memoranda written at

various times and kept to be utilized when occasion might

offer,

7Niecks, Frederick Chgn, II, p. 42.

8"Fontana, Jules (b. Warsaw, 1810--d. Paris, Dec. 31,
1869) Polish pianist; pupil of Elsner; from 1830 taught in
London and later in Paris; was an intimate friend of Chopin,
whose posthumous works he published at Paris in 1855; composed
piano pieces." (Oscar Thompson Dodd, ed. "Fontana, Jules," The
International C ylloedia of Music and Musicians, seventh ed.
revtiiSednded WedhYXIOTai~oneiskflTwYork, 1956), p.
607.

90pienski, collector, 2hopnins Letters, p. 189.

10Niecks, Frederick Ch II, p. 44 11 ,Ibid
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It was some time during the early part of January, 1839,
that the set of preludes was completed. Another letter to

Fontana dated January 12, 1839, from Valdemosa states, "I

send you the Preludes. Copy them, you and Wolff; I think

there are no errors, Give the copy to Probst and the manu-

script to Pleyel.t12

The preludes were published by Adolphe Cateline in

France in June, 1839, followed by the German publication of

Breitkopf and Haertel the following September, and the

London publication by Wessel in January, 1840.13

The Keyboard Prelude

A prelude is generally considered to be a musical intro.-

duc tion to a play or ceremony, or an introductory movement

1 2 0pienski, Chopin's Letters, p. 4,
13"The French and English editions were dedicated toCamille Pleyel (1788-1855), pianist, composer, publisher andPF. manufacturer,
"The German edition was dedicated to Joseph ChristophKessler (1800-1872), Bohemian pianist and composer, anacquaintance of Count Potocki, Kessler's twenty-four Preludes,Op. 31, had been dedicated to Chopin.
"The French edition, published in two parts, carried noopus number; this is because Chopin in a letter to his pub-lisher written from Marseilles on 17 March 1839, was unable torecall it. The absence of an opus number on these Preludespersisted in France for long after Chopin's death (a. 1860)oSchlesinger's successor in the Paris business, Branus purimchased the copyright of the Preludes from Catelin e. 1A4'The english edition likewise carried no opus numberand was also published in two parts, Wessel entitling themthe 5th and 6th books of Studies. He announced the publi-cation of them as early as October 1839. Later, apparently,"28 was added to the Blank ' op.,' but on Book II only."(Brown, hpin, an Index of His Works, p. 105.)



to another composition,14 and is the earliest idiomatic key-

board composition, as opposed to other early keyboard works

which were inspired by the polyphonic vocal style of the

time.15  Willi Apel divides the development of the keyboard

prelude into three periods, designated as follows: I (a. 1450-
1650) the unconnected; II (o. 1650-1750) the connected; and
III (19th century) the disconnected.16

In the first period, the prelude is a single composition

of from ten to twenty measures in length, that was used for

any suitable purpose. These early preludes ". . . are re-
markable for their free keyboard style, mixed of passages

and chords, and which thus offer a marked contrast to the

strict contrapuntal style of contemporary 1450-1650 vocal
music,." 0 Closely associated with the prelude in the six"
teenth century is the intonazione, which is ". . . a short

organ Prelude of an improvisatory nature, free in form and

liturgical in function; it was used to establish the pitch
for the choir immediately preceding a choral composition," 19

During the second period (o. 1650-1750)

composers began to combine the prelude with a specialcomposition. The prelude as an introduction tosuites or suite-like series of pieces occurs withLouis Couperin who created a unique type of prelude,

Percy A. Scholes, "Prelude," The Oxford anion toMusic, ninth ed. completely rev. (New York 195j 7
1 %illi Apel, "Prelude," Harvard Dictionary of Music(Cambridge, 1955).

16Ibid* 17Ibida 18 Ibid.

19Leon Stein, Structure and Style (Evanston, 1962), p. 146.
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completely free in rhythm and, therefore, notated
without the conventional note-values. Handel
preferred for his suites a prelude in a free and
improvisatory style, while the introductory
pieces to Bach's suites and partitas are full-
sized concerto grosso movements, overtures, toccatas,
or sinfonias. The combination of the prelude with a
fugue which received its classical codification by
Bach can be traced back to organ preludes of the
early 17th century which, after a section in freestyle, continue and close with a short fugal section, 2 0

The toccata, sinfonia, and fantasia are closely associated

with the prelude of this second period, and are sometimes

used as introductions to a fugue or suite. The toccata (or

touch piece) ". . . is free in form and in style, character-

ized by running passages or rapid figures, with optional

imitative or slower sections.n 21 The toccata style is used in

the preludes to Fugues II, V, and VI in Bach's Well-Te red

Clavier, Volume I.22 Sinfonia, a name chosen for early

Baroque orchestral introductions and Bach's three-voice

inventions, is also a name given to introductory pieces for the

harpsichord. 2 3 The fantasia is of an improvisatory character:

a written record, as it were of the improvisation-technique

of the composer.24  In Bach's Chromatic F asy and ,

the Fantasy (or Fantasia) is an introductory section, or

prelude, to the Fugue.

20Apel, "Prelude," Harvard Dictionary of Music.
21 Stein, Structure and p. 146,

22Ibid.,tp. 146,

2 3 Apel, "Sinfonia,." Harvard D ction r o Music,

24Apel, "Fantasia," Harvard Dictionary of Music.
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The form of the seventeenth century keyboard prelude is

free;2 5 in the early part of the eighteenth century, however,

Bach began to organize the prelude,

. . . endowing it with far greater dimensions and a
firm structure. His harpsichord and organ music
contains a great variety of preludes. The most widely
known is undoubtedly the prelude in bicinum (invertible
two-part counterpoint), in which the thematic elements
stated in the bass are conceived so that they may shift
into the upper part, and vice versa. This form of
prelude often borrows its binary structure from the
movements of the suite (Wel-Tempered Clavichord,
BookII, No. 20). Another frequent type is the prelude
for two or three parts, in imitative style (Book II,
No. 9). A third type is closer to the toccata in that
it, too, uses a more specifically harmonic style of
writing, in which virtuoso effects are not infrequent
(Book I, No. 21); in other instances, on the contrary,
the composer weaves harmonic developments on a simple
design in the farm of an arpeggio (Book I, No. 1).
More rarely, the prelude borrows the structure of the
French overture or the Italian sinfonia. Large-scale
constructions are ordinarily reserved for the organ
preludes, built on one or two themes he famous Prelude
in E flatf[sic3 involves three themes)).

The Twefty-four Preludes of Chopin, Opus 28, mark the

beginning of the third period prelude, in that it is no

longer attached to another work or works. These twenty-four

preludes are written in all of the major and minor keys of

the chromatic scale: the relative minor prelude alternately

follows the prelude in the major key. The first prelude is

25This is not, however, to be confused with the Chorale
Prelude for the organ of approximately the same time. The
Chorale prelude which was also free in form, was of a specific
type employing a cantus firmus in various ways, thus forming
an introduction to the singing of the chorale. (Stein,
Structure and Style, p. 147).

26Andre' Hodier, The Forms of Music, translated by Noel
Burch (New York, 19667 p702.
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in the key of C major and the other preludes continue in the

circle of fifths through the sharps and flats. When the

prelude in the key of F sharp major is reached, it is

followed by the enharmonic relative minor prelude in E flat,

followed by the D flat major prelude, with the others

continuing through the "flat" keys. The final prelude is

then in the relative minor of F major--D minor. Among the

imitators of the Chopin prelude, although the key scheme is

not always followed, are Scriabin (85 preludes), Debussy

(24 in two books), and Rachmaninov (op. 23).27

The Chopin preludes, and most of the preludes of his

followers, are pianistic character pieces, without any set

form or style, usually based upon a single motive or idea.

Included in the Chopin preludes are such types as the etude

(numbers 3, 8, 12, 14, 16, and 19), nocturne (numbers 2, 4,
6, 13, 15, 17, and 21), and mazurka (number 7). Niecks says

that

the indefinite character and fcrm of the prelude [before
Chopin], no doubt, determined the choice of the title
prelude which, however, does not describe the contents
of this opus. Indeed, no one name could do so, This
heterogeneous collection of pieces reminds me of nothing
so much as of an artist's portfolio filled with drawings
in all stages of advancement--finished and unfinished,
complete and incomplete compositions, sketches andmere memoranda, all mixed indiscriminately together,3 8

27Apel, "Prelude," Harvard Dicto r of Music

28 Niecks, Frederick Chopin, II, 254-255.
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Gide, on the other hand, maintains that they are preludes to

meditation. 2 9 The contrasts in types and styles are most

effective when heard in their chronological order; each

... creates a particular atmosphere, establishes an

emotional setting, then fades out as a bird alights." 3 0

Prelude in C Major, Number One, Agitato

The first prelude, impromptu-like in character, is

generally considered to have been the last of the twenty-four

composed. 3 1 Although it is not Bachian in the accepted sense

of the word, it does contain certain similarities to Bach t s

"Prelude in C Major," in the Well-Tempered Clavichord, Book I.

(Compare Figure la with lb.)

(a) ~

Fig. 1--Comparison of Chopin, Prelude in C Ma jor
Number One, to Bach, Prelude i.n C MF7T0iffbeF ,

(a)--Chopin, Prelude in C Ma Number One, measures
1-2. Nb

(b)--Bach, Prelude in C Major, Number One, Well-
Tempered Clavichord, book I, measure 1.

29Andre Paul Guillaume Gide, notes on Chopin, translated

from the French by Bernard Fuchtman (New~Tork, 1949), p. 33.
30Ibid., p. 33.
3 1 Brown, Chopin, An Index of His Works, p. 121.

mfr



(b)

Fig. 1--Continued

This invitation32 to the preludes consists of sweeping

arpeggio figurations from which a graceful melody emerges.

The melody consists of four eight-measure phrases which

form a double period, followed by two measures of conclusion.

The second period forms a contrast to the first period which

results in binary form. See Figure 103, Appendix A. The

antecedent phrase of the second period is stretto-like

and the consequence phrase takes on the character of a

coda,

The entire melodic content is developed from a simple

two-note motive which appears in the tenor voice, is doubled

at the octave in the soprano, and is accompanied by

arpeggiated figures in the alto and bass, Ratner offers

the following harmonic, melodic and figurative deductions:

3 2 Gide, Notes on Chopin, P. 34.
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Seven part harmony

Figuration

melody, doubled in octave

compact sonorities

figuration

32 spread-out sonorities

bass

Fig. 2--Chopin, Prelude in C , Number One, measures
1-6 with harmonic, melodic, and figurative deductions.33

Because of the triplet accompaniment figure which occurs

throughout in the right hand, the melodic motive in the tenor

received the following rhythmic equivalent in 6/16 time.34

3 3 Leonard G. Ratner, Harmony, Structure and S
(New York, 1962), p. 300.

341n the first four measures, the Joseffy edition, used
in this study, shows this rhythmic break-down; afterwards this
motive appears as a dotted-eight and sixteenth combination
( ) as in the original manuscript. "The original notation
of the melody in the middle voice is mathematically incorrect.
In certain editions (e.g., Klindworth, Brugnoli) these
inaccuracies have been corrected . . . . The original nota-
tion is much simpler and leaves no doubts as to its meaning.
. . ." Frederick Chopin, Preludes, Vol. I of Coplete Works,
edited by I. J. Paderewski, L.Bronarski, J. Turczynski,
27 vols, (Warsaw, Poland, 1949), p. 72.
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Fig. 3--Chopin, Prelude in C Major, Number One, "MelodicMotive, measure "

In certain measures (18, 19, 20, 25, and 26), beginning in the
stretto phrase, the sixteenth rest is eliminated; and the

melodic motive becomes a quarter-note tied to a sixteenth

followed by another sixteenth note ( in 6/16 time).

The first note of each motive receives stress because of

the recurring agogic accent resulting from the short-long-short

contrast in this note, the preceeding rest, and succeeding

sixteenth note. This, together with the right hand accompani-

ment which doubles this melody--in addition to the normal

stress a melody note receives--causes a one-sixteenth rhythmic

s ift in the right hand so that the long note of each motive

occurs on the first of a measure 1/16 later than the bar

lines indicate. Concurrently the bass is sounded as the bar

lines indicate.

37
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( 2) 3)4)

Fig. 4,--Chopin, Prelude in C , Number One, "Duple
Meter," measures 1-4.

This rhythmic shift is not indicated in measures where

the sixteenth rest is omitted (18, 19, 20, 23, 25, and 26),

and does not ever appe ar in the bass accompaniment.

The harmonic aspects of this prelude show a frequent use

of the seventh chord and an example of Chopin's use of a

chromatic melody over a diatonic harmony. Of the thirty-one

chords found, fifteen of them can be analyzed as chords of

the seventh: seven dominant sevenths, two secondary dominant

sevenths, two sub-dominant sevenths, In addition, it has a

tonic seventh, a supertonic seventh, a submediant sevent, and

a diminished seventh on the sharpened sub-dominant. There is

also a chord of the ninth (II9) in measure six. Many of these

seventh chords could also be analyzed as non-harmonic tones;

however, the color of the seventh is still evident regardless

of the analysis used,

Chopin's characteristic use of a chromatic melody over

diatonic harmonic progressions can be seen in measures 16-20.

At this point the melody moves upward in half-steps over
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the harmonic progressions of 16- Tv6 - 6  6 -v .35

4 5

App

16

s APT APT APT
5 5 5

IV6 v6

3

Fig. 5--Chopin, Prelude in C Major, Number One,
measures 16-20.3b _

Unlike most of the preludes which have frequent modula-

tions, this one remains in the key of C major throughout.

It' a romantic coloring is achieved primarily through the

originality in the piano figuration and the frequent use of

the chords of the seventh.

Prelude in A Minor, Number Two, Lento

This second prelude, along with the Prelude in D Minor,

Number Twenty-four, and the Revolutionary Etude, was composed

35Chord symbols and theoretical terminology in this
study conform to those in Robert W. Ottman's, Elementary
Hamony (Engldwood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1961), and Robert W,

man s Advanced Harmony (New Jersey, 1961). An explanation
of the chord symbols may be found on pages 15, 106, 249, and
250 in the f ormer; and 106-107, 164, 181, and 208 in the latter.

36The definitions and abbreviations of the non-harmonic
tones as used in this study are found in Ottman's Elementary
Harmony, p. 132.
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in 1831 in Stuttgart sour years previous to any of the other

Preludes. 3 7 The two principal elements of this twenty-three-

measure prelude are the melody, which consists of a single

five-measure phrase repeated successively, and a dissonant

chromatic basso ostinato background which appears almost

continuously throughout the entire prelude.

The single five-measure melodic phrase, upon which the

entire melodic scheme is developed, is introduced in the

third measure after two measures of the basso ostinato

accompaniment figure, and appears four times in succession

with each repetition of the phrase beginning on a different

pitch level. These repetitions result in a one-part formal

structure as shown in Fig. 104, Appendix A. Except for the

last repetition where the phrase appears in an abbreviated

form, the other repetitions have only slight rhythmic and

intevallic variations from the original introductory phrase.

Figure 6 shows the basic five-measure phrase (a) followed

by its various repetitions (b, c, and d). The asterisk (*)

is used in Figure 6b, c, and d to show the point of change

in the original phrase (6a); the letters I and R are used

to differentiate changes in intervals and rhythm. It becomes

evident then that the entire melodic content of the prelude

is based upon the single five-measure basic phrase with few

alterations.

37Hugo Leichtentritt, Analyse der Chopin'schen
Klavierwerke (Berlin, 1921-22, P. T31.
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(a)Z

.R(b)

(c) ~.5 jN *e

'I

(d)

Extens ion

Fig. 6--Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,
"Melodic Theme.

(a)--t"Basic Melodic Phrase," measures 3-7
(b)--"Melodic Phrase," measures 8-12
(C)---"'Mel odicPhrase,"measures lL-19
(d)-- t"Abbreviated Melodic Phrase,' measures 20-23

Under the melodic scheme, there is a highly chromatic,

wide-spread basso ostinato accompaniment in eighth-note

figures which is found in all but measures 17 and 20-23. The

chromaticism which is found in this ostiato can be analyzed

in two different ways: as a #ivd7 progressing to V over a

pedal tone (Fig. 7a), or simply as chromatic non-harmonic

tones (Fig. 7b). Since these non-harmonic tones rarely

Api

Aw
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affect the basic harmonic progressions, the latter analysis

has been used.

(a)
I A

dj 6 6j

FN4

(b)

LN L
e: i --- ---

Fig. 7a and b--Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,
"basso ostinato," measure I.~

These non-harmonic tones have chromatic alterations in

every measure until the tonic of the ultimate key of A minor

is reached in measure 15; at this point they become diatonic.

The resulting dissonance from these non-harmonic tones has a

tendency to obscure the true harmonic element; however, when

basic chord structures are analyzed, normal chord progressions

usually result.

~e:iI 6 .
46 44-

G:I6
6

Fig. 8--Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,
measures 46.
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Although most harmonic progressions resolve normally

throughout this prelude, there are three notable exceptions.

The first unusual chord progression occurs in measures 9-12.

This progression of I - V - #i0 occurs immediately after the6 4
4 3

modulation from G major to D major (measure 9). One expects

the V chord which follows the I6 to progress again to the

4
tonic. Instead, it progresses to #io while the melody which

3
lies above this progression remains in D major.

(910) 1~1

D: I 4#.6 V 4
4 3

a

3

Fig. 9-Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,
measures 9-12.

After removing the neighboring tones from the harmony, a more

logical analysis may be seen in the remaining skeleton.
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The basic progression would then be V - #id7, the intervening

3
#io being a result of a #3 - 43 suspension occuing

3
simultaneously with an appoggiatura im measures 10-12. This

16 - V - #id7 progression, instead of the more common
43

16 - V - I, reveals a tendency of Chopin's to progress to

a chord on the altered scale degree.

pp

146 3
Fig. 10--Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,

"Basic Harmonic Outline7eas ures 9-2

The second unusual harmonic progression occurs in

measures 15 and 16 where the 16 resolves to a VI6 rather than

4
to the usual V. The root of the V forms a pedal at this

point which gives a slight impression of the more usual

- V progression.
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id7 a:,#ivd 7  #iv7Gi i 7  
6

6)

Fig. ll-.-Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,
measures 13-16.

This progression follows the common chord modulation in

measure 13, thus delaying a clearcut cadence into the new

key.

The final less common progression is found in measures

21-22, where the secondary dominant II chord is used as an

embellishing hord between two V chords. This progression,

while not unusual in most circumstances, is somewhat less

traditional in its use here due to the preceding material.

This progression occurs immediately preceding the final

cadence after the A minor key has been established in a

somewhat obscure manner in measure 15 (Fig. 11). The

V - II - I progression represents a last attempt to absolve

I
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the A minor key identity by recalling the beginning key of E.

However, the second V chord is followed immediately by a
7
V - I which forms a perfect authentic cadence in A minor.

4 r%

(21) sostenuf( 2 2 23)

VVII X 7

Fig. 12--Chopin, Prelude in A Minor, Number Two
rrasures 21-23.

According to Table XVIII, Appendix B, there are three

modulations within the twenty-three measures of this prelude--

two to closely related keys38 and one to a remote key. Two

are of the common chord type while one is direct.

In this earlier prelude, it is possible to see the

liberties Chopin takes in regard to the more traditional

harmonic procedures: the absence of a key signature, the

chromaticism which appears in every measure until the final

tonic of A minor is reached in measure 15, the repeated

sharp dissonances caused by the use of these non-harmonic

tones together with the resulting obscurity of key identities

The tonic, dominant, and subdominant keys and their
related keys produce the six closely related keys. ".
A key other than a closely related key is known as a remote
key.' Ottman, Advanced Harmony, pp. 189-190,

I mII
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and basic progressions. The less common harmonic procedures

cited above all tend to indicate a "breaking away" from

certain basic harmonic traditions.

Prelude In G Major, Number Three, Vivace

A pastorale melody accompanied by a rapid, perpetual

sixteenth-note, scale-like pattern in the bass, describes

this thirty-three measure prelude, The melody begins in the

third measure following a prelude, or introduction, of two

measures by the bass accompaniment figure. This accompani-

ment subtly prepares the hearer for the ensuing melody by

introducing certain melodic intervals that are contained in

both. (Compare Fig. 13a with 13b. )

(a) ~ 3 71mom

(b)

Fig. 13--Chopin, Prelude in G , Number Two
(a)--"Bass Accompaniment Figure, measures 1-2
(b)--'"Basic Melody," measures 3-4

The melodic material forms a phrase group containing

three phrases and a coda, and can be analyzed as binary form

(Fig. 105, Appendix A); The first phrase contains an

extension or bridge (measures 7-11) which leads to an exact
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repetition of the first portion of this phrase (measures 12-

15). The second phrase (measures 16-19) contains new melodic

material and ends on the subdominant chord through the use of

secondary dominant, I7. The third phrase (measures 20-27)

begins on the subdominant chord and ends on the tonic. It is

based on material from the second phrase but, in addition,

contains extensions' The six-measure coda, is built on the

tonic chord of G major, and with the exception of the two

last measures, is based entirely on the sixteenth-note

accompaniment which now appears in both hands. The final

two measures are simply the broken tonic chord.

The only removal from the key of G major results from

the secondary dominant (It use in measure 16. This is

followed by a IV - IV7 - ii6 - V - V7 - I progression in the

5

key of G. As such, it represents no modulation, Since no

deviations from traditional harmonic procedures are found,

Chopinls originality is observed in the typical vocal-like

melody over the rapid, wide-spread bass figuration together

with the unique formal structure described above,

Prelude in E Minor, Number Four, Largo

Repeated chromatically descending chords under a

simple singing melody characterize this unusual prelude.

The descending chords result from a
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. . . multiplication of nonieharmonic tones usually
in chromatic forms Lthatj produces an extraordinary
plasticity, even fluidity, in the harmonic substance,
so that all all times all the parts are found to be
moving by semitones as in Tristan. Transitional
passages produced by thisT semi-tonal movement are
common in Chopin.39

The melody is built almost entirely around a stepwise

two-note motive of a dotted half succeeded by a quarter note

(S2 ). At points of climax, measures 9, 12, 16, 17, and 18,

this motive gives way to faster time values containing wide

skips,

According to Figure 106, Appendix A, the form is

analyzed as one-part. The second section does not offer

enough contrast to the first section to qualify as a B section.

Asymmetry is noted between the sections in that the first

contains a phrase groups of three phrases and the second

contains a double period.

Leichtentritt also divides the melody into two parts:

the first part, measures 1-12, consists of an abbreviation

of phrases comprising sixteen measures; the second part,

measures 13-25, contains thirteen measures and is an

abbreviated form of phrases containing twenty-four measures,

He of fers the following analogy:

39 Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style , p. 81.
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In the above analogy, one may compare Chopin's

melodic arrangement with the normal sixteen-
measure structure of the same prime motive, in order
to sense the intensity--the peculiarity--of Chopin's
structure; its combination of hesitations and passion-
ate surgings. . . . This comparison also shows that
the last five measures of the Chopin are to be
regarded as the representative of an eight-measure
supernumerary concluding song, a coda. The significance
of the fermatas at the end now becomes clear. It
might be difficult to show such a type 1 of melodic
structure with the classical masters.

The basic harmonies in this prelude are clouded by the

"transitional passages produced by semi-tonal movement of

parts."h2 If the harmonies and progressions are analyzed

traditionally, many unorthodox progressions, as well as chord

types, would appear. When, upon closer examination, one

discovers the basic harmonic progression which exists within

a complex use of non-harmonic tones, a more logical analysis

can be found. Any analysis of symbols and chord progressions

must be qualified in that the chromatic progression formula

set forth in measures 1-9 takes precedence over traditional

harmonic procedures.

Figure 15 shows the evolutionary aspects of the complex

harmonic contents of this prelude. Letter a shows the prelude

as it is written. Letter b, shows repeated notes of the same

pitch in the bass converted to a single note value equal to

their combined time values. This is done in order to see

4Ibid., P. 136.

42Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style, p. 81.



more easily the chord progressions with the use of non-

harmonic tones. Letter c shows the analysis of the basic

chords, exclusive of all non-harmonic tones. Only a minimal

harmonic outline is shown by the chords market by an asterisk

in part c. These chords are the harmonic backbone, in most

instances, on which the intervening descending chords rely

for harmonic perspective and key identity.

In measures 1-10 the skeletal progression is

i - V - iv - V (Fig. 15, part c marked by ast6risks).43

All chords found between these basic points (Fig. 15, parts

b and c) are a result of the chromatically descending lower

voices, together with the non-harmonic tones of the melody.

Between the V chord in measure 2, and the iv chord in

measure 9, lies a chromatically descending series of

diminished seventh chords, ending with a #iiid7 (measure 8,

beat 4) that progresses to the iv chord. These diminished

seventh chords progress, one to the other, by a series of

non-harmonic tones in the chromatically descending bass

roices--each voice moving in turn--and the chromatic up and

down movement of the nnlody. Once the momentary diminished

seventh resolutions are reached, the descending bass continues

until the iv is reached in measure 9. The bass voices at

this point become temporarily static and the harmonic elements

are more easily seen.

43Schenker labels the basic harmonies in measures 1-11
as I (measure 1) - IV (measure 5) - V (measure 10).
Heinrich Schenker, Harmony, edited and annotated by Oswald
Jonas translated by lisabeth ann Borgese (Chicago, 1954),
p. 14A.
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Within the measures discussed above, a different

analysis shows the basic progression of i - V7 - I7 - iv -

vII7 - #iiid7 - iv. This progression represents a series of

secondary dominants which resolve to their normal triads with

an added seventh (Fig. 16); the VII progresses to the mediant

seventh on the sharpened third degree of the scale.

Other altered chords appear between these basic

progressions as a result of the non-harmonic tones in the

chromatically descending bass voices (indicated by parenthesis

in Fig, 16). Between the V7 (measure 2) and I7 (measure 4)

altered forms of the dominant--the x7and v0 --are found.
4
3

A #ivd7 (measure 4) interrupts the I7. - iv progression.

Likewise, between the iv7 (measure 5) and the V11 7

(measure 7) other altered chords appear. These consist of

the ii" (measure 5) which is the iv chord with an added sixth;
4
3

and the viid7, which is an altered form of the following

VII7 chord.

As pointed out earlier, regardless of the analysis used

in measures 1-10, the chromatic formula takes precedence

over traditional procedures.

The chromatic downward movement starts once again in

measure 14. The chords sink more rapidly in this passage

because in some cases, two parts in the lower voices move

simultaneously.
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The basic progression in measures 13-17 (Fig, 15, part c

marked by asterisks) is: i - #ivd7- V-9 - i. Between the i

3
in measure 13 and the #ivd7 in measure 16, two major-minor

sevenths occur. The first is a b117 which progresses down-

ward, chromatically, to the I-7, This progression could also

be analyzed as a vii7G, spelled enharmonically, whose logical

resolution is to the I or I-7. Three other chords could be

analyzed in measures 14-1 6 (Fig. 15, part b indicated by

brackets) as a result of the chromatic harmonic formula:

a v7F (measure 14, beat 3) and a vd7 (measure 15, beat 2),

Which are altered dominant chords, and a ii2 (measure 16,

3
beat 4), which occurs between the #ivd7 and its resolution

to the V 9 . This 110 results, in part, from the descending4
3

seventh of the #ivd7 in the melody, and to a larger extent

from the chromatic movement of the bass voices. It could also

be analyzed as a iv chord if the F# in the melody is considered

to be a non-harmonic tone.

A second analysis of measures 13-17 shows almost identical

progressions to its counterpart in Fig. 16. In Figure 17,

parts a and b show this analogy of measures 1-5 and 13-17,

After tin V chord in the second measure of the example,

the chord changes in part b are one-half measure ahead of

part a due to the faster descent of the lower voice (Fig, 17),
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press.

(a)

(b)

7 6 7F (vo)

W . 13

U 1 4

3) (14)
yJ (v 7F)

3s 3

(a) -

t#ivd7

5 4

-S6-69

7-6
4 '5 3
3

Fig: 17--Chopin, Prelude in E, Minor, Number Four,
"harmonic analogy of measures 1-4 and 13-17.
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In measures 21-25, the characteristic descending bass

line appears the last time. As a result of the chromatic

descending line, the I6 - i6 progression occurs between the

74 4

VI and the VI2 (Fig. 15).

Outside of the chordal progressions in measures 1-10,

13-17, and 21-25, discussed above as a result of the intense

chromatic movement of the bass, other less-common harmonic

procedures are found.

The first of these is found in measures 10 and 11 where

the progression V7 - iv - V7 - iv is used.

Pe dal
Doubled

Fig. 18--Chopin, Prelude in E Minor, Number Four,
measure 10,

This same type of progression, V - iv, occurs again in

measures 18 and 19 and could also be analyzed as V - VI,

however, the non-harmonic tones would be neighboring tones

instead of pedal tones.

In Ratner's, Harmony, Structure and Style, a different

analysis is given of this entire prelude, whereby the chords

are analyzed as to chord types only.411 He states that

313.
4 Leonard Ratner, Harmn, Structure and Stle, pp. 312-
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0 * . about three-quarters of the musical time in
this piece is occupied with unstable or dissonant
sound. Aside from several suspensions and one or
two minor sevenths this instability is embodied in
chord types which contain the sound of the tri-tone.
Of these there are about a dozen f the type described
here Cin his analysis as the VII the minor seventh
with the diminished triad from the lower most note
Half diminished seventh chordi45 It is the sound
of this chord in many different contexts that gives
a peculiarly unsettled and searching quality to
nineteenth-century chromaticism. It crops up again
and again in the music of Schumann, Liszt, Brahms,
Wagner, Richard Strauss and their contemporaries.
Sometimes it acts as a dominant; sometimes as a
sub-dominant; sometimes as a combination of altered
tones whose identity is highly equivical. In one
of its disguises it is the famous Tristan chord,
celebrated as representing the crisis, the satiation
point of nineteenth-century chromatic harmony.

In the discussion of the Prelude in A Minor, Number Two,

certain devices were discussed which were used to give

uncertainess to key feeling. Through the use of a harmonic

formula thich involves chromatic progressions rather than

traditional procedures, this E minor prelude represents

still another venture into uncertainty and ultimately,

abandon of key identity, in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries.

Prelude in D j Number Five, Allegro Molto

As its basis this prelude has perpetual sixteenth-note

passages in both hands from which a melody arises in the

upper voice. These sixteenth-note passages begin in the

45In this analysis the vII7 indicated a chord type (a
half-diminished seventh) rather than a chord built on tir
seventh scale degree. Ibid., p. 313.

46bid., p. 313.
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first measure (the left hand begins after an eighth rest)

and continue, without the appearance of any other time values

or rests, until measure 37. At this point, there is an

eighth note in each part ahich ends the passage. Two

following chords bring the piece to a close,

The form of this prelude is one-part which includes two

sections, an introduction, an interlude, and a coda. (See

Figure 107, Appendix A.) Each section contains a phrase

group consisting of three phrases. The interlude and coda

are based on the introduction.

The melody emerges from the sixteenth note figuration

as follows:

APppppp A

A P

A p9

App ppAPT

It #

(b )--"elodic e duc'fion"



The basis for arriving at a particular melodic quarter note

in this example lies not only in the pattern of the first

four sixteenth notes in which it appears, but also, and most

importantly, from conclusions drawn within the harmonic

structure. In measure 7, for instance, the A in the melodic

deduction could not have been derived from the right-hand

passage alone since it comes on a weak beat. It re eives

stress because it is the note of resolution for the descending

fifth in the previous V7 chord. In most instances, the

melodic quarter note is found twice in the four sixteenth-

note groupings (measures 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) and usually

appears at least once on a strong beat.

The sixteenth melodic-note conclusions shown in the

melodic deduction are arrived at more simply. A two-note chord

appears in the right hand on the third beat of each measure,

thus emphasizing the first sixteenth note' and the second is

heard because it is the harmonic note of resolution from the

previous melodic non-harmonic tone. Thus the melody is audible

in these passages through the use of harmonic progressions,

beat emphasis, repetition of melodic notes, and added chord

tones with non-harmonic tones and their resolutions.

Rhythmic variety is achieved through shifts in meter,

The rhythmic shifts are not indicated by additional time

signatures, but through rhythmic groupings in the sixteenth-

note passages. The first four measures can be analyzed as

five measures consisting of one 3/16 measure, four 2/8
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measures and one 5/16 measure. This is followed by the

normal 3/8 measure in measure 5 (Fig. 20).

3p

EAJI
123

Fig, 20--Chopin, Prelude in D Major Number Five

measures 1-5.

These shifts are caused by accents in thv i4th-note pattern

or the right hand, together with the emphasis caused by the

recurring low note of the bass. The same rhythmic shifts

occur when the introductory phrase ap pears as an interlude

(measures 17-20) and part of the coda (measures 33-36).

According to Table XIX, Appendix B, nine modulations are

round in this prelude, eight of which are achieved through the

use of a common chord. The modulations progress through the

circle of fifths--D - A - E- B - F/--and return to D in

measure 17 where the process is repeated. This last time,

,k4,
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the circle-of-fifth modulations stop with the key of B instead

of F# before the final modulation to the original key of D.

The modulations between D major and F# major in the first series

of modulations are passing modulations in which each key iden-

tity is maintained for only two measures. The second series of

modulations, between D Major (measure 17) and its return in

measure 28, represent false modulation of two measures each.

Five of the modulations are to closely related keys while the

remaining four represent modulations to remote keys.

The harmonic progressions in this prelude feature a

frequent use of iii and III chord. In most instances these

mediant triads may be analyzed as dominant chord with a

non-harmonic tone. In only one of the numerous progressions

involving the iii chord, is the more common progression,

iii -V - i (or vi), or more accurately labeled V6 5 - i, found.

Phis common usage is f ound in me as ure 5 (Fig. 21).

4 .

2 1 ()2

6 6 5
:i66

Fig. 21--Chopin, Prelude in D M4 jr, Number Five,
measures 4-5.

4 7Ottman, Elementary Harmony, pp. 189-190,
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The F# in the upper voice (measure 5, beat 3), is an

appoggiatura which is found in the dominant seventh and forms

a iii6 chord at that point. This non-harmonic tone resolves

downward to the fifth of the dominant seventh, thus the

term V6 5. The progression to the vi represents a deceptive

cadence.

The other progressions in which the iii chord is found

are somewhat less traditional. In measure 13, 14, and 15,

which are identical, the iii chord (shown in Fig. 22a) can

be analyzed as a V with an escape tone (Fig. 22b).

- -- -x.

ET

Iii V I

Fig. 22--Chopin, Prelude in D , Number Five,
measures 13-14, beat one.
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The analysis shown in Figure 22b would be most logical

since the iii chord analyzed in 22a is found in the unlikely

progression of ii 0 - i11 6 - I, whereas the ,ii - V - I in 22b6 6
5 5

is quite normal. It must be noted that the non-harmonic tone

in Figure 22b does not progress stepwise as it does in the

more common V6 5 progression (See Fig. 21). Similar

situations arise in measures/.29, 30, 31, and 32 in which all

of the usages are identical.

In the identical measures 4 and 20, the iii chord

cannot be analyzed as the V chord containing a non-harmonic

tone, since the F#, which is the root of the iii chord, does

not function as a non-harmonic tone and has no resolution

(See Fig. 21, measure 4). In this example, the usual note

of resolution is omitted, and the iii chord is found in

an unusual situation: V7 - iii - I. Abraham calls this

chord type a pseudo-chord--one which arises out of the use

of a non-harmonic tone followed by its resolution, but which,

when carried a step further, omits the note of resolution

altogether.4 8

The III+ chord, which is an infrequently used mediant

triad, can be found in measures 6, 7, 9, 10, 1i, 16, 22, 23,

25, 26, and 27. In all of these usages the III+ coord is

always found in the V6 5 situation in a minor key, In

measure 16, the III+ can be analyzed as V with an escape tone.

48Abraham, Chps Musical stfl , p. 81.
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Thus, it is not a case of unusual progressions involving the

III+ chord, but it is rather the frequency of its use in the

dominant situation.

From the preceding examples, the evolutionary process

of breaking away from a traditional usage- of the lii chord

can be observed. In Figure 20, measure 5, it is shown in

the common V6 5 progression; in Figure 22b it can still bt

analyzed as a V chord with a non-harmonic tone, but it has

discarded the traditional 6 5 resolution in the soprano

voice; in Figure 20, measures 4 and 6, it has discarded the

resolution of the non-harmonic tone and can no longer be

analyzed as a V chord.

In addition to this frequent use of the mediant triad,

one also observes the uniqueness of formal structure, tr

originality shown in the piano figuration, the liberal use

of non-harmonic tones, and the frequent passing and false

modulations which are characteristic of many of these preludes.

Prelude in B Minor, Number Six, Lento Assai

This prelude, along with number fifteen, is often

considered to be the "Raindrop Prelude" which George Sand

describes as being composed during a rainstorm on Chopin's

and her Majorcan sojourn. Regardless of its origin, the

recurring pedal tones could quite conceivably be descriptive

of pattering raindrops. Two pedal tone factors, working

simultaneously, give this monotonous, raindrop effect.
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The first pedal tone is a repeated eighth-note inverted

pedal which appears in the upper voice throughout, with the

exception of measures 7 and 8, where the melody shifts from

the bass to the soprano, causing temporary cessation.

Immediately below this lies a second pedal--a double

note figure of quarter note values--which also appears

throughout the selection with few exceptions (Fig. 23).

71)(2
p softo voe

Fig. 23--Chopin, Prelude in B Minor, Number Six,
"Basic Motive," easuresZ1-.

At certain points this quarter-note figure is limited to a

single note because of the height of the melody in the bass

voice. When the ne lody changes to the upper voice (the last

beat of measures 6-8), the time value of these quarter notes

changes to eighth notes, replacing the quarter-note pedal tones

ihich give way to the melody. They are resumed once again as

the melody returns to the bass in measure 9. In measure 23,
this quarter note pedal is dismissed temporarily because of

the close proximity of the melody and the eighth-note pedal.
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A melancholy, cello-like melody4 9 in the left hand lies

below this accompaniment figure. Only on one occasion (the

last beat of measures 6-8) does this melody leave the lower

voice.

The form of this prelude is binary, (See Fig, 108,

Appendix A.) The first A section (measures 1-14) contains

a phrase e group which consists of three phrases. The first

two phrases contain four measures each; the second phrase

ends on the dominant chord (measure 8) which leads to the

third phrase. The third phrase is six measures in length

(measures 9-14) because of an extension, and represents a

repetition of the first phrase with alterations. The most

notable alteration in this phrase is found in the extension

(measures 13 and 14) when the first part of the first motive

(Fig. 23) is repeated twice (Fig. 24),

(13)(14)

Fig. 24--Chopin, Prelude in B Minor, Number Six,
Measures 13-14.

49Leichtentritt, Analyse der Chopin schen Klavierwerke,
p. 138.
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Concurrently there is a hemiola caused by duple rhythm

resulting from this repetition. These two measures, then,

sound as three 2/4 measures instead of two 3/4 measures,5 0

as shown by the use of brackets in Fig. 24. The other

alteration in this phrase, as compared to the first phrase,

is the modulation into the original key of B minor. The

B section consists of a parallel period, The coda recalls

the A section through the repetition of the basic two-

measure motive. The pedal tones are subsequently interrupted

by quarter rests which bring the prelude to a close.

Key relationships in regards to form show the A section

to begin in B minor and end in the Neapolitan key of C major.

The B section begins in C major and returns to the tonic key

of B minor.

The first of two modulations is found in measure 11 and

is achieved through the use of a common chord. The VI chord

of B minor becomes the V chord in the key of C. This

represents a false modulation as the original key of B minor

is re-established by a direct modulation in measure 15. The

directness of this modulation is softened somewhat by the

common tone, or pivot pitch of G, which can be analyzed as a

suspension in the dominant chord of B (V4 - i6 ) or as a

3-.2

viid7 (viid 7 - V - 6). See Fig. 25.

5 2

50Ibid., p. 139.
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C:

3 2
od7 7

2 2

Fig. 25--Chopin, Prelude in B Minor, Number Six,
measures 14-15.

In either analysis, the G, or diminished seventh, facilitates

this remote modulation.

Several unusual harmonic progressions are to be f ound in

this prelude. The f irst begins with the last count of

measure 5 and continues through measure 8. The harmonic

analysis follows:

45ul45 4

VI

32

4 vi jviivi 6  66- 2'.-4.1- 4 6 6

Fig. 26--Chopin, Prelude in B Minor, Number Six,
measures 5-8.
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F ig . 26--C ont inue d

The basic progression here, logically, could be considered as

vi - i - vi~ - II6 . .vy - i - V. The progressions,
3

viid7 -VI 6 - vii( V I - vii6 ' which occur between the

Vas 6#i- daj6

3 5 4 5
secondary dominant i (measure 6, beat 2) an. its resolution

6

to the V6 (measure 6, last half of beat 2) are finished

seventh embellishments which delay the normal resolution,

36

II V6 Abraam calls this harxrnic parenthesis. 51 the

55

intervening VI6 chords are a passing 6 and an embellishment

4 4
which denotes a further embellishment of the diminished

seventh. The less common progression of a diminished seventh to

the VI represents a deceptive cadence progression in which the

diminished seventh replaces the dominant, In measure 7

5 1Abraham, Chopin's Musical style, p. 20.
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(Fig. 26, beat 2) there is a less-common progression of

vd7 V instead of the more common viid7 - i. The6
chromatic movement is intensified near the end of the

passage (measure 6, beat 1) when all voices move upward,

chromatically, causing a viid7 - #ivd7 progression.524
3

Schenker gives the following harmonic analysis of this

pas sage:

A a \"'"\ Y \ 2

(5)

tv
43

Fig. 27--Chopin, Prelude in B Mior, Number $ix,
measures 585

52 Walter Piston analyzes tine viid7 here, as an
appoggiatura chord, Walter Piston, Harony (New York, 1941),
p. 109.

53Heinrich $chenker, Hamoy edited and annotated byOswald Jonas, translated by Elisabeth iMann Borgess (Chicago,
1954), p. 214.

-1
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The diminished seventh embellishments and intervening VI

chords, which interrupt the 116 - V progression, are labeled
5 6

as a V chord in the above figure. In this analysis it appears

that the diminished seventh chord is analyzed as an incomplete

.V9, and that the intervening VI chords as multiple non-

harmonic tones.

The progression vii7 - - V - i occurs in measure 15.
6

As discussed in Fig. 25, the G in the viid7 could, quite
&
5

accurately, be called a suspension. In this case, there is

a common V4-3 - i progression.
3-

In measures 16, 18, and 20, the other progressions of

the viid7 - VI are found. These instances represent deceptive

progressions with the viid7 shown again as a dominant

substitute.

The G in measures 16 and 20, which are identical, can be

analyzed as an inverted pedal resulting in a v2 - (Fig. 28).

In measure 18, the G (Fig. 28) in the bass could be analyzed

as an anticipation to the following VI chord; in measure 19

the G could be analyzed as a suspension with a change of

harmony at the note of resolution.
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Fig. 28--Chopin, Prelud e in B Minor, Number Six,
measures 16-20.

Several conclusions may be drawn from this analysis,

which shows some of the tendencies present in a good number

of Chopints works. In the smaller forms, he deviates from

conventional binary and ternary forms--here through a

simulated ternary form by the recall of the A Section in the

coda. His modulation to the Neapolitan key of C rather than

to a more closely related key shows, to some degree, his

unconventionality in modulation, This modulation to C,

((2)MAIM-
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a chromatic key to B minor, represents still another

tendency--a leaning toward chromaticism--which appears often

in many of his works. Chromatic movement of voices, discussed

in light of chord progressions in measures 5-8, have already

been found, most notably in Preludes Two and Four and will

be discussed still further in Preludes Eight, Seventeen,

Nineteen, and Twenty-one. Another facet of Chopin's

harmonic technique is the use of certain unconventional

progressions of chords (measures 16, 18, and 20) which,

upon closer examination, can be analyzed as non-harmonic

tones. This clouding of traditional harmonies prepares the

ear for still further deviations. Although this prelude

cannot be termed revolutionary, it contains elements which

cannot be called traditional.

Prelude in A Major, Number Seven, Andantino

This is one of the shortest and simplest of the preludes,

built entirely on a motive which is repeated without rhythmic

variance in the entire prelude. This repetition forms a

double period of sixteen measures (Fig. 29). The harmonic

content is unusual only to the extent to which chords of the

seventh and ninth are used. Of the seventeen chord changes

found in this prelude, seven are chords of the seventh. One

is a secondary dominant; four are dominant ninths. The key

of A major is maintained throughout. However, at the point

of climax in measure 12, a secondary dominant is used
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(VI7 - i) which adds color to the otherwise constant A

major.

'ddolce

Fig, 29--Chopin, Prelude in A Major, Number Seven,
"Motive," measures 1-2.

In this simplest of preludes, Chopin uses this abundance

of seventh and ninth chords to add color, interest, and

variety to the simplicity of form and the poignant melodic

and rhythmic statements.

Prelude in F# Minor, Number Eight, Molto agitato

Soft mummerings mounting to an agitated thundering before

a final subduement describe the mood of this prelude. The

melodic motive with the sound clashes of the thirty-second-

note ornamental figuration, the rhythmic conflict between the

bass accompaniment and this complex motive, the frequent and

abrupt, remote modulations, together with the dissonant

harmonies resulting from recurring chromaticism, work

concurrently to achieve the characteristic mood and sound

colorings found in this piece.
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The entire prelude is built around a single motive which

comprises one beat in 4/4 time. This motive is repeated

without rhythmic variance until the four closing chords.

The melody, which lies in the middle voice of this

motive, is a dotted eighth and sixteenth-note combination

played with the thumb of the right hand. It is decorated by

an ornamental figuration of thirty-second note time values:

the first and seventh notes double the melodic notes; the

second and eighth notes double the melody at the octave;

the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth notes form a changing

note figure which affects, to some extent, the sound coloring

mentioned above (Fig. 30).

(a)

(b)

changing tone gure

(c)

me I d1  doubling

Fig. 30--Chopin, Prelude in F# Minor, Number Eight,
Measure 1, beat 1.

(a)--Melodic Motive
(b)--Basic Melodic Motive
(c)--Figuration
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Below this melodic motive lies a broken chord accompaniment

pattern of triplet sixteenths followed by an eighth note.,

When played against the dotted eighth and sixteenth-note

melody with its thirty-second note figuration, two different

rhythmic conflicts are observed in each motive (Fig. 31).

( )
4-

Fig. 31--Chopin, Prelude in F# Minor, Number Eight,
"Rhythmic Conflict in the Basit~~otie,"hieasure 1, beat 1.

(a)--Basic Motive
(b)--Eight against six between the ornamental

figuration and bass accompaniment pattern.
(c)-- Four against six between the melody and bass

accompaniment pattern.
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Eight against six is observed between the thirty-second

notes in the figuration and the triplet sixteenth notes and

eighth note of the bass (equal to three, sixteenth triplets).

Four against six results from the dotted eighth and sixteenth

notes of the melody pattern against the triplet sixteenth

notes and eighth note of the bass.

Phrases developed from this motive form a three-part

song, ABA, as shown in Fig. 110, Appendix A. Both A sections

contain double periods; the B section contains a phrase

group consisting of five phrases.

In regard to the form,key relationships show the A

section begins in F# minor with modulations to several keys

before ending on the subdominant key of B minor. The B

section begins in the enharmonic mediant key of B flat major,

After numerous modulations, the B section concludes with a

modulation to F# minor. The final A section remains in the

key of F# minor, while the coda alternates between F# minor

and F# major.

The most unusual harmonic aspects in this prelude center

around the modulations. Any discussion in this respect must

be qualified to the extent that, in many instances, a number

of analyses, too numerous to mention here, could be used.

Indisputably the piece begins in F# minor and ends in F# minor

with many modulations, passing modulations, and false modu-

lations found in between. The most logical analysis in

regards to modulations in sho n in Table XXI, Appendix B.
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In addition to the modulations shown in Table XXI, false

modulations may be analyzed in measures 3-4 and 20-22. In

both locations, the modulatory-like passages are a result of

melodic and harmonic sequences.

In measures 3-4 (Fig. 32) the harmonic element in the

sequence shows a iio - V7 progression in C# and B (measure 3)

3
broken by a #iv7G - viid7 progression in the key of A in

measure 4. The viid7 in the key of A becomes the enharmonic

viid7 in F# minor which, in turn, is succeeded by a V9, 7 - I

progression in the original F# minor key, thus ending this

sequence of false modulations. The melodic sequence in this

passage is broken by the return to F# (measure 4, beats 3-4).

Fig. 32 shows the passage in measures 3-4; the analysis below

the line conforms with Table XXI, while that above the line

is the alternate analysis showing rapid successions of keys

in the total false modulation. The lower analysis shows a

series of chords based on a descending chromatic bass line

beginning with the vi2 in measure 3 and ending with the

3

viid7, spelled enharmonically (measure 4, beat 2), which

progresses to the viid7 , spelled correctly, followed by the

V-9 *

These chromatically descending chords result in pro-

gressions of secondary dominant chords in me asire 3 and a

#v17 - viid7 in measure 4. Deviations in normal procedures

are observed in the progression of the II to an altered
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form of the dominant, and the #v7G, which progresses to the

#Viid7 instead of the VII.

) ...
WOMWOM0

c:# 0ii?

3

V
7

b ii

3

V7 d7

i viid7

# vio II O
a 7

3I

T(5

i ' iid7

d3
3I

V9 7

V

#,i7G vii0 (

I .

i

Fig. 32--Chopin, Prelude in F# Minor, Number Eight,
Measures 3-5, Beat I.

In measures 20-22 (Fig. 33), a similar situation is

observed. A sequential pattern of 110 - viid7 - V in A and
44
3 2

-pig
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Fig. 33--Chopin, Prelude in F# Minor, Number Eight,
measures 20-22.
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B changes to a ii - viid7 . v117 G in C#. The 117G acts as

3
a pivot chord in this analysis, becoming the #iv7G in the key

of F# minor. A second analysis of this passage (indicated

below the line) shows no modulation. Instead, it shows a

series of secondary dominants which progress to altered

chords: the VII7 (measure 20, beat 4) progresses to a #iiid7

instead of the III; the J7 progresses to the #ivd7 instead of

the iv. These unusual chords and chordal progressions are

a result of the melodic and hamonic sequences.

This harmonic procedure of progressing to altered chords

instead of the normal triad was observed also in the Prelude

in A Minor, Number Two and in one analysis of the Prelude in

E Minor, Number Four. The difference in the above illustra-

tions and Prelude Four is that, in this prelude, the

progressions show more clearly a venture into other key

identities.

From the module tive scheme shown in Table XXI, and the

illustrations shown immediately above, several deductions

can be made regarding the modulations. These include

(1) the frequency of modulation; (2) the frequent use of

sequences; and (3) the frequent modrilation to remote keys.

An example of these modulations is shown in the following

excerpt;
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Fig. 34-Chopin Prelude in F# Minor, Number Eight,
"Harmonic Deduction, measuresT-I13.
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In addition to the unusual procedures which arise from

the frequent modulations, several unusual chord usages are

found in the harmonic progressions of this prelude.

An unusual progression of #iv7G - viid7 is found in

measure 4 (Fig. 32, above the line). This has followed the

sequential ii - V progression in C# and B and is used as a

variation of that sequence, It is spelled as a dominant

seventh chord, and since it is not followed by the usual

chord of resolution (V or I{), it does not progress in the

usual manner. The lower interval of te augmented sixth,

F, remains stationary, while the upper interval, Eb

(enharmonic of D#), descends.

A 1107 - viid7 . v11 70 progression occurs in measures

21-22 (Fig. 33, indicated above the line). The viid7, after

appearing on the sixteenth melodic note, is repeated, changes

inversions, and progresses to the vii7G. This German sixth,

built on the leading tone, becomes the #iv7G in F# minor,

thus ending the sequence of false modulations. The same

passage in another analysis (Fig. 33, below the line) shows

a v107 - #ivd7 . #iv7G progression. In both analyses, the

German sixth results from the chromatic descending bass

movement, Eb - D(measure 22).

One of the most unusual features of this prelude is the

scarcity of the unaltered subdominant triad. Its use is

confined to two appearances near the end of the prelude
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(measure 28-30). This infrequency is especially remarkable

if one considers the numerous modulations which occur. One

would expect its use to facilitate the establishment of new

keys more firmly.

In Chapter One, it was stated that Chopin's pianistic

virtuosity was responsible, to a great extent, for his

creativity in composition. Hedley maintains that this

prelude is largely a result of Chopin's improvisatory play

at the piano.54 He further states that

* . . his inspiration . . . in many cases . . . can

have been no more than the feel of the keyboard

beneath his hands or the sudden fascination of a

new sound pattern, accidentally alighted upon as he

improvised. . .55

Abraham concurs TAth this point of view.5
6  It seems logical

that the frequent, abrupt modulations in this prelude,

together with the unusual chord progressions, could be an

indirect, if not direct, result of this improvisatory play.

The impression produced through the frequent modulations

and the chromatic movement found in many passages is one of

a perpetual search for a new key or sound pattern. Once it

is found, it is discarded for a newer and fresher one. It is

this harmonic searching which gives interest and variety to

the repeated rhythms of the basic motive and places this

prelude far in advance, harmonically, of its time.

54Hedley, C s nP. 146.

55 Ibid., p. 132.

5 6 Abraham, Chopin's Musical style, p. 176.
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Prelude in E !it1r, Number Nine, Largo

The bold majestic march-like character of this prelude

reminds one of the more famous Prelude in C Minor, Number

Twenty. written entirely in the bass clef, the melody forms

three, four-measure periods which result in a one-part formal

structure with three sections. (See Fig. 11, Appendix A.)

The melody, built exclusively around a stylized tetrachord,

progresses in stepwise intervals embracing a fourth.57 Only

once does the melody contain a skip, and this is the interval

of a fourth (See Fig. 35). In the first period, measures 1-4,

the melody ascends four scale steps in the antecedent phrase

and descends to its starting point in the consequent phrase.

In the second period, measures 5-8, the melody ascends,

stepwise, the interval of a ninth (two fourths in succession)

in he first three measures to form the climax. It then

descends in one measure by a skip of a fourth, followed by

stepwise movements, the interval of a fourth, to its starting

point. It may be noted that the melody in the antecedent

phrase of this second period contains only notes found on

the white keys. This is remarkable because of the complexity

of the hannony found beneath this melody.

The last period, measures 9-12, shows a slow stepwise

rise to the end. It also shows the use of white keys, with

the exception of the D# near the end.

57Leichtentritt, Analyse der Chopint schen Klavierwerke,
p. 146.
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The unusual, frequent remote modulations and the harmonies

which result are the most important aspect of this prelude

in regard to an analytical approach. In the six modulations

which occur, five of them are to remote keys. Table XXII,

Appendix B, shows the key scheme.

The first modulation, to F major, is achieved by pivot

pitches (Fig. 36, measure 5). A II - V6 - ii - v7 -V

progression follows and is repeated melodically and

harmonically in Ab major (measures 7-8) with certain modifi-

cations: the II chord in F is replaced by a bII, spelled

enharmonically in Ab; the V chords in F are replaced by

diminished sevenths in Ab, and the V7 is replaced by a I

In addition to this modified sequence, the Ab key is

achieved through a pivot pitch.

A direct modulation, followed by melodic and harmonic

sequences, is found in measure 8 (Fig. 36). The I chord in

Ab major is succeeded by the in6 - V progression in E major.

The progression, I - V - I - iv in this key is repeated by

melodic and harmonic sequence in F major (measure 10) and

G minor (measure 11). In the latter, the iv chord is omitted,

and a direct modulation to E follows with a V - I progression

in the new key which closes the piece. This last series of

sequential modulations somewhat parallel the modulations

found in measures 5-8. This final abrupt modulation to E

major--which comes one measure before the end after frequent,

remote modulations--is striking in effect, and reminds one of

a similar situation in Prelude in A Minor, Number Two.
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Fig . 36--Chopin, Prelude in E wMajor, Number Nine,

measures 5-12.
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F: I V I I Vi EV

6

Fig, 36--Continued

From the discussion of modulations, one finds that

Chopin, in this prelude, uses the direct modulations by

sequence and pivot pitch with greater frequency than the

more usual common chord type. This, together with his

numerous ventures to remote keys, marks a dramatic departure

from the norm of classicists and many of his contemporaries.

This is confirmed in Moschelles remark upon hearing Chopin's

performance of the preludes: that the once-considered harsh

modulations disaPpeared when Chopin glided over them.58

58James Huneker, 9hopn, the Man and His Music (New
York, 1900), p. 216.

orerite
(No)
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Several unusual chord progressions occur within the

harmonic framework of this prelude. The first of these is

found in the second measure with the vii - V - 1116
5

progression. The vi07 usually progresses to I and the iii

chord is more commonly preceded by a I, or, in some cases,

the vi chord (Fig. 37a and b).

: I . vii vV 7 4

(3)
CI,

EM Af

020

it V j7 ii 
3

Fig. 37--Chopin, Prelude in E Ma jor, Number Nine,
measures 2-3.

(b)

Mom=

Ilk inAt As
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In this situation the viig and the 11 6 interrupt the normal

progression of ii - V - vf. The vii69 could conceivably be

5

analyzed as a ii chord containing an anticipation, D#, and

the iii chord as a V chord containing the anticipation G#.

In view of the Largo tempo, it is most likely that thse

chords would be heard as the viiO and iii as shown iA66
5

Figure 37a. This iii chord represents another example of his

usage of the mediant triad in an unusual situation. (S$e

Prelude in D , Number Five.)

In addition, this progression could also be considered

the result of a harmonic sequence: the ii - vii - V;i
66
5

progression represents a series of chords whose roots are a

third apart.

(2)

iiV

Fig. 38--Chopin, Prelude In E , Number Nine,
"Root Movement," masurh 2.

A combination of unusual harmonic procedures provides an

unusual passage of chord progressions and aural impressions

in measures 5-8 (Fig, 36). Instability of key identification

arises from the abstract cadence in the melodic and harmonic
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sequence in F and Ab. This key uncertainty is produced to

some extent by the secondary dominant usage (II - V6 in F and

bII - Viid7 in Ab) which immediately follows the key changes

in each sequence. Succeeding progressions tend to heighten

this key vagueness.

One such progression is the V6 - ii6 - V7 found in

4

Fig. 36, measure 6. The ii, which is not commonly preceeded

by V, is used as a passing six-four chord between two

positions of the dominant. A similar situation is observed

in measure 7 where the ii is found between two positions of

the diminished seventh. The instability of key identifica-

tion arising from this combination of procedures is dispelled

with the 16 - V7 - I progression in the new key of Ab major.

4,

Walter Piston states that "this shifting of the tonality,

with strong triad progressions is a familiar device in the

music of Wagner, and as used here by Chopin leads one into

remote keys."59 Ratner adds that the unusual harmonic

progressions and modulations to remote keys are made

possible through "the very smooth stepwise shifts in the

right hand which enable the music to slide momentarily

into chords from remote tonal areas.60

59walter Piston, Principles of Harmonic An is (Boston,

1933), p. 81.

60Ratner, Harmon Structure and t , p. 295.
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In view of these statements and the preceeding analysis,

one discovers that Chopin has discarded many harmonic

procedures of the traditionalists. In so doing, he fore-

shadowed the harmonic practices of the late nineteenth

century.

Prelude in C# Minor, Number Ten, Allegro Molto

As its basis, this short, eighteen-measure, capricious

prelude has a rippling, five-note, treble descending passage

occurring six times in succession, accented at certain

points with a broken bass chord. Once arriving at its lowest

point, it proceeds with a chordal progression of two measures.

(See Fig. 39, measures 1-4.)

...............
~~kL ., tL 16 2

219

1 -3) 

Fig. 39--Chopin, Prelude in C# Minor, Number Ten,
"Basic Phrase Idea," measures T;4
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Liechtentritt gives the following illustrative design to

describe this phrase:

Bass

Fig, 40--Hugo Liechtentritt's Geometric Design which

Describes the Contents i1 Measures 1-4 of Chopin's Prelude
in Ci Minor, Number Ten.Ol

This four-measure phrase idea, repeated four times with

various key and cadential changes, forms a one-part structure

which consists of four phrases (Fig, 112, Appendix A).

Two additional measures (measures 17-18) which are almost an

exact repetition of measures 15 and 16 close the piece.

Three modulations may be analyzed within this prelude..

(See Table XXIII, Appendix B.) The first key change is to

the dominant key of G# minor (Fig. 41, measure 7), achieved

through a common chord.

The second modulation is direct, to the key of F# minor.

This key is established through a repeated i-iv progression

6lbeichtentritt, Analyse der Chopin'schen Klavierwerke,

p. 148.
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(Pig. 41, measures 9-11). It is interesting to note that

the V chord is not used to establish the key identity in

this passage more firmly. A return to C#, through a common

chord, is found in measure 12,

8...................

A~

7) (9)

o#: v6
V

c##i

-A a low

iFi

- -- ; -o

.. ..... -------- )- ---

Fig. 41--Chopin, Prelude in C# Minor, Number Ten,
measures 7-13.
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In the general key scheme, C# minor - G# minor - F#

minor - C# minor, one observes the remote modulation into

F# minor occurring between G#, the dominant key, and the

return to C# minor, the original tonic. This abrupt, direct

modulation offers variety and gives freshness to the basic

melodic idea almost to the extent that it serves as a B

section (measures 9-12).

No deviations from traditional harmonic procedures are

observed in this prelude. Instead, it is the idiomatic piano

writing, together with the remote modulation, which makes

this typical of Chopin's writing.

Prelude in B 1aiNor, umber Eleven, Vivace

The charm of this prelude lies in the melody which

emerges from thm figuration; the ingenuous form, and the

slight rhythmic shifts. The melody begins after a two-

measure introductory figure and can be distinguished because

of its tonic accent (Fig. 42)e

54

(a)

(b)

Fig, 42--Chopin Prelude in B Malor, Number Eleven,
"Melodic Deductions measures 3-11.

(a) Melody"
(b) "Pedal-like accompaniment"

AV

%bump %*wool
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The repeated F#'s in the right hand form a pedal tone figure

similar to those found in Prelude Number Fifteen.

Below this treble melody and figuration lies a bass

arpeggio accompaniment which is stepwise in only one measure

(1$) and changes to broken and solid chords in measure 21 to

the end.

The form of this prelude as shown in Figure 113, Appendix

A, is A B A with an introduction and coda. Section A is a

period in length, with the last measure of each phrase

containing a portion of the introductory figure, Section B

is- one phrase in length. The return to A is an almost note

for note repetition of the first A section until the third

measure of the consequent phrase is reached (measure 21). At

this point, a chord of a dotted half-note time value is

sounded simultaneously with the first melody note of the

introductory figure. This chord concludes this phrase and

also signals the return of the introductory figure which

leads to the coda. The coda is also based on the introductory

phrase followed by three closing chords.

In all of the phrases of the A sections, with the excep-

tion of the phrase mentioned immediately above, the third

measure of each phrase shows a hemiola indicating three 2/8

measures instead of the normal one 6/8 measure. This hemiola

is caused by an accent resulting from the low root of the

bass occurring simultaneously with a two-note chord in the

right hand. This accent is further facilitated by the
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contrasting weak unison which lies between these accents

(Fig. 44 indicated by brackets).

The last six measures also contain a rhythmic shift. A

9/8 measure results from the emphasis placed on the chord in

measure 23 following a single note. Simultaneously with this

dotted quarter-note chord, there is a triplet figure which is

repeated three times with other dotted quarter-note chords

that further indicate triple meter. The normal 6/8 measure

is resumed in measure 25 (Fig. 43).

23 44
3 3 I--

(23)3(24)(25)

Fig. 43--Chopin, Prelude in B Ma or, Number Eleven,
"Rhythmic Shift," measures 23-*5.

This prelude has two possible analyses regarding

modulations. The most logical analysis shows no modulation;

instead, a #v - vi - vi - iii - IV - I progression in the
6
4

original B major key is indicated (Fig. 414).
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V VI
BIv

Fig 4Lw--Chopin Prelude in B Major, Number Eleven,
measures 9-14.

This gives a temporary G# minor identification and could be

analyzed as such (Fig, 44, indicated below the line). The

I chord in B major acts as comon chord, becoming the III in

G# minor. The return to B occurs in measure 13 where the

VI in G# minor becomes the IV in B major. This would

represent a modulation to the relative minor and return.

However, if one considers the Vivace tempo and the short

duration of tdis passage, it is most likely that this is

4 224

B I#0# III6 v'44

4
-02 ) O

11i7
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heard as a secondary diminished seventh chord, pr Cgressing

to the vi chord in B major.

A harmonic analysis shows no deviations from traditional

chord uses. The individuality of this prelude results from

the pianistic figuration, the rhythmic shifts, and the

ingenuous form.

Prelude in G< Minor, Number Twelve, Presto

The frenzied, violent mood of this prelude is achieved

through the repeated eighth-note melodic figure which is

frequently chromatic in movement and is accompanied by a

quarter-note bass pattern. Highly characteristic is an

eight-measure period which shows this melody ascending

chromatically in the first phrase before descending

diatonically in the second phrase. This melodic idea

appears five times with various alterations.

The bass accompaniment is in quarter-note values until

measure 53, At this point it becomes an eighth-note value,

appearing on the first beat only, and picks up the repeated

note patterns of the melody in measure 61. In measure 65,

the quarter note values are resumed. However they

eventually give way to longer time values and rests,

effecting a slowing down of the rhythmic activity and

bringing the piece to a close.
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') ~ 5 4 4~_ :_:

Fig. 4,--Chopin, Prelude in G# Minor, Number Twelve,
measures 1-8.

Polyrhythm, not indicated by time signatures, is shown

through the frequent, subtle, rhythmic shifts which appear

in the bass. This is caused by its duple pattern.

Concurrently, the right hand and harmonic rhythm continues

in 3/4 time as the bass changes to this 2/4 meter

(indicated by a dotted line in Fig. L6).

cresc.
___ __ _)e 2) (

- 4 () (6)u-
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4 4 5 5 4 034

I A

ur

13
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ILAS TL.
I

Oz

Fig. 46--Chopin, Prelude in 2# Minor, Number Twelve,
measures 13-14, "Polyrhythm."

These shifts may also be observed in measures 5-7, 13-16,

and 45-48,

In measures 19-20 and 33-34, in addition to duple harmonic

rhythm, a hemiola results from the duple rhythm in both hands.

Three 24 measures are indicated by this duple rhythm instead

of the tWo 3/4 measures shown by the time signature.

9(20

Fig. 47--Chopin Prelude in G# Minor, Num$er Twelve,

measures 19-20.



The form of this prelude is A B A with a coda (Figure 114,

Appendix A). The first A section (measures 1-21) shows two

contrasting periods and ends concurrently with the beginning

of B in measure 21. Section B (measures 21-40), which

represents a development of Section 
A, forms a double

period with extensions. The last A section consists of

three periods. The coda (measures 65-81) is based on the

extension in the first A section (measures 19-20). Longer

time values and rests, beginning in measure 74, prepare for

the eventual conclusion.

The modulation scheme shows seven key changes: three

are accomplished through the use of a common chord, and

four are direct. These are shown in Table XXIV, Appendix B,

which indicates five modulations to closely related keys

and two modulations to remote keys. In addition, one notes

the frequent passing modulations between the B major key 
in

measure 22 and the D# minor key in measure 36. Of special

note is tin modulation to E minor (measure 32) which will

be discussed in regards to the harmonic deviations.

In making a logical harmonic analysis, the dissonant,

chromatic upward movement of the melody must be excluded

in most instances. If these melodic notes, of which the

larger part are non-harmonic tones, were analyzed as chord

tones, the results would show some unusual chordal structures

and progressions. On the other hand, when the upper chromatic

part is removed, one is almost never left in any uncertainty
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as to basic chord progressions or key identities. However,

within the harmonic framework of this prelude, certain

deviations from traditional practices may be observed.

In measures 23-24 and 27-28,, there occurs a V7 - iv6
4

progression. The V7, which usually progresses to the i or vi

chord, progresses instead to a iv6 , which contains a pedal

4

tone. This iv chord has the root of the tonic chord in the

bass, and gives, to some extent, the aural impression of a

V7 - i progression. This impression is taken a step further

by the E pedal tone which is retained from the preceding

chord. The results show a tonic chord in the left hand, with

a subdominant chord in the right hand, A variation 6f this

deviation is seen in Prelude Number Two (Fig. 11, measures

15-16).

A jLr 45 4 :3

dl (23 24)

a: V7 iv i
v6

or

Fig. 48--Chopin, Prelude in G# Minor, Number Twelve,
measures 23-24.
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Another analysis shows the subdominant chord to be a

tonic chord containing a double appoggiatura(D
1 and F1 ). In

either analysis, this progression contains elements of a

V - iv progression.

In measures 30-31, there is an abrupt progression of

VII - iii - I which occurs after the modulation to C major.

Instead of establishing a new key when the VII - iii progres-

sion is reached, Chopin returns to the I chord. It then

becomes the VI chord of the new key of E minor, followed by

a i107 - V - I progression in the new key.

293
2(0

Go I C ioIvi

PAs

0-I

(32117

3

Fig. 49-Chopin, Preludein Minor, Number Twelve,
measures 28-33.

i
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In measure 67, the 11 0 is substituted for the iv chord
6

in a more usual VI - III - iv progression which occurs in a

descending scale.

(a)

(b) (67).(.

VI III i

Fig. 5Oa and b--Chopin, Prelude inG# Minor, Number
Twelve, "Descending scale pattern," measure 67-8.

Figure 50a shows the descending scale pattern which occurs

in Figure 50b.

A bII i0 6 0b01 1 6 interrupts the normal V-VI-

VY- i progression in measures 70-72. These Nes&politan chords

throw a fleeting A major tonality into the G# minor key.

The 10  is shown in the same relation to th ese bII chords as
6

a vii 6 between two positions of a tonic triad.

Although few deviations from traditio al harmonic

progressions are observed within this prelude, the sharp

dissonances resulting from the chromatic melody, together

with the unique modulations which are some imes abrupt

71 1~
k , d... 0
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and to remote keys, mark this entire prelude as somewhat less

than traditional.

rid
TI

oeo riten. (72-) (73)(70) 7 1:

6- w"mw"P"-mmmm

g#: v7 --- b1 1  -o b-1 ~7'6 116 6

Fig. 51--Chopin, Prelude in G_# Minor, Number Twelve,
measures 70-73.

Prelude in F< Major, Number Thirteen, Lento

The characteristic nocturnal mood of this prelude is

achieved through the singing melody of relatively long time

values and the legato accompaniment.

Two basic accompaniment patterns provide variety and

contrast between sections. The first accompaniment pattern

is an arpeggio figure with changing tones.

Lento

legato 1

Fig. 52--Chopin, Prelude in F# Major, Number Thirteen,
measures 1-2.
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This accompaniment pattern changes to a repeated, pedal-like,

chord accompaniment in measures 21-28.

p sosten. 21) (22)

Fig. 53--Chopin, Prelude inF j Number Thirteen,
measures 21-22.

At times, the melodic movement observed in this repeated

chord accompaniment forms a dialog effect with the melody

(Fig. 53). The arpeggio pattern returns in the last half

of measure 28 and lasts until the final two measures where

the pedal accompaniment is resumed fcr one measure (37)

before the closing chord.

The form of this prelude--which is characteristic of

Chopin's shorter pieces due to its asymmetrical phrases, 6 2

and sections--63 is ternary (Fig. 115, Appendix A).

The first A section is a double period in length. The

second period (measures 9-20) contains a five-measure

62Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style, pp. 60-61.

631bid.,p. 46.
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extension in the consequent phrase through a delay of the

cadence (measures 16-17) and repetition (measures 18-20).

Section B contains one eight-measure phrase comprised

of a motive, repeated in sequence (measures 21-24), with a

four-measure extension. The extension is a result of

repetition (measures 25-26) and a delayed cadence (measures

27-28).

In addition to the change from the arpeggio accompani-

ment pattern to the repeated-chord accompaniment discussed

earlier, the B section shows a contrast to the A section

through a new melodic idea,

The last A section is an eight-measure phrase in length,

representing an abbreviation of the first A section. This is

an exact repetition of the consequent phrase in the second

period of the first A section, with an upper obligato part

added.

A reference to the B section is observed in the

postlude through the reappearance of the repeated chord

accompaniment.

The key scheme in Table XXV, Appendix B, shows five

modulations, four of which are to closely related keys.

The ventures from F# major are a result of false modulations.

Chopin's use of modulation by sequence is noted again in the

key change from C# major to B major.

The chordal progressions show only one passage which

deviates from traditional chord uses. This is observed in
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the I7 - vi 7 - V6 progressions in measures 24-25, preceding

the modulation to F#, and the 11 7 - vii0 progressions which

follow in measure 26.

The seventh of the I7 in the former progression is a

result of an internal pedal A# 1 in the melody, decorated by

upper and lower neighboring tones; the upper neighboring tone

is further embellished with a changing tone figure. When

the non-harmonic melodic line is removed, a simple I - V6 I

4

progression is observed in measures 24-25. (Fig. 54).

The 11 7 chords in the recurring ii - vii progressions

can be analyzed as IV chords with a lower neighboring tone

(G# ) in the melody, resulting in IV - vii0 progressions.

This may be taken a step further by analyzing the B in the

bass as a pedal tone, resulting in IV - V progressions.

Regardless of the analysis used, the vii 0 (or V) chords

embellish the i 7 (or IV) chords (Fig. 54).

From the harmonic analysis of the passage, one again

observes the clouding of simple harmonic progressions with

the use of a combination of non-harmonic tones. This is a

frequent device of Chopin's, having been found also in

preludes two, four, and twelve, to some extent. Other typical

Chopinesque features include the v6cal-like melody and the

intricate asymmetrical formal construction,
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Prelude in FMajor, Number Thirteen,Fig. 54--Chopin,
measures 24-*26,
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Prelude in Eb Minor, Number Fourteen, Allegro

Rumbling triplet passages, doubled at the octave, provide

the dark mood of this prelude which has been called a pre-

liminary study for the Finale of the Bb Minor Sonata.64

From this triplet figure, a plantive melody, heard by means

of tonic accents, arises. In addition, the triplets contain

skips which have triads as their basis, These triads, with

an abundant use of nonharmonic tones, form the somewhat

dissonant harmonic element.

The form is one-part sectional and consists of a double

period of unequal lengths (Figure 116, Appendix A). The

first period is parallel and contains ten measures (1-10)

comprising a four-measure antecedent phrase and a six-

measure consequent phrase. The second period (measures 11-

19) is contrasting and consists of a four-measure antecedent

phrase and a five-measure consequent phrase.

The key scheme in Table XXVI, Appendix B, shows a

modulation to the dominant key of Bb minor and return, which

is interrupted, and ultimately accomplished, through passing

modulations in sequence. From this table, one notes the

short duration of key identities and the frequency of modula-

tion to remote keys. When this characteristic procedure is

combined with abstract harmonies due to the octave triplet

64Leichtentritt, Analyse der Chopin schen Klavierwerke,
P, 154.
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passages, and a frequent use of nonharmonic tones, the aural

impression indicates a venture toward atonality. This

impression is heightened by the less-common harmonic procedures.

A harmonic analysis of the bold dissonances found in

this prelude is sortimes a matter of conjecture because of

the abstractness of chord identity in the triplet figures.

In many instances a definite triad (or chord of the seventh)

is outlined by the triplet figure. In others, only a hint

of the chord possibility is given. Because of the percussive

quality of the piano, many of the incomplete chords can be

identified by including certain notes from the previous

triplet figure which still remain transfixed in the ear

although they are not sounded again. In the accompanying

illustration (Fig. 55), all notes that do not appear in the

current figure, but are implied by the previous one, are

enclosed by parentheses. For the sake of simplification,

the example shows the triplet figures as blocked chords

including non-harmonic tones (55b). Below this is the

harmonic structure excluding the nonharmonic tones (Fig. 55c).

The chords and chordal progressions, which appear hazy

upon first observance, become more clearly defined when the

chords formed by the triplet figures are blocked (Fig. 55b),

and the nonharmonic tones are removed (Fig. 55c). In most cases

three chord notes appear or are implied in each triplet figure.
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Fig. 55--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Minor, Number Fourteen,
measures 1-19.

(a) Upper unison part
(b) Harmonic deduction with non-harmonic tones
(c) Harmonic deduction excluding non-harmonic tones
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Fig. 55--continued

However, in certain places (measures 6 and 19, Fig. 55c)

four chord notes are suggested. Only two two ch ord-notes

appear in the closing measures (17-18).65

65Also at this point, a rhythmic change results from
high-low groupings of the closing figure. Two 6/4 measures
are implied rather than the 4/4 time indicated by the time
signature. This is illustrated by brackets in Fig. 55a.

rrmw- , I- 1 1, fk9 - 1 0 1 i i P" #-M --N. W. 41 PA -- W. Aft ., 99 ED #Q#

vd7 -i
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Several unusual chord uses are found within the harmonic

structure of this prelude. This Ia noticed in the frequent

use of the augmented triad and the Neapolitan sixth chord,

together with other less common procedures.

The augmented triad is located five times, two of which

could be considered extraordinary in their usages. The first

of these unusual usages is located in measure 12. This shows

a I+, spelled enharmonically, in the key of Eb minor in a

i - I+ - V progression. Normally, the fifth of the I+

ascends and progresses to a IV or ii chord, In this instance,

however, the fifth descends to and is succeeded by a V chord.

A different analysis (Fig. 56) shows the Cbs combined as an

upper neighboring tone. The G natural (second beat) is an

upper neighboring tone, showing a chord change (third beat)

on its resolution. This note of resolution (Gb) becomes a

passing tone to F natural (beat four),

UNtI

eb

Fig. 56--Chopin Prelude in E Minor, Number Fourteen,

"Harmonic Deduction, measure 12.

The other less common use of the augmented triad shows

a VII+ - iii progression in measures 13-14. This VII+ is

used as secondary dominant to the iii chord. Perhaps the
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harmonic material which immediately follows this progression

(measure 14) is of greater significance. The intense, rapid,

chromatic movement of voices which results in numerous non-

harmonic tones, together with the deletion of chord tones in

the last chord of the measure, provides an intense dissonance.

This is heightened both by the secondary dominant venture

just discussed, and by the dramatic skip down to the iv4
2

in measure l5, leaving the preceeding incomplete #iiid7,

without a normal resolution.

The Neapolitan sixth chord is used four times. In each

case, it is the first chord in the modulatory sequence,

measures 7-10. In measures B and 10, it progresses to the

dominant and results in a more frequent II - V progression.

In measures 7 and 9, however, it is found in a bII - vii7

3

progression. This incomplete vii 7 could also conceivably

3

be analyzed as an incomplete German sixth chord, built on

the seventh scale degree, succeeded by the I chord.

The Aeolian scale is the basis of harmonies found in the

last four measures. The vertical structure in the last three

measures is limited to two tones, with only the briefest out-

line of a final cadence (Fig. 55b, measure 18). The pedal

tone, Eb, is repeated throughout so that the iv - V - i

cadence is suggested by the single melody-note only.

This prelude, in view of this analysis, contains some

of the boldest harmonies and modulations in Opus 28. In

the repetitious rhythmic figure and modulations by sequence,
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it is similar to Prelude Number Eight. In bold dissonances,

created to a large extent by non-harmonic tones, it reminds

one of Prelude Number Two.

Prelude in Db Ma , Number Fifteen, Sostenuto

As mentioned previously, this prelude is sorrwtimes

called the Raindrop Prelude--one which is described by George

Sand as having been composed during a Marjorcan rainstorm.

This description receives some justification since its

principle feature is a recurring pedal on Ab a G#, which is

found throughout the composition with few exceptions.

In the A sections of this A B At form, the pedal tone

as Ab appears as part of thn left hand accompaniment to a

lyrical, nocturneo-like melody,.

A i _ ____ __3_
f I -A- I -- -I--
kv t I A L- Aft

lift Aft

Am F F

b
Fig. 57--Chopin, Prelud e in D_ major, Number Fifteen,

measures 1-2.

In the B section, this pedal shifts to the right hand as G#

and is sometimes doubled at the octave. It accompanies a

foreboding, threatening melody which alternates from the

left to right hand.

I 
.
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Fig, 58--Chopino Prelude in Db , Number Fifteen,

measures 28-29.

Table I indicates the scheme of these pedal tones, showing

an infrequent use of notes other than the above-mentioned Ab

and G#,

TABLE I

USE OF PEDAL TONES INbPRELUDE NUMBER
FIFTEEN IN D MAJOR

Pedal
Me as ure s

Ab G# Other

1 -9 x* *

10-11x &. db&g

12-13 x * . 0

14 g-8C-

15-19 - -

20-27 x * *

28-39 * 'x

40-42 .. - *0

4 3 - 5 5 ,-x -'0

56-58 -0-#-b

59-70 - -XC

71 - - . 0

72-74x - -.
75 x x

76-81 X . .

82-83 - C

84-88 C C C
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The formal structure shown in Figure 117, Appendix A,

is based on three-part ternary form. The first A section

contains three periods forming an a b at within this section.

The third period ends on the dominant seventh of D flat and

leads to the B section, which begins in the enharmonic

parallel minor key of C#.

The B section, containing two double periods, the first

of 4hich is repeated, represents a sharp contrast in mood to

the tender, reflective mood of the A section.

A modified mirror is achieved in the first period of the

B section by an ascending quarter-note melody in the antecedent

phrase (measures 28-31), followed by a similar descending

pass age ending on the dominant in the consequent phrase.

Figure 59 show s the modifications in this mirrored phrase;

Fig. 59b shows the notes required to achieve an exact

mirror (measures 33-34),

(a)

(a)

avow

(b)

Fig. 59a and b--Chopin, Prelude in Db Major, Number
Fifteen, "Modified Mirror," measures

(28) (29)
47- -VUW Ala

I -- lkloo

dd - flow

(32) (33) 04) (35)

to
mop
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The above passage is repeated in measures 44-51 in its

entirety because of the repetition of this double period.

The B section ends in the dominant key of G# minor

which becomes the enharmonic dominant chord of Db and leads

to the return of the A section (A').

-The A' section, containing a phrase group of two four-

measure phrases and one six-measure phrase, respectively,

represents an abbreviation of the first A section. This

abbreviation has its compensation in the new melodic elements

introduced in rasure 81, continuing to the end . Following

the violently contrasting B section, it appears to be

'. . . a release from an anxious oppressing dream."67

In addition to the asymmetrical design of the sections,

seven extended phrases are found, causing unequal phrase

lengths. One also notes the choice of the enharmonic

parallel key of C# minor for the B section instead of- the

usual dominant or relative minor relationship usually found

in ternary form.

The modulation analysis as shown in Table XXVII,

Appendix B, reveals twelve key changes within this prelude.

Six are direct modulations with pivot pitches; five are the

result of a common chord. One is direct by sequence. The

pivot pitch modulations are facilitated by the recurring

pedal.

66Abraham, Chopin's Musical y p. 47.

67Leichtentritt, Anale der Chop inschen Klavierwerke,
p. 157.



Two analyses are possible regarding the common chord

used in the third modulation in Table XXVII. This modulation

from Bb minor to Db major is ambiguous, as the common chord

is incomplete. In Figure 60a and b, the common chord

(indicated by *) could be analyzed as either a 16 without a

,4
root, or as a 111 6 without a fifth in Bb minor.

(a

(b)

A 7,

(20)

bbe i 7 i V7
- 6 6

4 4  iv V 'I

Db:vi
6

(18) 9(2-0)

b: i V7 1116 V7 1116
6

Dbo 6 7V

Fig. 60a and b--Chopin, Prelude in Db Ma jor, Number
Fifteen, measures 18-20.

-1
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In the former analysis, it becomes a vi6 chord in Db major

4without a root. In the latter analysis, it becomes a 16 chord

in Db. The analysis in 6oa, would probably be more logical

since the root of the i chord in Bb has been sounded in the

bass in the preceding measure, and it still remains trans-

fixed, to some extent, in the mind. In addition, the

analysis in 60b shows a less-common V - III - V progression

which would also support the above conclusion.

The modulation to G# Major in measure 72 (Fig, 61) shows

a modified sequence through the I-7 - iv progression in C#

minor, followed by a I77 - 11 progression in G# major. The

5

iig results from an added sixth (A#1) to the iv chord. This
5

added sixth results from an upper neighboring-type figure in

the melody. By eliminating this upper neighboring tone-type

figure, a simple iv - I progression results. A similar

situation is found in Prelude Number Thirteen, where a non-

harmonic tone-type figure in the melody results in a I-7 - vi7

progression instead of a simple I - V progression when the

melody was eliminated.

In the above modulation, one notes the lack of a

dominant chord to establish the new key more strongly, in

addition to the appearance of the minor subdominant chord in

a major key. The modulation is conclusive, however, when

one discovers the descending resolution of the raised sixth

scale step (A# 1 to G# 1 ) which would result if the C# minor
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tonality is maintained, and the 7th which is eliminated from

tI G# chord (measure 73) to eliminate its dominant function.

oY# i V Iv7  iv G#:v-7 ig

45

or
iv

73)__ 7t)27m C)t

~ d i G I 7i

6 4
5 2

I i1 4 IDb:
5 2

10

u4
2

v7

Ijv 6
14

I iv 6 1
14

Fig. 61-Chopin,
measures 70-w75.

Prelude in Db Ma or, Number Fifteen,

No harmonic deviations occur within this prelude.

However, a frequent use of the mediant triad as a dominant

substitute may be observed.

iv6
4
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The mediant triad is used in measures 40, 41, 42, 56,

57, and 58, and is a substitute for the dominant triad in

establishing a new key. Two of these uses (measures 42 and

58) involve the III+ chord. Figure 62 is typical of the

progressions in which the iii and III+ are observed, In each

situation the mediant triad can be analyzed as a V chord,

with the fifth replaced by an internal pedal (G#1),

c# V

-I

E: I

III+
6

or
v

or
V

I
i 6

i

Fig. 62--Chopin, Prelude in Db Maor, Number Fifteen,
measures 39-43.
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Instead of the frequent modulations, of which the

majority are direct, and the use of the mediant triad and

submediant seventh, one must consider the incessant pedal

tones to be the most unique feature of this prelude. These

pedal tones would ordinarily place insurmmountable boundaries

on the harmonic and stylistic scope of a composition.

However, in this prelude, they add a new dimension to the

harmony, as witnessed in the harmonic and modulation

analyses. In addition, they are a device facilitating,

through their unique use, the dramatic contrasts of moods.

Prelude in Bb Minor, Number Sixteen, Presto con fuoco

Perpetual sixteenth-note, scale-like passages with a

simulated barcarolle bass accompaniment,
68 describe this

prelude of virtuosic proportions. After a one-measure

introduction of triplet quarter-note chords, the spiraling,

cascading sixteenth-note passages begin and continue, without

cessation, until the two closing chords are reached in

measures h5 and 46. These scale-like passages which are

uncommon in Chopin's compositions69 are usually based on

various forms of the minor scale. They represent melodic

curves of various lengths--from one-half-measure lengths in

6 8This accompaniment is similar to a barcarole only in
its f iguration and monotony since "barcaroles are always in

moderate 6/8 or 12/8 time . . ," (Apel, "Barcarole," Harvard
Dictionary of Music, p.597 ) whereas this piece is in4/4T
time marked presto con fuoco.

6 9 Huneker, Chopin, the Man and His Music, p. 23.
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measure 36 to four-measure lengths in measures 6-9, 22-25,

and 30-33--and are repeated consecutively, without interruption,

until the coda. At this point (measure 42), a broad sweeping

passage from a low to a high register leads to a conclusion

of two closing chords.

The bass accompaniment figure consists of a pattern of

three eighth notes Ahich occur twice within each measure.

The first and second notes in this pattern are single notes,

The second note is usually the interval of a perfect fourth

above the first, The third eighth note of the pattern is a

two or three-note chord. This pattern is interrupted in the

stretto section (measures 30-33). It changes to broken chords

in measures 30 and 31, followed by solid chords in the first

half of measure 32, and then doubles the upper voices in a

chromatic passage in measure 32, beat 4, through measure 33.

The pattern is resumed in measure 34 and lasts until the last

half of measure 40, preceding the coda, where it changes to

a chord accompaniment. In the coda it doubles the upper

voice and changes to an actave followed by a chord in the

two closing chords,

Variations in the intervallic relationships of the first

and second note and the second note and chord of this bass

pattern are observed throughout the prelude. These variations,

together with the various lengths observed in the melodic

curve, show a contrast in mood created by broadening and

narrowing the scope, At other times these variations appear
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in order to achieve a repeated pedal tone effect. The

former effects may be observed by the closer intervallic

relationship in measures 10-16, and the wider relationship

in measures 18-29. The pedal effect is seen in measures 5-9

where the interval between the first two notes becomes an

octave. This allows the retention of the Bb as the first

note is changed to contra Bb, conforming to the subdominant

harmony. In measures 18-24, each of the first two notes are

doubled at the octave to achieve an intense variation of the

first theme (measure 2).

The one-part form, as analyzed in Figure 118, Appendix A

consists of an Introduction, Sections I, and II, and a coda,

Section I contains a double period ending on the

dominant seventh in Bb, and leads to Section II, which also

begins in Bb minor.

Section II has the basic arrangement of melodic curves

found in the section I. Asymmetry is noted since the former

contains three periods while Section I has a double period.

This asymmetrical design results from the addition of a stretto

phrase (measures 30-33) and a repetition of melodic ideas

that leads to the coda. The higher dynamic level of this

section, together with this stretto and a sempre pliu animato

tempo indication (measure 34), add a dramatic impetus to

this Section II. Frequent modulations are noted, At times,

material which corresponds to passages in Section I are

bIbthrown into a different key. A bI 1 chord in B minor
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concludes this section and leads to the coda, discussed

previously, which is also in Bb minor.

The modulation scheme of this prelude, shown in Table

XXVIII, Appendix B, indicates the basic keys of Eb minor,

D major and a return to Bb minor. Between these basic keys

several false and passing modulations are found,

Two analyses may be shown for the modulation to C minor

which is indicated in the Table XXVIII (measure 12). The

first analysis, shown below the line in Figure 63, indicates

that no modulation occurs. Instead, secondary diminished

seventh chords are used.

A i 1L 1 .~2 L 4 I4

bb. ii7 6  6id
[4V1 r

3 3-

bb viid7 jVii
4 6 44 3

3

Sig. 63--Chopin, Prelude in Bb Minor, Number Sixteen,
measures 10-18.
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(17%)1)

Fig. 63--Continued

The analysis shown above the line was included in the Table

of Key Scherms since the sequence into C minor is clearly

defined.

Of special note are the passing sequential modulations

in measures 26-30. within these measures four modulations

occur, as analyzed in Figure 6L4.

Deviation from traditional harmonic procedures is seen,

to a large extent, in the modulatory methods described above.

Besides these modulation devices, other less-common harmonic

situations can be found.

If measures 11-15 are analyzed without a modulation,

a 116 - 1116 progression occurs in measures 13-14 (Fig. 63).

This represents a deviation from the more traditional

ii - vii0 , V or 16. Immediately following this progression
6*
4

is a 1116 - viid7 progression (rather than III- iv).
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Fig. 64--Chopin, Prelude in Bb Minor, Number Sixteen
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This viid7 functions as a secondary leading tone seventh

chord (C-Eb-Gb-Bbb), which explains its progression to the

1116 in the following measure (15).

The Neapolitan chord (bII) and its dominant (VIQ ) are

2

used prior to the coda in measures 40-41. This tendency to

briefly introduce new tonalities preceding the final cadence

will be discussed more fully in the Prelude in CMinor,

Number Twenty and Chapter III. It is interesting to note

the added sixth in the bII in measure 41. Technically, this

would be a half diminished seventh chord built on the lowered

seventh scale step. As such, this chord is rarely used.70

No harmonic analysis of this prelude would be complete

without notice being given to the non-harmonic tones within

the melodic passages. A contrast in consonance and dissonance

may be observed in the manipulation of these non-harmonic

tones, in addition to the extent to which chromatic altera-

tions appear. A relatively consonant effect is achieved

when these non-harmonic tones appear diatonically in a

weaker rhythmic situation. A more dissonant effect is shown

when they appear in a strorxg rhythmic relationship with

chromatic alterations.

700ttman, Elementary Harmony, p. 248.
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In Figure 66a and b two contrasting examples are

analyzed according to their use of non-harmonic tones. All

non-harmonic tones are circled, with a c placed above those

which show a chromatic alteration, Alterations which normally

exist in the different forms of the minor scale are not to be

considered as chromatic alterations here, In addition, a

circle (0) is placed above the harmonic tones which appear in

a relatively strong rhythmic relationship, and an x is placed

above the non-harmonic tones which appear in a strong rhythmic

situation.

(a) (2)

c c c
c c x X X X

x0 o

(b) (22)

Fig. 66a and b--Chopin, Prelude in Bb Minor, Number
Sixteen, measures 2 and 22.



In the relatively consonant example, Fig. 66a, melodic

harmonic tones appear five times in a strong rhythmic relation-

ship, while non-harmonic tones appear on a strong beat 
only

three times. In addition, this example shows no chromatic

alterations.

In Figure 66b, which shows much sharper dissonances,

melodic harmonic tones appear in a stronger rhythmic relation-

ship only twice. By contrast, melodic non-harmonic tones

appear on a stronger beat six time; five 
of which are

chromatically altered; altogether Figure 66b contains six

chromatically altered non-harmonic tones, as opposed to

Fig. 66a which contains none.

An analysis of all melodic non-harmonic tones with

chromatic alterations, excluding those found on the sixth

and seventh scale steps of the minor scale, shows that this

prelude contains a total of sixty-two. -Twehty'nined

of these are the sharpened fourth degree of the scale
72

which is a characteristic of Polish folk music. 7 3  It appears,

as such, to some extent in other of Chopints compositions .7

7 Measures 33 and 34 were not included in this analysis

due to their exclusive chromatic movement.

72Five of the sharpened fourths were the enharmonic

flattened fifth scale degree.

73Abraham, Chopin's Musical itfl$, p. 8.

74Ibid., p. 42.
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The sharpened third degree is observed in these chromatic

alterations with some frequency. It is found twenty-two

times in a minor key and represents, to some extent, an

alternation of major and minor keys (measures 10, 11, 12, 13,

28, 29, 34, and 35).

In conclusion, several deductions can be made from this

analysis regarding Chopin's modulative devices, harmonic

deviations, and use of non-harmonic tones.

The direct modulations-by-sequence to remote keys,

observed in other preludes--particularly in the Prelude in

F# Minor, Number Eight and Prelude in Eb Minor, Number

Fourteen--have also been observed, perhaps to a lesser

extent, in this one. The modulations in this prelude, which

occur with some frequency, often give the effect of abrupt,

unusual progress ions; unusual harmonic progressions within

a given key identity, however, occur infrequently.

The chromatic non-harmonic tones are largely a result

of the piano figuration in scale-like passages. Their use,

which produces sharp dissonances, has also been observed to

some extent in preludes two, twelve, and fourteen. In this

prelude, however, a tendency to the sharpened fourth scale

degree is observed for the first time in Opus 28.

The deductions described above, show a considerable

deviation from traditional harmonic procedures.
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Prelude in Ab Major, Number Seventeen, Allegretto

This prelude, which is often compared in mood and style

to Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words,75 has, as its basic

characteristic, a repeated-chord accompaniment over which a

graceful song-like melody appears. Unity is maintained

throughout by this accompaniment figure which is based on the

two-measure, repeated-chord introduction.

The melody appears after two measures of introduction

and is built in its entirety from a basic two-measure motive

shown in Figure 67a. This motive consists of a group of

eighth notes followed by notes of longer time duration. The

gentle melodic curve of the motive, together with its

rhythmic grouping, gives the aural impression of flowing

movement followed by momentary hesitation,

sopra 
5

(a)

(b)

-W-7

44-

dolce

Aw-lp A-hPOT2 I -- I -,V' - a 3.2

I
M 0 -i W

ILU

(20
.06

IN li

IV

Fig. 67--Chopin, Prelude in A Major, Number Seventeen
(a)--"Basic Melodic Motive,"measures 3-,4
(b)--"iMelodic Motive Variant," measures 19-20

75Niecks, Frederick Chop9, II, 256.
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The basic accompaniment pattern, which is based on the

two-measure introduction, serves as the unifying factor in

the formal structure of this prelude. It includes a single

note (or octave) on tlm first count followed by repeated

chords. In some instances, the single note (or octave)

appears on both the first and fourth beats, each of which is

followed by two chords.

Variations in character and mood are manipulated by

rhythm mic and melodic changes in the basic motive and the

chromatic movement of the accompaniment figure, (Compare

Fig. 67a and -) These variations are most noticeable in

portions of Section B (measures 19-34) and Section C (measures

43-62), particularly in measures 19-27 and 43-55.

The formal structure, as outlined in Figure 119,

Appendix A, indicates a five-part form: A - B - At - C - A",

together with an introduction, an interlude, a coda, and a

postlude. Although this form is infrequently used in

Chopin's shorter works, the use of asymmetrical phrases and

sections, together with unusual key relationships, is quite

typical.

The introduction sets the pattern for the accompaniment

figure. It is used again on the d dominant for the interlude

(measures 63-64), which serves as a bridge for the return

to the third A section. It appears once again in the tonic

key, after the coda, to serve as a postlude. As mentioned

earlier, the introduction, on which the accompaniment is



based, is used to provide structural unity. In a modified,

or abbreviated form, it is used to bridge phrases, extensions,

periods and sections. An example of this abbreviated form

is shown in Figure 68, below. In this instance, the

introductory figure (indicated by bralets) has been shortened

to five repeated chords.

(17)'

Fig. 68--Chopin, Prelude in Ab Major, Number Seventeen,
measures 17-19.

'Figure 69 shows the introductory figure in a modified

form used to bridge Sections B and A'. In this example, the

first measure of repeated chords is followed by a chord

change in which the chords of the right hand appear over a

broken octave chord pattern in the bass.

cres

Fig. 69--Chopin, Prelude in Ab -Major, Number Seventeen,
"Modified Introductory Figure, measures 33-34.

a49
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Asymmetrical sections are shown by the abbreviated At

section which contains only one period, compared with each

of the other A sections, which all contain a double period.

Although the B section contains only one period, it has

sixteen measures because of extensions. The C section

contains a phrase group of twenty measures. The final A

section contains twenty measures because of an extension.

Asymmetrical phrases are observed in the consequent

phrase of the B section (measures 23-24), in the fourth

phrase of the C section (measures 55-62), and in the

consequent phrase of the second period in the last A section.

Of special interest is the extension in the consequent phrase

of the B section which is achieved by three methods:

sequence (measure 25), repetition (measures 29-30) and bridge

(measures 31-34).

Key relationships, in regard to the form, show the first

A section to begin and end in the tonic key. The B section

begins in the enharmonic Neapolitan key of A major and ends

in the tonic key of Ab. A' begins and ends in the tonic key.

Section C begins in the enharmonic bVI key of E major and

ends in the dominant key of Eb major, which leads to the

return of the last A section in the tonic key of Ab,

The most unusual harmonic aspects of this prelude center

around the modulations. In this respect, it resembles the

Prelude in FJ Minor, Number Eight. These unusual aspects

include the methods used in modulating, the frequency of
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key change, and the key relationships. Table XXIX, Appendix

B,, indicates fourteen key changes, eleven of which are to

remote keys. These key changes are accomplished most often

by direct means rather than the most usual common chord type,.

Once again the sequence modulations are used with great

frequency--a total of seven times out of fourteen key changes.

As a result, these modulations by sequence produce, to a

large extent, the short key durations which appear in Table

XXIX.

Two possible analyses exist for the modulation to D#

major and C# major in measures 24 and 25. These may be

treated as no modulations at all. Instead, they may be

considered to be a series of chords resulting from a

chromatically descending bass formula which ends on the 117t

in the key of E, at which point normal chord progressions are

resumed. Figure 70 shows both possible analyses: the

analysis above the line conf orms with Table XXIX, while

the analysis below the line concurs with the explanation

above. It may be further noted that no logical numbering of

chords is possible in the lower analysis because the

relationship of chords gives precedence to the chromatically

descending bass line.
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(23) .. _..__ _ _.(24_(25)
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-7ivG 1i17Fi V7  IE: # V 1? 6

bass ormula

Fig. 70--Chopin, Prelude in Ab Major, Number Seventeen,
measures 23-27.

One other interesting aspect regarding the modulations

occurs in measures 32-35. The I chord in E major progresses

to the iii chord which is then spelled enharmonically, in

preparation for the diminished seventh chord, also spelled

enharmonically in E, which serves as a pivot for the new

key of Ab major. Figure 71 shows this passage.

---(26)(2
__A I A pjw

EIVI -7
D# viiI C#:vii7G v7F

-7F
I - I j hromatically. descending

I ~ 3ftI r71
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Fig. 71--Chopin, Prelude in Ab Major, Number Seventeen,
measures 31-35, beat one.

A number of less-common harmonic procedures, in addition

to the modulative procedures discussed above, are found within

this prelude. One such deviation is the use of the v7 -Iv

progression located in measures 6, 14, 38, 68, and 76. A

typical example of this progression is shown in Figure 72.

In each use of this progression, the IV chord is found

between two V7 chords and, as such, could conceivably be

called an embellishing chord. (The V - IV, or iv progression

was also noted in Prelude Number Four, Figure 16.)

-W A

31
JEW- t

W. I H...

41 31
I
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Fig, 72--Chopin, Prelude in Ab M , Number Seventeen,
measures 4-7.

Within the above progression, one notes the melodic

G natural (measure E, indicated by an asterisk) thich is in

a changing note figure and occurs every tinm the V - IV

progression appears. Following the IV 7 , the IV chord indicates

a slight shift of tonality to the subdominant, of which this

G natural represents the sharpened fourth. As discussed

earlier, (Chapter I and Prelude in Bb Minor, Number Sixteen)

this melodic sharpened fourth, which is a characteristic of

Polish folk music, is said to appear in a number of Chopin's

compositions. Although it is used sparingly in these

preludes, it occurs sufficiently for one to note its use.

f



A somewhat complex series of chordal prcgressions are

noted in rr asures 53-55 (see Figure 73). At this point a

series of passing modulations, by sequence, have occurred and

as the D major key is reached, a I 7 chord, spelled

enharmonically as a German sixth chord built on the lowered

seventh scale degree, is found. This I 7 resolves to the

iii chord in the manner of a German sixth chord--the

augmented sixth expands to the octave--instead of the usual

I - IV progression. The iii chord is followed by a I '7

spelled correctly, which in turn, progresses to a 1117G (v7G)

spelled enharmonic ally. This 1117G serves as a pivot,

becoming a #iv7 G in Eb.

2 5

F#: I 7 Harmonic seIuence: chords

2

Fig. 73--Chopin, Prelude in Ab Number Seventeen,
measures 50-55.
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Eb V6  I D:'V6 ,I

whose roots movements are up a fourth, down a
fifth, up a fourth, and so on.

(54) (55)
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Fig. 73--Continued

Another analysis, shown below the line in Figure 73,

shows the passing modulations (measures $l-$3) as harmonic

seq uence without a change of key. The chordal pr ogression

under consideration (measure 4) then becomes a iv7 - i6 -

.6f

by1 _ 1V-7 (spelled enharmonically) in F#i major, with the
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IV-7 becoming the pivot into the new key of Eb major. The

deviations in this progression include the minor tonic six-

four chord in a major key (it), progressing to a bVI rather

than the V chord.

In either analysis of measure 54 the unusual chord

progressions and spellings are due, in a large part, to the

chromatically ascending soprano line, together with the

chromatically descending bass line. This chromatic formula

takes precedence after more common chord relationships.

In measure 74, Chopin creates a harmonically ambiguous

situation through the use of multiple non-harmonic tones.

The left hand accompaniment forms multiple pedal tone s and

a note of anticipation, while the right hand has a Gb - Bb - Db

triad (IV of IV, or bVII) followed by a IV7. The sub-

dominant tonality is enhanced through the use of the IV

chord in the following measure. As such, this' parallels,

in the subdominant tonality, the V - IV progressions in

the tonic tonality, in addition to the bi-tonal situation

that is implied (Fig. 74a). This progression is more logically

analyzed showing the Gb - Bb - Db chord as multiple non-

harmonic tones (Fig. 74b). Regardless of the analyses used,

the aural effect created at this point is a IV - V7 - I

progression in the subdominant key of Db major, which is

dispelled quickly by the IV - V progression in Ab in measure

76. Similar situation have be en observed in the Prelude in

A lilnor, Number Tdo (see Fig, 10, measures 1.5-16) and

Prelude in G# Minor, Number Twelve (Fig. , easure 24).
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i. 74-..Choin, Prelude in Ab Major, Number Seventeen,
easures 73-76.
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Also of interest are the dissonances created by the

contra Ab pedal tones beginning in measure 65 and occuring

on the first beat of every two measures through measure 81.

At this point they occur every third, fourth, and third

measure, respectively, to the end. Huneker refers to the

pedal tones as -being historical but does not explain this

further.76

From the above discussion, several conclusions may be

drawn. A new formal structure within these preludes has

been used, with typical asymmetry in sections and phrases.

Unusual key relationships have been employed with less-

common modulation procedures; the direct modulation by

sequence occurs with greatest frequency. Deviations from

traditional harmonic practices have been noted in the chordal

progressions, which, in many instances are caused by the

chromatic bass line. The frequent sequential modulations

to remote keys, together with the unusual chord progressions,

achieve a marked, progressive harmony that places Chopin's

harmonic structure, in many instances, far ahead of his

contemporaries.

Prelude in F Minor, Number Eighteen, Allegro Molto

Rapid passages punctuated by heavy blocked chords, mark

this storming, raging, toccata-like prelude. The free,

improvisatory style forms four melodic phrases and a coda as

shown in Figure 120, Appendix A,.

7 6Huneker, 2hopin, the Man and His Pusic, p. 231.
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conclusion of
83

g 2 q8 1 2 3

(b) (() ) ec.8

iphIaI begnnin f inr, b
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phras at bgininnngfoPhrase seb

conclusion of phrase b

(b) .1 ) ~Cre90.

Fig. 75--Chopin, Prelude i Minor, Obr Eighteen.

(a)--"Development of phrase b from phrase at,"
measures 810, beat two.

(b)--"Development of phrase o from phrase b,"
.measures 13-145, beat two.
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Phrase a' is a repetition of phrase a, a fourth higher,

and contains a different conclusion. This conclusion forms

the basis of phrase b, and the conclusion of phrase b, in

turn, provides material for phrase c. Figure 75a and b,

illustrates how phrases b and c are derived from the conclu-

sion of the preceding phrases. A stretto-like passage

(measure 16) leads to a cadenza in measure 17. This is

followed by the coda.

Leichtentritt notes that in the first half of the prelude

(measures 1-9) the upward surge of the rapid passages is more

predominant than the downward movement, whereas the reverse

is true in the last half (measures 9-21).77 The predominantely

upward sweeps are followed by a gentle downward curve; the

predominately downward sweeps, however, do not always contain

a slight upward rise. Leichtentritt offers the following

illustrative design to describe the rise and fall of these

78
passages:

me as ure

[measures]
1/7

Fig. 76--Chopin, Prelude in F Minor, Number Eighteen,
"Design of Melodic Passages," measures 1-4 and 9-12.

7 7Leichtentritt, Anaj de Chopin'schen Klavierwerke,
p. 165.

IQbid., p. 165.
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This prelude could be analyzed in the key of F minor,

throughout. When one considers, however, the somewhat

lengthy passage in the neighboring tonality of Bb minor

(measures 5-7) and the ventures into secondary dominants and

seventh chords (measures 9-12), the key scheme as shown in

Table XXX, Appendix B , can also be considered.

This table shows not only that four modulations are all

to closely related keys, but also that each key represented

is also closely related to F minor. Two of these keys--F

minor and C minor--are passing modulations between the key

of Bb minor in measures 5-10 and the return to F minor in

measure 16.

Figure 77 shows the key scheme in measures 9-21

analyzed both ways: the analysis above the line shows no

modulation while the analysis below the line conforms with

Table XXX.

S

3

or
i with added sixth f: viid7

3

Fig. 77--Chopin, Prelude in F Minor, Number Eighteen,
measures 9-21.
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A modified melodic and harmonic sequence facilitates the

modulation to C minor in measure 12. This sequence is

indicated by braces in Figure 77, measure 9-13, beat two.

The corresponding harmonic analysis, shown below the line,

indicates a basic i - #ivd7 progression in which the

diminished seventh chord becomes a pivot, viid7 , and is

followed by the tonic chord in the new key (measures 9-11).

The' modification appears when it is repeated; the diminished

seventh pivot is followed by a V9 chord (measure 12) which

progresses to a VI chord and results in a deceptive cadence.

The addition of the V9 results from the arpeggio-like passage

in measure 12.

The analysis shown above the line in Figure 77 might be

preferred if one takes into account the fast tempo, the close

relationship of the other implied tonalities to F minor, the

frequency of key changes, and the lack of more clearly

*P2 " I --- 00ri I I;j 7o-J. A=-= A AI

rpm

VAIF Or ba AN -- i

F--F--] F-r-
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defined cadences into these new keys. It must be noted,

however, that when chord relationships are analyzed, some-

what more traditional progressions result when key changes

are observed, For this reason, both analyses will be

considered when they serve to explain more fully the harmonic

scheme.

Several harmonic deviati ons from traditional chordal

practices are observed in this prelude. Certain of these

practices, most particularly the chromatic bass line with

the unusual progressions which result, and the venture into

a new tonal area preceding the final cadence, have been

discussed regarding other preludes.

The chromatic mar ement of the bass line is observed,

particularly in the blocked chords beginning in measure 13

and ending in measure 16, beat 3, (See Fig. 77.') Within

these measures, several unusual chord progressions result.

The first of these (shown in the analysis above the line) is

the 1116 - III - i progression found in measures 13-15.

4 4
Normally, the III chord, in this situation, would serve as

as a pivot, becoming a I in Ab major, and would most likely

be followed by a V - I progression in the new key. The 11160
4

however, is followed by a III through the use of the
6
4

chromatic bass pattern which is begun at this point. As in

numerous other situations, this chromatic bass movement
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takes precedence over normal chord relationships. The III+,
61
4

which is in a less-used inversion, is then followed by the i

chord instead of the usual vi chord. However, the raised

fifth (e) ascends normally to the root of the i chord,

This same passage, analyzed below the line in Figure 77,

shows a V16 - It - iv progression. The presence of the six-

4
four chord progressing to the I+ remains a less-common

situation. In addition, the It is not usually found in the

minor mode, but its progression to tne subdominant chord is

quite normal.

Still another analysis might show the augmented triad

in question to be a major triad which contains passing tones

and an escape tone. Figure 78 shows this possibility.

3PT E)

or

: V6 iv

Fig. 78--Chopin, Prelude in F Minor, Number Eighteen,
"Harmonic Deduction," measures 13-15, beat two.
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Because of the transfer of sonorities in the piano, the small

e passing tone will sound as though it were resolved to f in

the following chord.

Succeeding the progression discussed immediately above,

is a III a - v 6 progression (Figure 77 above the

2 5 4

line), Here, a normal Ill - VI progression is interrupted

by the intervening diminished seventh. This diminished

seventh results, in part, from the chromatically ascending

bass, which explains the ascending seventh of the preceding

III7 chord. This diminished seventh then resolves to the

VI chord, resulting in a deceptive cadence.

The progression above, when viewed in light of the

key changes suggested in Table XXX, Appendix B, shows a

#iv7G (spelled enharmonically) progressing to a #id 7 which

3
becomes a pivot chord, viid 7, in the new key of F minor.

6
5

(See Figure 77, analyzed below the line.) In this situation,

the German sixth chord does not progress to the usual V or

16 chord, but the enharmonically-spelled augmented sixth

4

( ab . gb) does expand to the octave (g - g) in the succeeding

diminished seventh chord.

The series of chord progressions discussed above is

followed by a #iv7G chord spelled enharmonically in measure

17 (Fig, 77). This German sixth chord when combined with

the preceding harmonies and the chromatic unison passage
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which follows in me asure 18, represents the final and most

effective effort toward obscuring the tonality. The #iv 7G

resolves to the V chord in the unison passage. This V chord

is followed by two-note chords, formed by the passage pattern,

descending cbronatically until the i6 is reached. The V - I

4

progression in blocked chords follows and 
concludes the piece.

Other harmonic considerations lie in the frequent use

of chords of the ninth and eleventh which appear in each of

the first eight measures, and the #iv 7 - IIS - VI6

3 4

progression in prasures 12-13 (Fig. 77 analysis above the

line). The II9 is formed by the arpeggio-like passage and

progresses to the 1116 chord, discussed earlier. This

4

progression is more easily explained by the lower analysis

in Figure e 77 which shows a modulation. The progression then

becomes a more usual V9 - VI progression in the key of C

minor, and, as such, represents the deceptive cadence, also

mentioned previously.

It might be concluded that this prelude combines the

style of preludes fourteen and sixteen: the f former,

through its use of unison passage work; the latter, through

its dramatic use of fast passages with chordal accompaniment.

As to form, this prelude joins a growing list of those

preludes found to be in one-part form. In harmonic

procedures, it contains the chromatic bass line and the
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resulting less-common harmonic procedures that are also found

in various degrees, in numbers four, eight, fourteen,

seventeen, nineteen, and twenty.

Prelude in Eb Major, Number Nineteen, Vivace

This prelude resembles the etude through its use of

a perpetual widespread triplet figure in both hands. The

graceful mlody emerges from this triplet motive in the

right hand through natural and tonic accents: one melodic

note occurs on the first of each triplet figure. The

harmony is derived through outlined chords implied by the

triplet figure.

Two hemiolas are used to give variety to this constant

triplet motive. The first of these is located in measures

29-32. Instead of four measures of 3/4 time indicated by

the time signature, the duple down-up movement of the melody

and the duple harmonic rhythm indicate six measures of 2/4

time. Figure 79 shows the normal measure divisions

indicated in the time signature, while the dotted bar lines

show the measure divisions implied by the hemiola.
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Fig. 79--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Lajor., Number Nineteen,
"Hemiola,it measures 29-32.

The second hemiola is found in measures 65, beat two -

69. A slowing down effect is achieved by the melody note

which appears at the beginning of every other triplet figure.

Duple rhythm results from the mrlodic groupings in this

slowing down process so that the measures under consideration

indicate six measures of 2/4 time as shown in Figure 80.
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Fig. 80--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Major, Number Nineteen,

"Hemiola," measures 65-69.

The melody which is derived from, and formed by, the

triplet motive, in turn forms the three-part A, B, A'

structure with a coda. This f orm, as shown in Figure 121,

Appendix A, indicates that the asymmetrical phrases observed

in a number of the other preludes are not found in this one.

Asymmetry is noted, however, in the length of the coda when

it is compared to the other sections. In fact, this

excessive length, when compared to the other r sections,

could conceivably qualify the coda as a fourth section,

The closing. melodic material in the antecedent phrases of

each period of the coda, justifies its analysis as a coda.

I-+TIt-

- -(t
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Key relationships regarding the form show the A section

to begin in Eb major and to close in the dominant key of Bb

major. Section B begins in Gb major. This Gb major key

mig t not be as far-fetched as it might first appear, in that

Eb minor represents the relative minor key of Gb major. The

B section closes on the dominant chord of Eb major which

leads to the return of the A section in the tonic key. The

prelude then remains in the tonic key with the exception of

the false modulation to A major in measure 62.

Table XXXI shows a total of seven modulations, six of

which are to remote keys, The common chord method is used

four times, the direct method with pivot pitch is used

twice, and the internal direct method is used once.

The false, chromatic modulation to A major in measure

62 is a result of the chromatic bass movement. This is

analyzed as a modulation because of the unusual chords that

result when the key of Eb major is maintained. Compare the

analyses above and below the line in Figure 81, This

modulation occurs after a III7 chord which, as a secondary

dominant, would normally progress to tMr vi chord. Instead,

the bass mwves up, chromatically to G#, over which a

dominant sevent chord in A major is observed,
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Eb: #d7

Fig. 81--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Ma Number Nineteen,
measures 61-64.

This V7 chord is succeeded by an unusual #iv7G #i-d7

progression which results from the chromatic ascending inner

voice. The #iv7G which should normally resolve to a V or 16
4

chord, could also be analyzed as a #ivd7 chord containing

non-harmonic tones. (See Fig. 82.) The #ivd 7 , spelled

3
enharmonically in A, becomes the #ivd7 in Eb major and is

succeeded by a V - I progression which restores the Eb major

key.

A I

-Al

Eb I

Ai

ICV II
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Fig. 82--Chopin, Prelude in Eb j Number Nineteen,
measure 63.

The most unusual harmonic practices observed in this

prelude are found in the passages of successive diminished

sevenths which break up the prevailing tonality. Different

sequence patterns are used, in both instances, to produce

these passages, The first of these chains of diminished

sevenths occur in measures 29-32 (Fig. 83). The sequence

begins with a #id7, spelled enharmonically; each succeeding

diminished seventh7 9 is repeated in a different inversion

with a bass and soprano movement of up-a-minor-third, down-

a-chror tic-half-step, up-a-minor-third, and so, The arrows

in Fig, 83 (measure 29) show this up and down pattern of the

soprano and bass, while the arrows indicate the entire

sequence pattern. The sequence is repeated through the viid7

79It will be noted that in the analysis which is used in
Fig. 83, the most logical chord symbols have been employed to
identify the diminished sevenths. However, in each case,
the diminished sevenths which appear in the music, are enhar-
monic spellings of those diminished sevenths usually found
in the key of Gb major. As such, they also represent
enharmonic spellings of the chord symbols used. For sake
of brevity, the inversions are not indicated in the analysis,
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chord in measure 32, At this point, the viid7 becomes a

pivot, viid7 , into the key of Eb major which is followed by

a V - I progression in the new key.

28 ) -29, 30)

Gb.d d7 d7

41) 3 (3

d7. viid7v
Eb:viid7 V

Uw

I

Fig. 83--Chopin, Prelude in Ma Number Nineteen,
measures 28-33,

The second series of diminished seventh chords are

found in measures 4L3-44 where the #ivd follows the I chord

in the previous measure (42). The chain of diminished

sevenths which follow are produced through the chromatically

descending soprano and the whole-step ascending movement of

the bass line. Normal progressions are restored with the

S - 116 progression in measures 4 4-45. Figure 83 shows
5

#id7
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this chain of diminished sevenths, An asterisk marks those

diminished sevenths which contain enharmonic spellings. It

may also be noted that the root A is missing from the #ivd7
4
3in measure 44. This omission occurs because of the chromat-

ically ascending tritone pattern of the inner voices of the

left hand combined with the chromatic formula of the soprano

and thE stepwise pattern of the bass line.

loll

loviol ---

oresoo(43)42 21
FIFIRW

mom LkJim

Eb d7 id7 d7
4 42 2

(44)

# v #

Fig. 84--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Major, Number Nineteen,
measures 42-44.

To include the root of this incomplete diminished seventh,

one of the above patterns would ave to be modified or

discontinued at that point.
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A #iv7r - 1 6 progression, instead of the more

traditional #iv7G - y'(or It), is found in measures 13-14.

The lower interval of the augmented sixth (Cb) progresses

downward one-half step (to Bb) as it does in the mare common

#iv7G - V progression; however, the upper note of the

augmented sixth (A) progresses downward a whole step instead

of ascending one-half step.

Ida I V& . h d

-44

Fig. 85--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Major.Number'Nineteen,
measures 13-14.

In this progression, one again observes Chopin's tendency to

substitute a mediant chord far a dominant. The underlying

factor in this situation, however, is the contrary movement

between the soprano and bass line beginning in measure 13.

The F# in the soprano (beat tree) ascends to a G in contrary

motion to the bass instead of descending toa mitich

would result in a do minan t chord.

The unusual progressions in measures 62-63 which are a

result of the chromatic bass part have already been discussed

regarding the modulations.
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Typical Chopinesque features in this prelude are the

pianistic figuration, the remote modulations, and the

breaking of the diationic tonal surface through chains of

diminished sevenths progressing chromatically.

Prelude in C Minor, Number Twenty, Largo

This processional-like, majestic prelude, in blocked

chords of thick harmonic texture--often in the lower piano

register--was performed, along with the Prelude in E Minor,

Number Four, at Chopin's funeral.

T e entire melodic content is built around a one-

measure motive of two quarter notes, a dotted eighth and

sixteenth followed by another quarter note (I ILiI),
This motive, which appears in every measure of the prelude

except for the closing chord in measure 13, is accompanied

by a quarter-note bass octave. This octave contains an

added fifth in measures 1, 4, and 1380

The mlod y forms a contrasting period showing an exact

repetition of the consequent phrase succeeded by a closing

chord. (See Figure 122, Appendix A,) The first phrase

(measure 1-4) begins fortissimo with both hands in the bass

register. The first two motives (measures 1 and 2) are a

melodic and harmonic sequence, followed by an ascending

sequence with a crescendo in measures 3 and 4.

80In measure 13, the octave is divided between hands
so that the right hand plays the upper note of the octave.
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The consequent phrase (measures 5-13) begins piano in a

higher register, with thinner harmony in the first three

measures, This phrase shows a melodic descent in the first

two measures (5-6), interrupted by an upward skip in the

first part of measure 7, before continuing the downward

movement (measures 7-8) into the bass register. A ritenuto,

followed by a diminuendo in measure 8, preceeds a repetition

of this phrase, marked pianissimo. A crescendo in measure 11,

followed by a diminuendo in measure 12, preceeds the closing

chord which is marked piano.

Through the dynamic effects, one hears the first four

measures of the second phrase as if it were from a distance,

The repetition of the four measures (9-12) at the pianissimo

level, takes the sound into a farther distance. The

crescendo-diminuendo effect near the end causes the melody

to float, as if caught by the wind, so that it is heard more

plainly for an instant before fading away in the final

chord,

A modulation and harmonic analysis of this entire

prelude follows in Figure 86. (Refer also to Figure 122,

Appendix A and Table XXXII, Appendix B.)

Two possible modulation analyses are seen in Figure 86.

The first, shown below the line, shows no modulation.

Instead, it indicates a frequent use of secondary dominants.

The second analysis, shown above the line, shows this

secondary dominant use as key changes, cohfor ming to Table

XXXII, Appendix B.
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Fig. 86--Continued

In the latter analysis there are four key changes, all

of which occur by direct modulation. One of these direct

modulations is produced by a melodic and harmonic sequence,

The modulations from Ab major to C major (measures 2-3), and

G major to C minor (measures 4-5) represent the only modula-

tions to remote keys, Because of the cadences in each new

key, in addition to the Largo tempo, this analysis is

preferred.

A general tendency toward frequent use of chords of the

seventh is observed in this prelude, Of the forty-nine

chords found, seventeen are chords of the setrenth. By using

the analysis above the line in Figure 86, the dominant

seventh is observed eleven times, followed in order of

frequency by the vio7 (2), 117F(2), vi7(1), I7(1), and

iv7 (1).

i I
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Specific harmonic procedures to be considered are the

V - v - vi 7 - 1?F progression in measures 5 and 6, and the

bII - V7 - i progression in the final cadence.-

The latter is considered here because of its similarity

to cadences found in other preludes of Opus 28. It is the

harmonic formula used in the final cadence of the Prelude in

F' Minor, Number Eight. In this prelude, the Neapolitan

chord is preceded by a VI chord, whereas in Prelude Number

Eight it is preceded by a mediant triad. Its similarity to

the final cadence in some of the other preludes lies in the

shift to another tonality just prior to, or during, the final

cadence, This has been observed in preludes two, the above-

mentioned eight, nine, twelve, sixteen, and eighteen, It

will also be found in twenty-three and twenty-four.

The less common chords in the V6 - v6 - vio7 _17F

progression (Fig. 86, measures 5-6) are largely a result of

the chromatically descending bass line and inner voices.

The unusual sound coloring found in the first of these

chords (V) is a result of the suspension figure (Ab).

followed by an ornamental resolution (F#). At the point of

resolution (to G) the bass moves down a half-step. This

results in a minor v6 .

The less-common vio 7 chord (measure 6) is also caused

by the chromatic lowering of the bass tone, The seventh of

this cha d is approached and resolved as a suspension figure.
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The French sixth (measure 6) is a result of the chromatic

movement of both the bass and inner voices. The seventh (G)

of the preceeding viO7 resolves down by a half-step to the F#

of the French sixth, as the root of the viO7 (A) moves down-

ward to the flattened sixth scale degree, causing the 117Ft

The augmented sixth of this German sixth chord is approached

by parallel motion. However, it resolves in the usual

manner. Gerald Abraham calls this a pseudo-chordS1 which

was mentioned in connection with the Prelude in D iajor,

Number Five, He maintains that this chord is actually a

secondary dominant ([14) to the succeeding V chord, but has

3
the A chromatically altered to an Ab, causing the French

sixth Some indication as to the real identification of the

c hord and its intended function can be observed in its

resolution. In this case, the 117F progresses as usual, with

the apg2ented sixth (Ab - F#) expanding to the octave of

the following chord. Had it been intended to serve as a

secondary dominant, the seventh (C) would have resolved

downward in all likelihood,

The unusual aspects of this prelude, when compared to

traditional practices, include (1) more liberal use of

chords of the seventh; (2) frequent direct modulations of

which half are to remote keys; (3) chromaticism which results

in less-commonly used chords; and (14) the final cadence which

is preceded by a brief suggestion of another tonality,

81Abraham, Chopin's Musical yie , ipn 810
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Prelude in Bb Major, Number "Twenty-one, Cantabile

This prelude in mood and style, can be compared to a

nocturne. It has as its basis a ". . . lyric, diatonic

melody superimposed over a sequential chromatic accompanying

figure., 8 2  The melodic impetus is manipulated by variation

of the basic accompaniment figure, which is one measure in

length. Three variations are noted within the first six

measures.

) (2)32

b~t ii 7  i]j)i y7ij ti ii

Bbiii

___._________

iV7 I
V7 I V7

Fig. 87--Chopin, Prelude in Bb Maor, Number Twenty-One,
measures 1-6.

8 2 Aedley, Cho2in, p. 146.

I
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Following the principal bass note in riasures 1 and 3, the

accompaniment expands from a single note to 
a harmonic octave

in contrary motion. In measure 4, the principal bass note is

followed by a harmonic sixth, succeeded by a harmonic third,

which in turn expands to a tenth. Measure 2 contains this

same pattern except for the upper note of the tenth, which

is omitted. Measures 5 and 6 show the third variation: the

principal bass note is followed by two harmonic sixths which

are succeeded by a pattern of snall-large-small harmonic

intervals,. In all of the variations of this accompaniment

pattern, the lowest note of the second through the sixth,

eighth-note-values, descends. In addition, the lower note

of the second, third, and fourth, eighth note values always

descends chromatically.

The harmonic structure is formed, to a large extent,

from the accompaniment pattern and its variation. Within

each measure of sections A (measure 1-16) and A' (measures

33-45) where this accompaniment pattern is observed, a

certain harmonic formula is usually followed. In most

instances, one basic chord identification is found in each

measure; most commonly the accompaniment figure forms, and

gravitates to, this basic chord in the following manner:

the first and second eighth-note-values of the pattern

contain notes of the basic chord identified. The third

eighth-note-value implies the secondary dominant 
II chord

in relationship to the basic chord identity. The fourth

86
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eighth-figure implies the dominant chord of the basic chord.

The fifth eighth-note value again contains the basic chord

tones; and the last eighth-note value repeats the basic

chord tone or in some situations contains a non-harmonic

tone or tones,- in relation to the basic chord. Thus the

basic chord in each measure not only receives emphasis from

its location on the first and third beats, but is also

identified by the parenthetical II - V7 - I progression,

in eighth-note values, in relation to its root, Figure 87

shows the basic chord analysis below the double staves.

It shows the parenthetical progression by brackets.

In some instances the basic harmonic formula is modified.

These modifications are noted in measures 5-6, 13-14, 41-44,

and 45-59.
The modifications in measures 13-1. and 41-44 are

discussed here because of their harmonic implications. In

both situations the soprano melody is deleted and the

accompaniment figure is doubled in the right hand. This

figure is repeated in sequence, thus forming a cadenza-like

83In measure 5, the basic chord appears on the first,

third, and fifth eighth-note value, the last of which contains

a non-harmonic tone (G) as the result of the chromatic

pattern in the lower notes. Measure 6 has two basic chords

which coincide with the movement of the soprano line. (See
Fig 87.)

In measures 45, 57, 5, 51, and 53-55, the accompaniment

is c ondensed to s ingle note passages built around the tonic

chord. In measures 46 and 45 the accompaniment is doubled

in the right hand; the V chord is implied by chord tones

which appear on the f irst half of beats one., two , and three.



climax in the A afd Al sections. As a result, a series of

of tonal colors, some of which display unusual harmonic

practices, appear between normal chord progressions. Figure

88a and b show both passages, while Figure 88c, shows the

passage in Figure 88b, as it would appear if the sequence

set forth in the first measure in each instance were not

modified. As revealed in Fig. 88c, an exact repetition

occurs every two measures when the sequence is not modified.

With the exception of the first eighth-note value, the first

two measures in each passage under consideration (13-14, and

41-42, respectively), are identical. In Fig. 88a, the

cadenza-like passage begins after the V chord on the first

half of the first count in measure 13. Between this V

chord and the resolution to the I chord in measure 15, a

I - IV progression is implied through the use of the secondary

dominant - dominant - tonic relationship in this cadenza-like

passage.

The corresponding passage, as revealed in measures 41-44,

Fig, 88b, is located between the dominant ninth chord in

measure 40 and its ultimate resolution to the tonic chord in

measure 45. The sequence is taken a step further in

measure 42. However, at this point, the introduction of the

VII chord, together with the prolorged chromaticism of the

lower voice, momentarily banishes the prevailing tonality.

In turn, this VII chord progresses to the V chord implied in

measure 43, rather than to the more likely tonic. chord,
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(42) (43)

Fig. 88--Ohopiny ?relude in Bb M j or, Number Twenty-ore
(a) Measures 13-16, beat one
(b) Measiures 39-45, beat one
(c) Exact sequence, measures 41-43

(c)
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It may be further noted that the implied parenthetical

progression of II - V - I in relationship to the basic chord

as seen in measures 41 and 42 does not exist, as such, in

measures 43 and 44 because of t e chromatic pattern of the

lower voice. The analysis reveals the lower voice to be

exclusively chromatic in measures 41-44, with the exception

of the whole step found each tire between C and Bb,.

As revealed thus far, the accompaniment pattern under

discussion has (1) served to magipulate the melodic impetus,

(2) provided climatic material, and (3) effected, to a large

extent, the harmony. In addition to these, it plays an

integral part in the formal structure.

This accompaniment pattern which appears throughout the

A section (measure 1-16), is replaced by a basso ostinato-

type accompaniment in Section B (measures 17-32) 4 and

reappears in Section A' (measure 33). Although the soprano

melody in the third section (A') contains very little

similarity to that in the first section (A), the return of

this accompaniment figure (which. is a distinct characteristic

of both sections) justifies tit labeling of A' for the third

section as shown in Figure 123, Appendix A.

Key relationships show a direct modulation to the

flattened submediaat key of Gb major at the beginning of

84 The basso ostinato pattern in measures 25-32 may
be compared to the accompaniment in Prelude Number Two;
however, the dissonance in this prelude is not nearly so
marked as that in Prelude Numbet Ttwo.
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Section B (measure 17). The return to the At section

(measure 33) is preceded by a common chord modulation back

to the tonic key of 1Bb (measure 32). This remote modulation

to Gb represents the only removal from the tonic key of Eb.

The only departure from traditional harmonic practices,

other than that observed as a result of the accompaniment

pattern, is a ii6 - 1116 - V6 progression in measures 35-38.

This progression results from a harmonic and a melodic

sequence set up in measure 33. The melodic sequence ends

in measure 36 while the harmonic sequence continues through

measure 40. This harmonic sequence consists of progressions

whose roots are a second apart.

4I51

I 13

4

Fig. 89--Chopin, Prelude in Bb ! JsL, Number Twenty-one,
measures 33-39.
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6

(39) ON

Fig. 89--Continued

It might be concluded that Chopin's harmonic genius in

this prelude is noted, most specifically, through the

harmonic colorings that result from the inventive accompani-

ment. Regarding form, Abraham maintains that this prelude

is the finest example of formal art on a tiny scale, largely

as a result of this accompaniment pattern through which the

"transfigured" ternary fcrm is achieved.85

Prelude in G Minor, Number T wenty-twq Molto Agitato

This forceful prelude features a bold, octave mel6dy in

the left hand, punctuated by a syncopated right

8 5Abraham, Chopin's Musical Style, p. LL7.

( )7

al
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hand accompaniment. In the A section (measures 1-17), the

upper note of this right hand accompaniment is found to move

successively in both parallel and contrary motion to the

melody. The former is noted in Figure 90a, and the latter in

Fig. 90b.

53

Fi .90-Chopin, Prelude in EG Minor, Number Twenty-two
~a) "Parallel motion between melody and accompaniment,"

measure 1.
(b) "Contrary Motion Between melody and Accompaniment,"

measure 5

The rhythmic sync opat ion be twe en the me lod y an d

accompaniment in the A section is heightened by the harmonic

interplay between them. Two chords appear in each me asure.



The first chord tone is introduced on the first beat by the

bass, while the accompaniment completes the chord on the

afterbeat. This chord tone in the bass is held, while the

accompaniment changes to the new chord (usually on the second

beat) creating suspension or retardation figure in the bass,

which is then resolved.86 (See Fig. 90.)

In Section b (measure 17-34), both the right and left

hands contain melodic content of nearly equal importance.

This is caused by the repeated notes and scale-like passages

in the bass, which diminish its melodic interest, while the

right hand exhibits well-defined melodic curves that give

it added melodic significance.

The formal structure, as noted in Figure 124, Appendix A,

is ternary (A B At) form. The return of the last A section

reveals a somewhat drastic abbreviation that was also observed

in the Prelude in F' a N , umber Thirteen and Prelude in

Db j Number Fifteen.i7

Not indicated in Figure 124, however, is the repetition

which occurs within phrases. In the first A section, a

two-note motive, used in sequence, is the basis far the

entire melodic content. Figure 91 shows the melodic

deduction which illustrates the motive and its sequences.

86Exceptions are noted in measures 8, 15, and 16.

8 7A similar situation was noted in the Prelude in B
Minor, Number Six, however, due to the extreme brevity of
the return to the A theme, it was considered a coda.
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((4)

Motivic basis Reverse oe

(Whole Step)

Reversed Reversed Repetition Rhythmically
d im inishqd

Reversed (10) C3d i ,d (11) Modified (12)
and Rev re and Reversed

Rhythmia y Rhyt10miy ally
d- tl d Rhythm4oaly

diminished
Rhythmic ally
diminished

Fig. 91--Chopin, Prelude in G Minor, Number Twenty-two,
"Melodic Deduction," measures 1-1.

In the B section, the antecedent phrases of both periods

(measures 17-20 and 25-29, respectively) are identical.

Each consists of two, two-measure motives, the second of

which is an almost exact repetition of the first. The first

two-measure motives in the consequent phrases of both periods

(measures 21-22 and 29-39, respectively) are alike and

represent a modification of the motives in the antecedent

phrases of both periods. The motive and its modification

are shown in Figure 92.

From the illustrations, it may be concluded that the

formal structure is developed from a limited basis which

is expanded through repetition and sequence.
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RepetitionMotive

Ab: iV6
2 2

ModificatiOnl

2- -)-2l 22)

16 g ovi
" V4

2

i 6

Fig. 92--Chopin, Prelude in G Minor, Number Twenty-Two,
"Two-measure 'iiotive and Its Modification," measures 17-22,

Without exception, the unusual harmonic practices

observed in this prelude must be attributed to the frequency,

method, and key relationships found in the modulations. As

indicated in Table XXXIV, Appendix B, four of these modula-

tions are achieved by a common chord, while four are produced

by the direct or direct.-by-sequence method. In addition to

the two direct-by-sequence modulations, two of the common

chord modulations contain a modified melodic sequence which

facilitates the key change.

196

I
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The harmonic sequence which is used in the false modula-

tion to F minor in measure 6 is similar to the harmonic

sequence observed in the Prelude in _F Minor, Number Eight

(Figure 34). In Prelude Number Eight, however, in measure 7,

beat two through measure 8, beat two, each chcrd is spelled

as a major-minor seventh and descends cbromatically with its

root in the bass. Chords in this seq uence alternate, instead,

between the German sixth chord and a major triad, If the

German sixth chord were spelled as a major-minor seventh, the

roots would descend chromatically. Figure 93a, shows the

actual p ogression, while Figure 93b shows the German sixths

spelled as major-minor sevenths in root position. It must

be noted, however, that in Figure 93a, the, German sixth

chords are spelled correctly; and the upper note of the

augmented sixth, which, in this case, is in the bass,

progresses normally to the following dominant chord.

I f ~ 4 ~ ~ _4

(a)

7G.

3# I

(b)

Fig. 93--Chopin, Prelude in G Minor, Number Twenty-two
(a) Measures 4-9
(b) "Larmonic Deduction," measures 5-7

) (5)o
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6

Fig. 93--C ont inued

A somewhat complex harmonic situation is revealed in

measures 13-18 through the use of frequent modulations and

intense chromaticism. In measures 13-14, there is a

staggered, chromatically descending soprano and bass line

which appears concurrently with two modulations. Figure 94

shows this passage with the achromatic movement indicated

(a)

(b)

#4
S

(9 ..

ri L 14 jd L 'I
lip" - Of

(16 Oil - As

f.. JL# t_.
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by asterisks(*). The chain suspension-type fig ure which

results from the staggered descending soprano and bass line

does not qualify as a legitimate suspen'sion in that the D

octave (Figure 94, measure 13, third eighth note) and the

C octave (Figure 94, measure 14, t lird eighth note) which

would normally be considered as notes of preparation for a

suspension, are not harmonic tones.88

The chromaticism in the soprano line is discontinued

after measure 14 (Figure 94). However, the chromatic line

of the bass can still be observed in measures 15 and 16

(Figure 94, as indicated by asterisks). Even though the key

of C minor is established with a VT, i progression in

measures 14 and 15, the preceeding material, together with

this continuing chromatic bass line and the enharmonically

spelled German sixth chord, leaves an aural impression of

key uncertainty. This uncertainty is dispelled after the

German sixth chord becomes a pivot (I"7 ), followed by a

clear cut cadence into Ab major in measures 17-18.

A v07 -V - i progression is observed immediately

2

after the common chord modulation to G minor in measure 20,

88 They are not considered as non-harmonic tones in this
situation because of (1) their weak relationship to the
preceding octave, in each case, wnich receives stress as a
chord tone because it appears simultaneously with the
accented chord in the right hand; and (2) the fast tempo of
the piece.
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g d 1IV cv V
4 6 6d. V
3 4 Sequence

Vf4

(spelled 6 (spelled enhar-2
e nharrmonic- J4 onically)
ally) A : I-7

16

Fig. 94--Ghopink, Prelud e in G ilinor, Number Tr enty-two,
measures 12-16.
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The v0 7 - V4 progression is the result of the chromatic

2

soprano line in the modified melodic sequence which tends to

facilitate this -common chord modulation more smoothly. This

progression is analyzed in Figure 92 where the melodic

sequence was shown.

One observes then, in this prelude, the construction of

the form from small motivic germs, and more importantly, the

dramatic use of chromaticism. The latter might logically be

considered a result of the former, in that the simple half-

step motive in the A section is an excellent vehicle with

which to maneuver into various tonalities through its use in

sequence. As a result of this chromaticism and rapid shifting

of tonalities, Chopin has accomplished, in at least one

passage (measure 13-16) a situation which is tonally

ambiguous.

Prelude in F Major, Number Twenty-Three, Moderato

In style and character, this prelude may be compared

to the Prelude in G MaJ2, Number Three. Both contain

elernts of the etude--Prelude Number Three through the

perpetual left-hand, sixteenth-note accompaniment passages,

and this one through the perpetual sixteenth-note passages

in the right hand. While Prelude Number Three has a clear-

cut melody in the right hartd, the melody in this prelude

shifts back and forth between hands due to the alternating

melodic emphasis. At tims a different melody appears
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simultaneously in both hands because of equal melodic

weights. Figure 95 shows the basic melodic phrase with the

melodic shifts indicated by brackets. In addition, a

variation in this basic phrase is shown in the last measure

by Figure 95b. A playful mood is achieved by the rushing

sixteenth-note passages, together with this interplay of

melodies.

In the first measure of the basic phrase, the melody

appears in the right hand. The broken chord in the bass

provides the accompaniment. In the second measure, however,

the melodic emphasis shifts to the bass. In measures 3 and

4, both parts contain a melody of near-equal importance.

Thus, the first measure sets the melodic pattern of the

right hand which accompanies a bass melody in the following

measure, and is succeeded by two measures in which both

contain a melody.

If the formal structure is analyzed as to phrases only,

the results show that the same basic phrase or its variant

appears five times; each repetition is at a greater height.

This phrase structure is shown in the formal analysis in

Figure 125, Appendix A, which indicates one-part form with

three sections. The first and last prase are the basic phrase;

the second third phrases are the variant in the keys of C

major and F major, respectively; and the fourth phrase is

built entirely on the one-measure variant.
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1 delicate.

(a3

33

( b)

..... ..............

POeo 7'flen.

Fig. 95--Chopin, Prelude in F Major Number Twenty-three
(a) iPeasures 1VNe
(b) -Measure 12.



Because of the contrast in this fourth phrase, it could

conceivably be labeled as a B section which would result in

a simulated A B A form. Thus, the first section, which

begins and ends in the key of F, contains three phrases;

the second section, which begins in the subdominant key of

Bb major and modulates back to F major, contains one phrase;

and the third section, which is in F majcr, contains one

phrase with an extension. Chopints use of asymetrical

sections and phrases are observed again in this prelude.

Within this prelude are four modulations, all of which

are to closely related keys, as shown in Table XXXV,

Appendix B. Th1e first modulation is to the dominant key of

C (measure 5), followed by another direct modualtion in

measure 9. Section II is in the subdominant key of Bb major

through a direct modulation (measure 13). It modulates back

to F by a common chord in measure 16.

The modulations to F, measure 9, and Bb, measure 13,

co would also be analyzed as common chord modulations. The

common chords are found in measures 8 and 12, respectively,

with the I, chord becoming the V9 chord in the new key.

Figure 96 shows both the direct modulation and the common

chord modulation analyses in the modulation to F. The

former is indicated above the line, the latter, below.

From the improvisatory style of writing in this prelude,

it would appear logical that this I7 (or I9) at the end of a

phrase is used for a stylistic effect rather than a modulative

procedure.
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The key change from F major to Bb major (measure 13) is

identical to the previous modulation in its procedure.

The last modulation (measures 15-16) is similar to the

previous two, except it is analyzed as a common chord due to

the use of two, secondary dominants, and their long duration.

The VI7 chord in Bb major (measure L) progresses to thee Il3

in measure 15 anr continues into the next measure, becoming

a V1 3 in the key of F. The V7 - I progression follows,

establishing the new key. (See Figure 97.)

1) (15) 1)1

'F

Fig. 97--Chopin, Prelude in F Major, Number Twenty-four,

measures l14-17, "Harmonic Deduction."

An examination of chord types and progressions shows

traditional usages with the exception of the 17 used as the

final c-ord. John Vincent calls it the Mixolydian I7 . 9

Schenker interprets it as ". . . a poetic-visionary attempt

89John Vincent, 2TDiatonic Modes in Modern Music
(Los Angeles, 1951), p.
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to offer the association of the seventh overtone." 90 Hedley

says that "this stray note, pointless on paper, becomes pure

poetry when realized on the piano. 1.91

In all probability it is a result of the improvisatory

style that is indicated by the various repetitions of a

single phrase which makes up the whole of this prelude.

Instead of another repetition of the phrase, the arpeggio

comes to a halt, causing a "% . . delicious floating away

in space." 92 Vincent notes that this unresolved major-minor

seventh appearing at the end of a composition did not make

its appearance again until the twentieth century.9 3

Prelude in D Minor, Number Twenty-four,
Allegro appassionato

This last prelude of Opus 28 reaches the most dramatic

heights of the "Twenty-four" through its incessant, thundering

accompaniment and sharp melodic contours. Huneker ranks it

as one of Chopin's greatest works.94

The accompaniment pattern, which appears twice in each

measure except for the last five measures, achieves a

remarkable sonority through the repetition and wide-span

9OSchenker, Harmony, p. 27. 9 1Hedley, Chopin, p. 135.

9Ibid,.,Po, 135.

93 In this instance Vincent specifies its reaprearance
in the jazz idiom. (Vincent, The Diatonic Modes in Modern
Music, p. 54.) In addition to6 this twentieth century use,the major-minor seventh is used in the final chord in
Gershwin's second prelude which also contains an accompani-
ment quite similar to that found in Chopin's second prelude.

94Huneker, Chopin, the Man and His Music, p. 235.



distribution of the triad tones. Through the regular

recurrence of the lowest bass tone, a secondary, quadruple

compound meter is indicated as shomA in Figure 98.

531

V V

Fig. 98--Chopin, Prelude in D Minor, Number Twenty-four,
"Rhythmic Implications in the Bass Accompaniment Figure."

Overlying this accompaniment figure is a single-note

melody which at times reaches to the heights and plunges to

the depths through rapid scale, or arpeggio-like passages.

The single-note is sometimes doubled at the octave from

measure 50 on, but it never contains additional notes

except for measures 68, 69, 72, and 73.

The basic melodic phrase, as introduced in measure 3,

is built around an arpeggio. As such, it has been compared

to that of the Beethoven Sonata inF Minor, Op. 57. This

similarity can be noted in Figure 99a and b.

94 Leichtentritt, Analyse der hChopinschen Klavierwerke,
p. 175.
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Fig. 99--Melod c comparison of Chopin t s Prelude in D
Minor, Number Twenty-Four, to Beethoven's, Sonata in Minor,
Urs 57.

(a)--Chopin, Prelude in D Minor, Number Twenty-four,
"Mielodic Theme," measures 3-Il, beat one.

(b)--Beethoven, Sonata in F Minor, Opus 7, "Melodic
T2heme,"measures 1"5, beat one.

The formal structure, as shown in Figure 126, Appendix A,

is one part and consists of four sections and a coda. 9 5

95Leichtentritt calls this a variant of ternary, ABA

form because tie A section (I) is repeated in the dominant

key (Section II) which results in AABA. Section III, where
the basic phrase is repeated in different tonalities is
labeled as letter B. The restatement of the basic phrase in
the tonic key (Section IV) is called the third part",(A) of
the ternary form. Leichtentritt, Analyse drChpinschen
Klavierwerke, p. 175.
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It may be noted that each section, with the exception of

Section III, contains a phrase group consisting of three

phrases; Section III consists of a parallel period. Of the

eleven phrases within the four sections, seven are labeled as

a or its derivative. The o phrase (measures 57-60) is a

bridge from the a"" phrase in measures 51-57 to the stretto

phrase (d) in measures 61-65. The coda consists of a repeated

phrase which has a plunging arpeggio f figure followed by

three different chords. The last phrase features an arpeggio

sweep from D+ to contra D, which brings the piece to a

dramatic conc lusion,

The key scheme, as shown in Table XXXVI, Appendix B,

indicates that four the modulations are to closely related

keys, while three are to remote keys. Six are common chord

modulations. One is direct. It is interesting to note that

in the first four common chord modulations the tonic chord

becomes the submediant triad in the new key.

Only two passages in this prelude contain less common

harmonic procedures. The first of these is located in

measures 57-64 where a 1 6 - 116 - V7 progression is observed.

4 5

The iio interrupts the normal 16 - V7 progression and could
S 4

be considered to be an embellishing chord. (See Fig. 100.)
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Fig, j1O0--Chopin$ Prelude in D Minor, Number. Twenty-four,

measures 59-,64.

The second passage showing a break from traditional

harmonic procedures is observed, in me asures 67-*73, in the coda.

The basic harmonic procedure shows a tonic chord on alternate

It
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measures, embellished by chords built on the sharpened sub-

dominant in the intervening measures. Meas ure s 69 and 72,

which include identical harmon c material, show both a

diminished seventh and a German sixth chord. The #iv7 is a

result of the chromatic passin; tone-type figure in the

soprano. In the #iv7G-i progression (measures 68-69 and

72-73), the diminished third (a diminished tenth, here)

progresses to the unison in the following tonic triad. A.4

extra harmonic dimension is added to the #ivd7 in measure 70

by the arpeggio which outlines a IV chord and includes a

passing tone E.

41__ 5 ___

4

# i #

3

Via70

L (spelled enhar-
3 sonically)

Fig. 101--Chopin, Prelude in D Minor, Number Twenty-four,
measures 67-73, beat one,

7'(69)
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Fig. 101--Continued

With this prelude, then, it is not so much a case of

nar monic or modulation innov ations as it is the ingenuous

formal structure and the inventive idiomatic style of piano

wr i tin;.



CHAPTER III

CONCLUSIONS

It has been observed in Chapter II that a wealth of ideas

have been displayed in these preludes in regards to mood,

pianistic writing, form, and harmony. Each category has been

discussed to some degree in the individual analyses and all

contribute, in various degrees, to the style which is often

referred to as Chopinesque, To catalog the various moods and

innumerable styles of piano writing resented in the group

would prove to be beyond the scope of this paper. The con-

clusions, here, will be drawn, instead, from the formal

structures and--more specifically--the harmonic innovations.

For it is in the latter that Chopin was far advanced in

comparison with his contemporaries.

Form

Four types of formal structures are used in the preludes:

one-part, binary, ternary, and five-part (ABACA). Table II

reveals the formal structure of each prelude and the total

number of preludes in each form as compiled from Appendix A.

The largest number of preludes--a total of eleven, or 45.9

per cent--are in one-part farm. Of this group, three contain

one section, five contain two sections, two contain three

sections, and one contains four sections. Eight or 33.3 per

cent are in ternary form; four, or 16.7 per cent are in

214
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TABLE II

FORMS

Form
pi" - T-- - - - f MI ri I n n

. .

. .

* "

" .

" "

. 0
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" 0

x
x
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. "

x
* .

x
x

*..
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.. *
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x(2)
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x(.)
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a

0
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x
x
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x
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x
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x

x
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x
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*Numbers in parentheses indicate
or divisions in the one-part form.

LI 2 13

the number of sections

**In this instance the coda is most logically labeled as a
postlude.

***Indicates a Coda followed by a postlude.
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binary form; and one, or 4.2 per cent, is in five-part form.

Thirteen, or 54.2 per cent, contain a coda; five or 20.8 per

cent, contain an introduction; and two, or 8.3 per cent,

contain an interlude. 1

Key Relationship

Key relationships, in regards to the beginning and ending

of sections within the formal structure, show a somewhat more

conserVative approach than one might expect, especially in

view of the numerous, frequently remote modulations discussed

in Chapter II.

Table III reveals that of the four preludes with binary

form, the A section closes in the tonic key t wo times, or

50 per cent of the time. It ends in the major dominant key

and Neapolitan key one time each, or 25 per cent of the time.

All of the B sections begin and end in the tonic key.

Table IT reveals that in the eight preludes with ternary

form, the A section ends in the tonic key four times, or 50

per cent of the time; the minor subdominant key two, or 25

per -cent of the time; and the major mrdiant and dominant keys,

each, one, or 12.5 per cent of the time.

The B section represents a diversity of key relationships

between its beginning key and the tonic key of the previous A

section. The mediant key is found most often as the beginning

1Only those introductions, interludes, and codas which

are shown as such in the illustrations of Appendix A are

considered here. Others which do not .serve as an integral
part of the orer-all form appear as phrase extensions,
indicated in Table VI,
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TABLE III

BINARY FORMS

Section A Section B

4-: 0 4-3e*

0 0

10 $4 4)
z 0H S %-

3 G .. I I I . v

6 b . . Ii V

20 c 2 v I i .

*Indicates the key in relationship to the key found

at the beginning of the A section which is considered to
be the tonic key. This procedure is followed in Tables
IlY and V, also.

**Capital letters, in this and subsequent references,
indicate major keys and small letters indicate minor keys--
in those situations where the words major and minor are
not written out.

***The last chord of the entire prelude is placed in

parenthesis to differentiate between those preludes which

proceed to a coda.and those which do not,
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key of the B sections, appearing three times or 37.5 per cent

of the time.2  The tonic key appears twice, or 25 per cent

of the timr, one of which is a parallel minor key. The

dominant, flattened supertonic, and flattened submediant

keys are each found as the beginning key one time, or 12.5

per cent of the time.

The keys which are found at the close of the B sections

show a tendency to return to the tonic key. This is observed

six times, or 80 per cent of the time, one of which represents

the parallel major key. The major dominant and major

flattened submediant keys are each found once, or 12.5 per

cent of the time, at the close of the B section.

The 11 section always opens and closes in the tonic key

as determined by the beginning of the first A section.

The five preludes with one-part forms which contain two

sections reveal the tonic key used as a closing chord to the

first section (I) three times, or 60 per cent of the time.

(See Table V.) The major mediant and major dominant keys

are each used one time, or 20 per cent of the time, as a

closing chord to the first section. All of the second

sections (11) begin and end in the tonic key.

The one-part forms with three sections open and close

in the tonic key with the exception of one instance in which

the second section (1I) begins in the subdominant key and

ends in the tonic key (Table V).

2 One is an enharmonic #III, one is a b III, and the
remaining is a iii.
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TABLE- IV

TERNARY FORMS

Section A Section B Section At

q40 0 0 CdI~0
0fr40 H 0O

V4 ro W
$-

t o--0%*-d-
bo goo to so" ! 0 I

10 a 11 Wr -- rlaw M

8 f# 4 ivV 7 iViv

11 B . . I vi I . I I .. I I

12 # . 1I iiii 4 VI i ** i i

13 F# 1 1 I v 1 I1 I .1. I1

15Db 1 1 vi1* 5 1 i . I(I)
(pm)

19 Eb *. V III 2 21V I *. I V

21 Bb . I I b I

22 g b1 7GbII . i v i .(
#iv

*pm--parallel minor key
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Prelude Number Twenty-four, which is in one-part form

with four sections, shows the first section to end in the

tonic key. The second section begins in the minor dominant

key aai closes in the subtonic minor key. Section III

begins in the subtonic minor key and returns to the tonic

which continues throughout the remainder of the prelude

(Table V),

Prelude Number Seventeen, in five-part form, shows

Section A to close in the tonic key. Section B begins in the

Neapolitan key and ends in the flattened submediant key,

This section is followed by Section A' which begins and ends

in the tonic key. Section C begins in the flattened sub-

mediant key and closes in the major dominant key. The last

A section begins and ends in the tonic key (Table V).

If one considers the key relationship&' Of the preludes

as a whole regarding the opening and closing keys of sections,

the tonic key is used with far greater frequency than all

other keys combined. Of the sixty sections in this set of

preludes, the tonic key is found at the beginning and/or

ending of sections ninety-four times, or 78.3 per cent of

the time. The dominant key opens and/or closes sections

eight times (6.7 per cent), the mediant key five times (4.2

per cent), the flattened submediant four times (3.3 per cent),

the subdominant key four times (3.3 per cent), the Neapolitan

key, three times (2.5 per cent), and the subtonic two times

(1.7 per cent).
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In order to understand more fully the seemingly tradi-

tional key relationships between sections, one must take into

consideration the many sections which contain frequent 
modu-

lations within. A total of seventeen of the preludes contain

sections with intermediate leys: keys which result from

modulations between the beginning and closing keys of the

section. A total of twenty-six sections contain a combined

total of sixty-six of these intermediate keys. The last

sections are the only sections which maintain a prolonged

key duration with any consistency.
3 Thus, when a section

is said to begin in a certain key relationship, this

beginning key, in many instances, is maintained for as

little as a fraction of a measure. Regarding the types and

frequency of modulations, more will be discussed later.

Final Chords of Sections

Chords which are found as the final chord in sections,

as compiled from Tables III, IV, and V, show that thirty-four

(56.6 per cent) of the sections end on the tonic chord,

nineteen (31,6 per cent) end on the dominant, two (3.3 per

cent) end on the #iv7G, and one (1.7 per cent) ends on each

of the IV, #id7, vi, bII, and III+ chords.

AsyIetry

Many instances of asymmetry between sections and phrases

were pointed out in Chapter II. Figure 102 indicates the

30nly three of the preludes contain an intermediate
key, or keys, in the last section.
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comparative lengths between sections, exclusive of introduc-

tions and codas. In only four (19 per cent) of the twenty-one

preludes with more than one section, are there an equal

number of measures in all sections. This symmetry is observed

in preludes five, seven, nine, and nineteen. Other sections

of preludes vary from one-measure differences (numbers three,

four, fourteen, and twenty-one) to a thirty-four-measure

difference between the B section and the final A section in

Prelude Number Fifteen.

Asymmetry is also observed between phrases. A tabula-

tion of all the phrases in Opus 28 is found in Table VI.

Thirty-eight (20.5 per cent) of the 185 phrases analyzed

contain extensions. Some phrases are extended by more than

one method which accounts for the total of sixty-three

extensions. Altogether, 126 measures are added to phrases

through nine types of extensions. Table VII shows the types

of extensions and the number of times and percentages that

each type is employed.

Summary

Regarding the form, it may be concluded then, that the

preludes fall into four formal types. Key relationships show

a majority of tonic key relations when opening and closing

keys of sections are compared to the beginning key of the

prelude. Asymmetry between sections is the rule rather than

the exception, although asymmetry is noted to a lesser degree

between phrases.
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2. AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

3 APAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBB

4. 1AAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBB

5 111111111111
222222222222

6 AAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBB

7 AAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBB

8 AAAAAAAA

BBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAA

9 1111
2222
3333

11 AAAAAAAA
BBBB
AAAAAAAA

12 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAAA t AAAAAAAAAAA

13 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAA

14 12-11111111
222222222

15 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

16 1111111111111111
222222222222222222222222

Fig. 102--A comparison of section 'in the Chopin Preludes,
Opus 28
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17 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBI3BBBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAA
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCO
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

19 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

20 AAAA
BBBBBBBBB

21 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

22 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBJBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
AAAAAAA

23 111111111111
2222
333333

24 1111111111111111111
22222222222222222222
333333333333
444144444444444

A: one measure of Section A. B: one measure of Section B.

C: one measure of Section C. 1: one measure of Sectibn;
and so on.

mig. 102--Continued
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TABLE VI

PHRASE EXTEN41. ONS

Phrases

H

4-)
0

E-

4

4

3 b

6

6

4

6

Z8 H

0

Hd 1
4.3 4)
E-4i

3

2

I

1

..

Extensions

110)

4)
0

H--

1

6

31

2

.0

I)

1

2i

P-4
E-

Ca

I
EC
EC
Int
ETV
EC
B
R
ETV
EC
R

EC
R

0

R
B

..

API

R

Int
R

0CH
0)

-4F

2

1 1

2

1 I

2

2

0,
V

H

12

14

15

19

Phrases

C4

0
E-

18

6

4

17

10

16

4

17

4o)

'HO0

H ~

3

3

2

2

3

1

Extensions

02

3)

.r)

AN

.

H 4)

0

5

2

3

01)
E-4

R
R
R
R
EC

REC

R

REC0

R
BT
ETV

S

B
H
H

C

r4
0L2

0)

C/

[2
2

2
3
2
2
2
3

2

[3

2

qe

3
4

4

2

H
0)
pq

PLI

1

2

3

6

7

8

9

i W b, -1 '1
I
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TABLE VI--Continued

Extens ions

-Ti

R

C

R

R

R

R

OoH
(D'

2
El

2
2

i

24

Phrases

H
05

43
0
H-

14

0)

Hc

4)4-3
oN
HiIW

8

Extensions

Cd o
0
E- 4

13

0

I
R
R
Int
R
R
B
B
R
B
RC
EC
EC

0)

rFi i

V4lo

2

Em
3

1

2
-.,

I d
Total 185 38 634.. 126

5CTClosing;I,7Introduction; EC, Evading the Cadence
Int, Interlude; ETV, Extended Time Values; B, Bridge; ,
Repetition; AM, Added Motive; S, Sequence. These abbrevia-
tions are also used in Append ix A.

bIn addition to the phrases indicated, there is a coda
which does not contain substantial melodic material to
qualify it as a phrase.

CBrackets show the extensions which occur -in one
phrase.

dThis number is an approximate amount in that extensions
which are less than a full measure in length are counted as
a full measure.

Phrases

0
to

H
C)
F.
Ri

20

21

22

23

H-
cr5

4-)
0
H-

2

7

9

5

*H4 0

Cd

00

I

I

2

I

o

V

0
H-

2

I

3

I

MON.

L LA I . V a, - -- -- l- "too - ON 4 V- L i 1 11
,,.m I ...- , IN W* ,, 1- 1-1 -.- . i - I I a I., , 1 1 - - I . wx""WAP"Womm
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TABLE VII

FREQUENCY AND TYPES OF
PHRASE EXTENSIONS

Extens ion Method Number of Uses Per cent

Repetition 29 46.0

Evading the Cadence 12 19.0

Bridge 7*111

Closing Figure 5 7.9

Interlude 3 4.8

Extended Time Values 3 48

Introduction 2 3.2

Added Votive 1 1.6

Sequence 1 1,6

Modulations

When one reads of Chopin's compositions, the words

modulation, key relationship, and chromaticism appear

inevitably. A careful analysis of Chopints modulations--in

this particular case those which are found in the preludes

under discussion--reveals a tendency to certain practices

which result in a more daring, unusual harmonic structure

when. compared to those of his contemporaries. Several

conclusions have been reached through this analysis which

might help to identify those particular practices which

cause, to a large extent, this innovative harmony.
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Table VIII reveals a total of 127 modulations which are

produced within these preludes. Fifty-seven (44.9 per cent)

are accomplished through the use of a common chord while

seventy (55.1 per cent) are produced by the five direct

methods. This ratio contrasts to that of more traditional

modulation procedures which show the common chord method used

with a somewhat greater frequency than the direct method.

This explains, in part, the aural impression of many abrupt

key changes, in that a common chord is not used to correlate

the former key with the new key.

Another factor which can create the impression of abrupt

key change is the relationship of the old key to the new.

Normally the greatest percentages of modulations are to

closely related keys. However, in these preludes, Chopin

modulates most frequently to keys which are remote in

relationship to the former key and thereby justifies this

accusation of abrupt key changes. Of the 127 modulations

analyzed in these preludes, seventy-two (56.7 per cent) are

to remote keys and fifty-five (43.3 per cent) are to closely

related keys.

In addition to the key relationships as determined by

key signatures, the relationships according to scale degrees

are also important, Table IX shows this relationship

expressed in scale degrees. The percentages show a wide and

even distribution of key choices, with the tonic key (which

represents a change to a parallel key) fallinItfars short of

other choices.
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The most unusual aspect of these key relationships is the

frequency of modulations to keys built on the various seventh

and supertonic scale degrees. The former are sometimes a

result of the sequence modulations in which the keys descend

stepwise or chromatically. The supertonic relationship

results from the ascending key shifts.

TABLE IX

AY RELATIONSHIP AS EXPRESSED
IN SCALE DEGREES

Scale Degree

III)

0

0z
C)

0'
E-4

C)

0
4)
.'

0
CL
5S

72

r-4)
F-sc91
Hp4

tOe

43
ci
aS
'H

0o

4-

C

0
-arc

00
ci

goi
P4 0
$, 

C/) c

43I

C

0
A

43
-9

VS
CI)

ro d
4)0rci

ct$
Fr4

0
EH

-a
hO

COH
040
4)

I
to

Wo
0 04
00

4-,)
Cd W

Major 1 1 8 17 7 2 11 9 6 3

Minor 3 6 2 10 7 13 2 5 8 1

Totals 4 17 27 16 24 17 22

(31)(13.4) (21.3) (12.6) (13.9 (13.4) (17.3)

* ndicates amount in per cent.

Frequency of key change is expressed by the key

duration as shown in Table VIII. The average number of

measures per key is O.3. Of significant importance is the
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number of modulations in which the new key lasts for two

measures or less. Coupled with this frequent key change are

the many passing and false modulations. The former type is

observed 37 times and makes up 29.3 per cent of the total

modulations; the latter type appears 18 times and represents

14.2 per cent of all the modulations. More precise data may

be obtained by examining Chopin's use of each of the modu-

lation procedures,

Common Chord

Several factors must receive consideration in the

common chord modulations: the common chord in regards to

its identity in both the former key and the new key, the

cadence formula used to establish the new key, and the

relationship between the two keys.

Table X shows the variety of chords and the number

of times they appear in the previous key and the new key.

Totals indicate that chords built on the tonic occur as

the pivot chord in the old key with greatest frequency (49

per cent of the tfirrn) while chords built on the subdominant

scale degree are found mos t often (28 per cent of the tim)

as common chords in the new key. Chords built on the sub-

dominant scale degree are followed closely in number by

chord s built .on the leading tone (19.3 per cent) and sub-

mediant (15.8 per cent).
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TABLE X

IDENTIFICATION OF THIE CO ON CHORD IN
COMMON C HORD MODUIA TIONS

Chord

Tonic:
I

I+

1+

#id7

Tot al

Supertonic:
ii

117
1113

#iid7
b1 1

Total

Mediant:

III

II I +

1117G

#iiid7

Total

0

Se-.

o40

ro
ro o

c o t 4
4

9
2

3
6A

.4
0

oz

0 Z

to

2

3
* 0

I

(#4.128(10.5)6

1 , *

(3.5) 2 (8.8)5

2

1 2.

. . 2

* *0

(8.8)5

Chord

Subd dominant:
IV

WAOM

Total

Submediant:
vi

VI
vi7

Total

Leading Tone:
viid7
vii7G

Total

* Numbers in parentheses are percentages.

-4

0o0

to
0 Ok

0 4)
mA d

F-4

fr

0

0

to

1 ___________ LIM,.

10

(19.31
(14l.)8

lom

- ---

iv
#iyd7

~ d7
#iv d7

Total

Dominant:

v

3
5

3

(28)16

4

(8.8)5

6

3

*0

* 0

(10.5)6

3
2

3
2

6

2

(3.5) 2

No
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One might also gather from Table X that a relatively

large number of the common chords appear to be altered

chords. Analysis reveals that fifteen (26 3 per cent)

common chords appear as altered chords in both the old and

new key while fifteen (26.3 per cent) appear as altered

chords in either the old or new key. When combined they make

a total of thirty (52.6 per cent) of the common chords which

are altered in one or both keys. The remaining twenty-seven

(47.4 per cent) are diatonic in both keys.

Cadences which are used to establish the new keys in

common chord modulations (Table XI) show the authentic

cadence used fifty timrs (87.7 per cent). The authentic

cadence formula with a dominant substitute is used five times

(8.9 per cent), the deceptive cadence one time (1.7 per cent),

and a miscellaneous cadence one time (1.7 per cent), 5

Thirty-five (61.4 per cent) of these cadences contain no

additional chords other than those expressed in the cadence

formula. Twenty-two (38.6 per cent) contain from one to

nine interpolations.

Cadences average a total of 2.7 measures in

establishing the new key (Table XV). Keys established

4Qttman, Advanced Harmony, pp. 105-105.

5This miscellaneous cadence represents a #iv7 - I
progression in Prelude Number Eight, measures 8-9.

6 The latter occurs in Prelude Number Two, measures 13-
21 and Prelude Number Thirteen, measures 26-28.
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TABLE XI

CADENCE FORMULAS USED TO ESTABLISH EYS
IN AL C00 MMON CHORD MODULATIONS

Cadence Type

Number of Occurances

0

00

H

Interpolated by
additional chord
or chords

0 C)

c'J

ro
ol
V

co

o.0:t

U)
V

0

m

ro
940

ON

Tot al

Authentic Cadence:

V-I 22 9 2 2 .j1.. 36

IV-V-I 3 .. .. .. 9. .9 9. 3
I6 -V-I [ 22 11.. 2 11

Authentic Cadence with
a Dominant Substitute:

V - 1 3 21. . . .. .. 4
IV - V - 1 I. .. .. .. .. .. 2

Deceptive Cadence 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. I

Miscellaneous 2 .

Total 35 12 3 3 1 2 57
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through common chard modulations average a total of 5.9

measures in length. Seven (12.3 per cent) of the keys

established through common chord modulations are identified

as passing modulations and eight (14 per cent) are considered

to be false modulations.

TABLE XII

KEY RELA TIONSHIPS OF AL L COMMON
CHORD MODULATIONS

Relationship
Remote Keys

-H 'r -H H Total
frv oV o ) o oco o

HQ rOH4OH H 0OH4i OH-
,4) <4 C Cd C <4 WH

W 2Cd 4-)P : -) 4-3 Cd
OH \j 0 r, A~ 'O~ 4-)

Number of
Modulations 31 13 1 9 2 1 26 57

Per cent 54.3 22.8 1.8 15.8 3 5lo8 45.7 100

Twelve of the common chord modulations show use of less

common harmonic progressions in and out of the common chord.

In addition, seven of the cadences used to establish the key

contain a total of ten less common harmonic progressions.

Key relationships as shown in Table XII indicate that

54.3 per cent of the keys established through a common chord

are to closely related keys. liodulations to remote keys

represent 45.7 per cent of the total.
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Direct

Chopin uses five types of direct modulation: sequence,

pivot pitch, change of mode, internal direct and simple.7

Factors which will be considered in tirse modulations are the

cadences which establish the keys in all of the combined

types of direct modulations, and the key relationship,

cadence length, and key length as applied in each of the five

types of direct modulation.

Table XIII reveals five types of cadences used to

establish keys following the direct modulations. The

authentic cadence is used with far greater frequency than the

others. It is used a total of fifty times (71.4 per cent) in

comparison with the other types wiich show a combined total

of twenty (28.6 per cent). Thirty-six cadences (51.4 per

cent) contain no interpolations while thimrty-four (48.6 per

cent) contain from one to eight interruptions.

Chopin employs the direct-by-sequence method of modula-

tion with greater frequency than the other direct types. Of

the seventy direct modulations, twenty-seven (38.6 per cent)

are by sequence. It is through this method that many remote

key relationships are produced and many short key durations

are found. Table XIV shows that twenty-one (77.8 per cent)

of the sequence modulations are to remote keys while only

six (22.2 per cent) are to closely related keys,

7Within this chapter, a direct modulation which is not
facilitated or identified by any of the other four types of
direct modulation is considered as simple direct,
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TABLE XIII

CADENCE FORMULAS USED TO ESTA BLISH
KEYS IN ALL DIRECT MODULATIONS

Number of Occurances

Cadence Type
0

:5 c

O H
40

r4.

Interpolated by
Additional Chord
or Chords

V

0

0

H

0
rc

i,

0

4

it,

04
0

to

0

roF-,
0

4o

Total

Authentic Cadence:

v 24 15 1 1 . ... 41
IV-V-I 1 2 .. 4.. . .. 2 4
I6 -V-I 1 2 1.. 2. .. 4

4
Half.. 1 .......

Half Cadence 7 1 .. 3 . 11
(Without Tonic)

Plagal Cadence ,. 2 .. .. . 2

Authentic Cadence with
a Dominant Substitute 1 2 . . .. - - 3

Key Established Through
Sustained Use of Tonic 3 1 .. .. .. 4

Total 36 25 3 4 1 . 1 70
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The average number of measures used to establish the new key

is 1.2. Keys established by this method average only 1.9

measures in length. Table XV shows that seven (25.9 per cent)

of the keys produced by the sequence method are false keys

and sixteen (15.9 per cent) are passing modulations. It is

quite apparent that this quick shifting to remote keys

contributes much to the unusual harmonic framework referred

to earlier in the chapter.

The simple direct method of modulation is used twenty-

five times,-or 37.5 per cent of all the direct modulations.

Key relationships (Table XIV) indicate that this method of

direct modulation, in contrast to that by sequence, most

often proceeds to closely related keys: fourteen times

(56 per cent) as opposed to eleven times (44 per cent) to

remote keys. Cadences which establish the new keys, as

shown in Table XV average 2.6 measures while keys produced

through this method last an average of 4.9 measures. Two

(8 per cent) of the modulations are false and six

24 per cent) are passing.

The pivot-pitch method is used eleven times, or 15.7

per cent of all direct modulations. Six (54.5 per cent) of

the keys are closely related to the former key, while five

(45.5 per cent) are remote. The average length of cadences

which establish the new key is 1.3 measures only one-tenth

measure longer than that used in the sequence method.
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TABLE XIV

KEY RELATIONSHIPS OF ALL DIRECT MODULATIONS

Type of Direct
Modulation

$equence

Simple

Pivot Pitch

Change of Mode

Internal Direct

Total

0
4-)

H
0
rfl
0

6

1)4

6

26
(37.1%)

V)
H

to
04.)C\Jd

0

10

.3

15

Relationship

Remote Keys

U)
H
as

0

0

4
I

11

vi 1

H

.a

4Z)

ro
*r

1

4

2

7

r4

r0

Lr H
0o

5

2

2

On the other hand, the duration of keys produced through this

method averages 5.9 measures in length as compared to 1.9

measures in the sequence method. Five (45.4 per cent) of the

modulations are passing.

The change-of mode method is used only four times and

represents 5.7 per cent of all direct modulations. Cadences

which establish new keys average two measures in length while

the average key duration is five measures. All of these

modula tons are remote by three accidentals because of their

4-)

rO
*4
0~s

\O H
0o

1

U)

0

SE-
0

21

11

5

4

3

44
(62.5%)

. ::j.I

29

low-wo '00 0". now

14-- F--
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parallel key relationship. One (25 per cent) represents

a passing modulation.

DURATION

TABLE XV

OF CADNCES AND nEYS FOLLOWING MODULATIONS

Modulation
Type

0

co0 o

AZ%
ZSO

Cadences

4-4

00OHn

14
*0 )

00
o4

0(/)
-01:4

CA04
0-P

v A

Ewe

to o cO 02V

410
-4

O0V

Keys
Es tablished

ci

eei

A 0
E-4

4--0H 0 4
414

0E-4 0
E-1 OZ

V-sC

O H

zco

C04
OE

<c OM

0

oH
4-')

Co

0

ra
(D
0

r41

0

C4
Co

Common Chord 57 156.0 2.7 338.9 5.9 8 7

Direct:

Sequence 27 31.8 1.2 50.4 1.9 7 16
Simple 25 65,8 2.6 123.1 4.9 2 6

Pivot Pitch 11 13.8 1.3 64.9 . 5
Change of

Mode 4 8,0 2.0 20.0 5.0 . 1

Internal 3 4.2 1.4 .9 2.0 1 2

Tot 1* 70 123,4 1.8 264.2 3.8 10 30

*Total of all DIrect Modulations,

The internal direct method is employed with less

frequency than any of the direct methods, It occurs three

times and represents 4.3 per cent of all modulations by the

direct methods. The average cadence length which is used to

NINA ---------- i W.
NO - -M

-TI

I
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establish the new key is 1.4. measures in length. The average

duration of keys produced through this method is two measures.

All three modulations are to remote keys; two (66.7 per cent)

are passing modulations and one (33.3 per cent) is

false.

Regarding Chopin's modulations, it may be concluded

then, that a great deal of key uncertainty and abruptness of

key change can be attributed, respectively, to the frequency

of key change and the key relationships. When one also

takes into consideration his preference for the direct

methods rather than the more traditional common chord

procedure, it becomes more evident why Chopin's modulations

are subject to much comment.

Less-Common Harmonic Progression

In addition to the modulation procedures, a large number

of the preludes contain unusual chordal progressions within

a given key. Each of these is illustrated in Chapter II.

In many of these unusual progressions alternate analyses

were given. Pany of these alte nate analyses showed a

modulation in which root relationships then appeared quite

normal. In such cases those modulations were included in

the key schemes as shown in Appendix B and were recorded in

the modulations tabulated above. As a result, when modula-

tions appear in the tables and no further deviations appear,

those passages will not be considered here--to do so would



indicate a more complicated harmonic structure than that

which actually exists.

A tabulation of all unusual chordal combinations shows

that most of Chopin's less common progressions are tin result

of certain procedures which occur with some regularity.

Table XVI indicates a total of fifty unusual harmonic

passages which results from eight different compositional

techniques. In addition, this table reveals the prelude in

which the practice is found and further indicates the

illustration, measures, and total number of chords involved.

By far, the most consistent technique in which less

common progressions are found is the use of a chromatic

formula: a situation in which one or more voices ascend or

descend chromatically. This practice inevitably results in

unusual chord progressions because the chromatic movement of

voices takes precedence over chordal relationships. When

used in various combinations of voices, this procedure

provides, in many cases, a situation approaching atonality,

or tonal ambiguity.8 Althogether, sixteen passages with

less-conrion progressions (32 per cent) are a result of

this chromatic voice movement. This number is in addition

to those many instances where Thopints chromaticism was

analyzed as modulations.

Prelude in E Minor, Number Four contains the best

example of tMi practice.
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TABLE XVI

LESS-COMMON HARMONIC PROCEDURES

L cat on of Ex 1 a-
t on n CharteI

0%

o i
- 4

rit

0

4-1
4)

*4)

0

0

P4$

rl,

0

0

0

C

Compositional Technique which
Results in Harmonic Deviation

c'o
U)

0 o
4)

r a

4) 0

'0 t0
d %e1

0

*H
H

4)

4)
M4.)

0

43

00

S0

0 ;4
.HiP-4 0
4) rC
o fr4o

4)0 r

0OH
E-1 H

HEc

0

0

0
V

04

02

0
0

5

$4

Cdzrz

0
V.4
4$

0

04-

ro

0 4.)
z0
bo0
4HV

0

2 9 10-12 143-44 x(2)
11 15-16 4-5x (2)
12 21b -2Lb2 45m46

A-- 6 2006 5 (9)
17b 14-16 60 x(&)
15c 10-12 62 x(5)
15c 1813-, 462 x621x(())-

5 16b-$b9
21 20b1-2l1bI** 69

6 26 j 6b2-w7b2 7 5-17 6 x7
26 8b1 7j (2)
37 3b2-4b2* 14-
33 20b4-22 8

37a 2b2-2b4 9
36 6bl-6b3 99 (3)

2b2-77b4 99
12 48 23b1-2)4b1 111

49 29b1-31b3 112 (10
50b 67 113 x(3)

51, 7 1b2- 2bl 113()
13 b b126b 116-117

4 126b2-26X(
14' I 2e-12b4-7 2 k(U)

55 13b3-w14 124-,125x(4);
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9b1-92 125 1 (2)
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TA.BLE XVI--C ontinued

J~ocaion r Exlana
Location of Explana-
tion in Chapter II
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60

cd

'H

0
r44

a0
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0
02

0
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72 38-39* 153-154 x(3)
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72 76-77** 153-154

73 54 154 x(4)
7a 73-157

18 -77 13m-36b27*oto 16 7,16'9-x(5)
17 168,169)

19 81 3b3*s :17-74
83 29-32b2 175-*176 X(6)
84 43-44 176-177 x(6)

- x13-4(1 Ma x 2)
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i*Identical to the above progression.
*Shown in the analysis below the line. All other

analyses are those above .the line,
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Closely related to this chromatic formula is the pro-

gression to a chord which is built on the altered scale

degree of the chord of normal resolution. This is observed

two times (4 per cent), as shown in Table XVI and is always

the result of chromatic movement in one or more parts.

Nine unusual chordal combinations (18 per cent) involving

the use of an embellishing chard are located. The largest

number of these are found in Prelude Number Seventeen where

the subdominant chord appears between two dominant chords.

Five Progressions (10 per cent) shown in Table XVI

reveal the introduction of a new tonality prior to the final

cadence.' In this strictest sense, the chordal progressions

involved in this practice are not unusual. However, in a

good many situations this venture into a different tonality

further complicates an already complex harmonic structure.

Unusual chordal combinations which arise out of a

harmonic sequence account for three (6 per cent) of those

passages shown in Table XVI.

Three passages (6 per cent) involve chord progressions

in which the second chord, because of one or more non-

harmonic tones, has characteristics of at least two different

chords. This results in a semblance of a more common

procedure, but when viewed in a different light, a less

common chord progression can be seen, or vice versa.
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Two passages (4 per cent) involve the use of what has

been referred to earlier as a pseudo chord. Both passages

involve the mediant triad between the dominant and tonic

triads and cannot be explained as the result of non-harmonic

tones such as the Common V 6 - 5 progression.

men passages (20 per cent) are classed as miscellaneous

in Table XVI. 'These passages are so varied that any grouping

would prove futile. The illustration and comment regarding

each passage can be located through the use of Table XVI.

Tonal Ambiguity

Eighteen passages within these preludes, through use of

various modulations and/or less common harmonic progressions,

create, to some extent, an aural impression of key uncertainty,

or tonal ambiguity. Table XVII shows the location of each

passage and further indicates those methods which produce

this key uncertainty,

Thus, through the practices discussed above, a relatively

large number of harmonic deviations are observed, At least

one of these practices--chromatic formula, whether analyzed

in a given key (Prelude in E Minor, Number Four) or as

modulations (Prelude in F Minor, Number iEight)--plays an

integral role in late nineteenth century harmony. For it

was this practice which drove a wedge in the everwidening

crack in the surface of diatonicism and paved the way for

the ultimate abandonment of tonality.
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TABLE XVII

PASSAGES WH 'ICH REP iESFA T TONA L AMBIGUI TY
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Summary

The preludes as a whole do not conform to any specific

formal mold, but offer a variety of form: binary, ternary,

one-part, and five-part. As such, no new formal structures

have been introduced by this "first" of the nineteenth

century and twentieth century "disconnected" preludes. On

the other hand, they are a heterogenous collection of styles,

moods, and forms--a precedent that was followed by Debussy,

Rachmoninoff, and various others.

To determine the degree to which Chopin was harmonically

advanced would require comparative analyses of works by his

contemporaries and later nineteenth-century composers.

Suffice it to say that one would be hard put to locate a

collection of compositions of similar length and scope,

written in the 1820's, that contains the wealth of harmonic

innovations found within Opus 28.

Others, like Schumann and Berlioz, might raise
a louder uproar, but it was Chopin who, for all
his reserve and indifference, was the real
revolutionary: it was he who placed the first
explosive charge against that long,-revered
edifice of classical diatonic harmony yhich now
lies in utter ruin and disintegration.

9Hedley, Chopin p. 138.



APPENDIX A

Key

Appendix A contains an illustration for each prelude

which outlines the formal structure. Included in each

illustration are the key relationships and extension types.

The former are located below section headings and indicate

the beginning key and ending key of each section, respectively.

The Roman numeral following these letters represents the

closing chord. A further breakdown of keys found within the

sections is shown below the period or phrase headings.

Extension types are shown in brackets below the

appropriate phrases. The number in the brackets indicates

the measure or measures where the extension is located; the

capital letters reveal the extension type and conform to the

key shown with Table VI.

The parenthesis which follows the section heading

contains information as to whether a period is parallel (P)

or contrasting (C)1 and also includes the measures which are

in that section. Letters preceding the phrase heading

indicate the content of the phrase in relation to other

phrases in the prelude. The numbers in parenthesis after

the phrase reveal the measures which the phrase embraces.

1Obviously, this applies only to those sections which
contain periods.

252
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Prelude
Number One

(a) Phrase 1 (1-8)

Section A: Period (P. 1-16)1

o - a (I)

section B: Period (C. 17-34)

1(,a) Phrase 2 (9m16)

(b) Phrase 1 (17-24)

C - C (I) (c) Phrase 2 (25,-3a)

Fig. 103--Chopin, Prelude in CQMajor, Number One,
"Formal Structure.

Prelude
Number Two

Section (1-23)

(a) Phrase 1 (1-7)
Ext. 1-2 (I); 6 (EC)]

e-G (I)

(a)Phrase 2 ( 3
[Exto, 11 (EG); * (n)

D-D (#id7)

(a ") Phrase 3 (14-19)
Et. 1 (ETV); -- 15 (ECj

a-a (iv)

(", ) Phrase -4 (20-23)
a-a (1)

Fig. 104,,--Chopin, Prelude inA Minor, Number Two, "Formal
Structure.

[Ext. 33-W (6

I

I
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Introduction (1-2)

G - G (I)

Section A (3-a)
.(a) PrsI ~r)- -~ 'asi,

G-G (I) (R)J

(b Phrase 1 (16-19)

section B: Period (0. 16-27)

(c) Phrase 2 (20-27)
CExt. 22-23 (FTV);

25 (EC) ; 27 (R)]

G - G (I)

Fig, 105--aChopin, Prelude inG Major, Number,
"Formal Structure,

Three,

Section I (1-12)

e - e (V)

Section II: Period (C. 13-25

e - e (i)

(a) Phrase 1 (1-.h)

(a0%) 46 A$..j 2 (. 164

(b) Phrase 1(9-12)

(a)Phrase 1 (13-*16)

Phrase 2 (17-2)
cExt 20-(EC)**2-23

(R); 24- 25 (C )I

Fig. 106--Chopin, Prelude in E Minor, Number Four,
"Formal Structure.f__

Prelude
Number
Three

S- G (V)

Prelude
Number
Four

Phrase 2(-)

malm pjgIm

---. -- -- .1 I . --N I I . , 0 - . I - -2 - 9w I
I

aoda (2 - )

(at )

A .

(b')

(.a) Phrase' 1 (1-15)

I I



Introduction (1-L4)

D-D (V)

Section I (5-6)

D -a -e -b

Interlude (17-20)

SF)
(V)

,

(a) Phrase 1

(at) Phrase 2

(b) Phrase 3

(5-8)

(9-12)

(13-16)

Based on introduction

D-D (v)

Section II (21-32)

(a) Phrase 1

(a") Phrase

(21-24)

3 (29-32)

D -a- e - b - D

I(b LPhrase3(29-2L)

Coda (3-3.9) Based on introduction

D - D (I)

Fig, 107--Chopin, Prelude in D Maj or, Number Five,
"orrmal Structure.

Prelude
Number Five
-1 - 11 - - I I .. 1 1 1 awam"amommomm I . i 111 t 0 0

I

I
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Section A (i-IL4)

b - C (I)

section B: Period (P, 15-22)

b - B (v)

()Phrase1()

(b) Phrase 2 (5-8)

(at ) Phrase 3 (9-11i)
Ext.3 ,14(BJ

()Phrase 1 (15-18)

(C ) Phrase 2 (19-22)

(a") Phrase 1 (23-26)

b - b (1)

Fig. 108--Chopin, Prelude in B Minor,
"Formal Structure. __

Prelude
Number
Seven

section I: Period (C. 1-8)

A-A (I)

Section II: Period (C, 9-16)

A-A (I)

Number Six,

(a) Phrase 1 (1-L4)

4

(a') Phrase 1 (9-12)

4

I(b' )

Fig. 109--Chopin, Prelude in A Major,
"Formal Structure.

Phrase 2 (13-16)

Number Seven,

Prelude
Number
Six

Coda

- ---- : - -
": -

I :
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(a) Phrase 1 (1-4)

f#-f #

Section A: Period (P. 1-8)

f# - b (V)

(a') Phrase 2 (-8)
f#-a-e-d-c ab

(b) Phrase 1 (9-12)

b b b
Bb-c -d -Bb-g -e

Section B: Period (C, 9-18)

Bb -f#(V)

(c) Phrase 2 (13-18)Prelude Et,17-1 (AN7)J
Number Cb-eb.ff
Eight

(a") Phrase 1 (19-22)

f#f

Section A':.PeriodJ(C, 19-26)

f#- f# (V)

(d) Phrase 2 (23-26)

(e) Phrase 1 (27-30)

f# -F#

Coda: Period (P, 27-3L)

(el) Phrase 2 (31-3214

F#-f#

Fig. 110--Chojin, Prelude inFL# Minor, Number Eight,
"Formal Structure.
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(a) Phrase 1 (i-2)
~. "rwr~~-~

Prelude
Number
Nine

Section I: Period (C. 1-4)
E-E (V)

Section II: Period (C. 5-8)

j(b) Phrase 2 (3-h)

(a') Phrase I (5-6)
E-F

t - -I
- E (V)

Section III, Period C,(9-12)
- E I

(c) Phrase 2 (7-8)
b -E

j(at) Phrase 1 (9-10)
E-F

(d)

Fig. lll--Chopin, Prelude in E Major,
" 1Formal Structure. -

Prelude
Number Ten

Phrase 2 (11-12)

Number Nine,

(a) Phrase 1(1-h)

o#-c# (y)

(a') Phrase 2 (5-8)
c#-g#(i

(a") Phrase 1 (9-12)

f#-c# (V)

(at?) Phrase 1 (13-18)
CExt, 17-18 (R)J
c#-c# (i)

Fig. 112--Chopin, Prelude in C# Minor, Number Ten,
"Formal Structure.

,

-
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I I

I

I
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Introduction (1-2)
B - B (I)

(a) Phrase 1 (3-6)

Section A: Period (P, 3-10)
B - B (vi)

(a) Phr 2 (Section B: (11-1)L)
W"i 11-14

B-B (I)

(a) Phrase I (l5-l8)

Section A Period (C, 15-22)
B - B (I)

(c) Phrase 2 (19-22)

Goda (22-27) IW f P mow1(o -
BExt. 22-23 (Int);

27 (R)J

Fig. 13--,Chopin, Prelude in B Major,
"Formal Structure.

Number Eleven,

Prelude
Number
Eleven

I

(al )

(d) Phrasqq (2 7
B- B (I)

I I

I

Phrase 2 (7--10)

I
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a)Phrase 1 (1-4).

S-.ctionI Period (p,10010).

eb-Gb-bb-EbC-Db-Bb(1+)

(a') Phrase 2 (1-10)
EExt. 9-,10 ( )J-

Prelude
Number
Fourteen

(a) Phrase 1(11-14)

ESection II: Period (C, 11-19)

ebaeb (1)

(b) Phrase 2 (15-19)
[Ext. 16 (EC )Yj

Fig. 116--Chopin, Prelude in Eb Minor, Number Fourteen,
"Formal Structure.



Prelude Number
Fifteen

* MM-Modified Mir

Fig

Sootion A (1-27)

Do- Do (V)

Du- D (I)

(a) Period L (P 1-8b8)
I b'aDb(1)

D. - ab - D (V)

(A) Period 3A(P, 20-22)
Db - Db (V)

Period 1 (MM,* 28-35)
- o# (V)

Period 2 (C. 36-L1)

(a) Phrase 1 (1-4)
LExt. 04 (B)74*

(a') Phrase 2 (5-8b3)

-(b) Phrase 1 (8b4-12b1)

I(bf I
[Ext.

(a) Phrase.
[Ext.

()Phrasm

16b2-18 (R); 19 (B)3
1 (20-23)
23b4 (B)J*

P (2 2 )

(c) Phrase 1 (28-31)

j{ci) Phrase 2 (32-3)

(c) Phrase 1 (36-39)

, -- P

- E - g# (i)

Section B (28-75) |Rep.,MM** 44-51)1_ 1_ _ _ _ _ _I _ _% If It* 'r.. '
o# - D( (F)

Section A' (76-89)

o.# - o #V)

Rep. (C, 52-59)
o# -E -g#-D (V) [(d)

(e)

Period 1 (C 60-67)
0# -c#M(V)

(e' )

Period -2 (C, 6-5
o# - g# - Db (y) A

1(d) Phrase 2 (h0-43)

(1) Phrase 1 (44-47)

(ci) Phrase 2 (48-51)

So) Phrase 1 (52-55)

Phrase 2 (56-59)

Phrase 1 (60-63)

Phrase 2 (64-67)

Phrase 1 (68-71)

Phrase 2 (72-75)
).P75hrae (6-79)

()Phrase 1 (Z6-7 9)
(Ext. 79b4 (B)]**

(a"') Phrase 2 (80-81)

Ig Phraae 3 84-89
[Ext. 87-88 (ETV)]

ror **does not add measure length to the
phrase and are not considered as
extensions in Table VI.

117--Chopin, Prelude in Db Major, Number Fifteen, "Formal Structure"
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Introduction (1-w2)
Ab - Ab (I)

Period 1 (C. 3-10)
Ab - Ab (v)

Section A (3-18) A
Ab (I) eriod 2 (C 11-18

Ab - Ab (I)

Section B (19-34) Period 1 (C, 19-34)
A - E (#id7)

-it,

A - c# - E (#id7)

Section A' (35-42)Period 1 -2
Ab - Ab (V) AD - Ab (V)

Section C (43-62)
E - Eb (I)

Interlude (63-64)
Eb - Eb (I)

Period 1 (C. 65-72)
Ab - Ab (V)

Section A (6 -81I)

Ab so Ab (I) Period 2 (C, 73-81
Ab - Ab (Iv)

hase1 (-6

b) Phrase 2 (710)

a) Phrase 1 (11-1)4)

b) Phrase 2 (15-18)

c) Phrase 1 (19-22)

1(d) Phrase 2 (23-3)4)
[Ext. 25 (S), 25-30 (R),

31-34 (B).

(a) Phrase 1 (J -38)

(b) Phrase 2 (39-42)

(e) Phrase 1 (43-)46)
E - E (I)

-Phrase 2 (47-50)
F,# - F#g (I)

(fI Phrase 3 (51-54)Bridge
E am Eb- D (iii-M

(g) Phrase 4 (55-62)
[Ext. 55"62 (R)2
Eb - Eb (I)

(a) Phrase 1 (65-68)

(b) Phrase 2 (69-7.2)

(a) Phrase 1 (73-76)

(b") Phrase 2 (77-84)
[Ext. 81-8)4 (R)1

Fig. 119--Chopin, Prelude in Ab Major Number Seventeen,
"Formal Structure.
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Prelude Number
Seventeen.

Coda (8}4-87{).
AD - AD (V)

Postlude (88-90)
A - A (I)

'-- , -

' I

i -
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Prelude Number
Eighteen

(a) Phrase 1 (1-s)

f-f (V)

(a') Phrase 2 (5-9b2)
bb-bb (i)

(b) Phrase 3 (9b3-13b2)

bbge (VI

(c) Phrase 4 (2-b3-l7)

Cof (#iv7G)

Coda (18-,21)

f-f (i)

Fig. 120--1C iopin, Prelude in F Minor, Number Eighteen,
"Fomal Struc tur9.

1 The key sceme shown in this figure, corresponds tothe alternate key scheme shown in Table XXX.
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Prelude NumberTwen
Period: (C, 1-13)

Section A: (a) Phrase 1 (1-l)
c -Ab-c-CT

(I)

Sec tion B: (b) Phrase 2 (5-13)
c-c (I)

Fig. 122a--Chopin, Prelude in C Minor,
"Formal Structure.

Prelude
Number
Twenty-
On

Section A: Period (C. 1-16)

Bb - Eb (I)

Beotton B: Period (P. 17-32)

tExt 9-12 (R);
13 (0).J

Number Twenty,

(a) Phrase 1 (1-8)

Phrase 2 (9-16)

()Phrase 1 (1L-2/4

(d') Phrase 2 (2S-32)

)Phrase 1.,k(3.

SectionAA Pefriod (C 3J49)

Bb - Bb (1)
(e) Phrase {41-49)

&oda

S B* ()

'(f) Phrase 1 (500-58)
CExt. 55 (EQ(

Fig. 123 -- Chopin, Prelude in Bb Majjor, Number Twenty-One,
"Formal Structure.

41' 10
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Section 1 (1-12)

F - F (I)

(a) Phrase 1 (1-h)
F-F (I)

(a ) Phrase 2

C-C (I)

(a") Phrase 3 (9-12)

F-F (I)

Section II (13-16) (&'") Phrase 1 (13-16)

Bb - F (V)

Sec-tionIII(17-22)

F-F (I)

' Bb w F (V)

(a) Phrase 1 (17-22)
r Ext. 21-22 (R)
F-F (I)1

Fig. 125--Chopin, Prelude in F Major, Number Twenty-
Three, Formal Structure,

Prelude
Number
Twenty-
Three

14-V - w
kv- --

- __._- - U- 1_ tuU-- L T -- *-- Ji.-m.-- s.. ---- ----- -'- '---

%W dil 4ft 4WO Ag WAW 4ir

I

(51-8)



Section I (1-19)
d-F-a(i)

Section II (19-38).
a-- C - e - c (V)

(a) Phrase 1 (1-6)
( Ex),Pra 2 (I)

(a',) Phrase 2 _(7 --10)

271

()Phrase- 1.J11-19)

(a) Phrase 1 (19-24)
Ext. 19-20 (Inter).

(at) Phrase 2 (25-28)

Section III (39-50)

4 - Db - d (III+)

SectionIV (1-65)

(b) Phrase 3 (29-a3)
Ext. 32 (R);34-37
(R); 38, (B)J

(a") Phrase 1,(39-42
LExt. 42 (B)-7

(all") Phrase, 2 (i )
rExt. 46-w47 );-

4&-5.0.(B).

(a""f)- Prase ( 1-')
-- -xt. -4(R-);

55-56 (EC ).I i

(o) Phrase 2 (57-60)

d-d~i)-

Coda (66-77)

(d) Phrase 3 (61-65)
LExt. 64 (EC )7

(e) Phrase 1 (66-69)

(el) Phrase 2 (70-73)
d - d (i)

(f)Phra s e 23 Z2 ow-7.)

Fig. 126--Chopin, Prelude in D Minor, Numbeit Twenty-Four,
"Formal Structure."

Prelude
Number
Twenty-
Four

-. M"

I
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TABLE XVIII

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER TWO IN A MINOR

00
.)

"-4
: 4-

(1 Cd

Cd

0

fr

00
OH

F-
)s0

00o

4,40

10

CH
H

-rra

H (

ra 050It
24 P-

E Minor 1 4 G Major 4 CR III =I

G Major 4 - 7 D Major 8 CR Direct

D Major 8 - 13 A Minor 13 R #iv7

5 5

A Minor 13 - 23

*R, Remote Key; CR, Closely Related Key.

fr
4)

wpm
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TABLE XIX

KEY SCIEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER FIVE IN D MAJOR

4)

- - - - - - - - P . __

0 0

-4)0 Cd

fr
0,z

0
*1-4

4)::s -

Sol

0

P-4

0

-4

41)

04)

4

0o 00 F-

D Major 1-6 A Major 6 CR vi =i

PASSING
A Major 6-8 EMinor 8 R i=IV

E Minor 8-10 BlMinor 10 CR i=iv

B Minor 10 - 12 F# Major 12 R #ivd7=viid7

F# Major 12 - 16 D Major 17 R Direct

D Major 17-22 A Minor 22 R vii

FALSE
A Minor 22-24 E Minor 2 CR I=IV

E Minor 24-26 B Minor 26 CR i=iv

B Minor 26-28 D Major 28 CR #ivd # d7

D Major 28 - 39

R, Remote Key; CR, Closely Ielated Key.
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TABLE XX

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER SIX IN B MINOR

0p~

00

4)

00

fr

a)

0

00
OH

4-)

00

40
ca

o4
0

*H-P zCdm;

04
00

OHO9

Ora-

0 q

B Minor 1-11 C Major 11 R VI = V

FALSE
Majo i - 11. B Minor 15 R Direct

B Minor 15 - 26

*R, Remote Key

------



TABLE XXI

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER EIGHT IN F# MINOR

0 'H

-)

o oi

op
) -4 Cd-4C r

0

0

04
o )
H ~

4)H 0

Hi)

rOo -4

F# Minor 1 6 A Minor 6 R Direct

A Minor 6 E Minor 7 CR Direct

PASSING Sequence by Chromatically
Descending Bass

E Minor 7 D Minor 7 R ii v- V 7 in E

D Minor 7 C Minor 8 R #iv7G V inDandC

C Minor B BMinor 8 R ii V in B

B Minor 8 BbMajor 8 R v #iv7G

BbI ajor 8 - 9 C Minor CR #id7 = viid7

FALSE .0 d7
C Minor 9 - 10 D Minor 10 R S #i7 =vii

D Minor 10 BbMajor 11 CR Direct

BbMajor 11 G Minor 11 CR S Sequence
E

PASzjING 11 E b
G minor 1 E Minor 12 R V-I

e

e

Cb Major 13 CR Direct12E inor
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TABLE XXI -- Continued

fr

0 0

4~

4)

w o

94

fr
4)

0 0

94 C

0 H"

0 0
400zr Z

0

*H4 Z
4-)

H

4

Croo
0 0

0 P4
:

4
4 P-4

Cb Major 13 -14 Eb Minor 15 CR Pivot Pitches:
3rd end 7th of I =
5th and 7th of i0

7

Eb Minor 15 - 18 F# Major 18 R Pivot Pitch: 5th of
V = enharmonic 3rd of V

F# Minor 18 - 28 F# Major 29 R Direct, change of
Mode

F# Major 29 - 31 F# Minor 32 ,R Direct, change of
Mode

F# Minor 32 - 34

,RemoteIKey; CR, Closely Related Key.

*SEQ, Melodic and/or Harmonic Sequence.

-
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TABLE XXII

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER NINE IN E MAJOR

fr~
0

0

0 *r

P4 P
z a

C)

00
o4*

" r
00o

e --0

or12
4-c

rH

00

r0

o i

ro 0

E Major 1 - 5 F Major 5 R Pivot Pitch: root
of V 3rd of II

PASSING
F Major 5-6 Ab Major 7 R S melodic and harrionic

sequence

Ab Major 7 - 8 E Major 8 R Pivot Pitch: 3rd
of i = enharmonic
__rd of iii

E Major 8 - 9 F Major 10 R seque nce

FALSE S I - V - I - IV
F ajorj 10 G Minor 11 CR>E

G Minor 11 E Major 11 R Direct

E Major 11 - 12

*R, emote Key; CR, Closely Related Key.

*FSEQ, ~Melo dic and/or harmonic sequence.
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TABLE XXIII

kEY SCHE IE OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER TEN IN C# MINOR

IQ)

00

rI4-)

'I,

'p

'pz

oc
-)

=Se

4-4
0

H 4
0

H(Do
W4a

0
*H

H

o

.0
0

0

94
P-

C# Minor 1 -7 G#Minor 7 CR V6 16
4 4

G# Minor 7 - 8 F# Minor 9 R Direct

F# Minor 9 - 11 G# Minor 11 QR v

C# Minor 11 - 18

*CR, Closely Related Key; R, Remote key.

P

OWN M-Pow
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TABLE XXIV

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER TWELVE IN G# MINOR

fo
0 *

4-3

4)0

fr
0)

0 0
'

0)oP
:sf

0)0r

4-4
0

'H ~

04

430

o0)

4-

H0)

vO
0O.,

u# Minor 1 - 10 B Major 11 CR Direct

B a jor 11 - 22 A Minor 23 R Direct

PASSING
A Minor 23 - 26 G Major 27 CR Direct

G Major 27 - 28 C Major 29 CR Direct

C Major 29 32 E Minor 32 CR I VI

E Minor 32 - 36 D# Minor 36 R V =#iv

D# Minor 36 40 G# Minor 40 CR I V

G# Minor 40 - 81

*CR, Closely Related Key; R ,Remote Key.

0)
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TABLE XXV

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER THIRTEEN 1IN F# MAJOR

0i

OH a

a)~
00ot 4

'H

0 ro
00o

o

O )00
,&r.4

H,:
r-

co

ra 0

F# MaJor 1-6 C# Major* 6 CR vi=i i

FALSE
6MaJor6-6 7 F#,Major 7 CR I=V

F# Major 7 - 20 C# Major 21 CR Direct

FALSE equence:
C# Major 21-22 B Major 23 R E ii-V7 -I

>U
B Maj or 23 - 26 F# Major 26 CR E vi 6  i

N 6 6

E
F# Majar 26 - 38

*Thi could be considered as
in F#, instead of a modulation.

a vi - 6 -V6 -
4s

V progression

,CR, Closely related key; R, remote key.

~1)
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TAhBL XXVI

KEY SCiEMIE OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER FOURTEEN IN Eb MINOR

Pfr4

0

0
4-3

c a
Cd
4)

r 7 1 r

'3)

0
z

q4 0
0 0

-4

d r0
4) 0

0

P-4.OH *,
rl~

0
ft4
r -

H
0 o

00

'H a

cdIv

HO
Z PL

Eb Minor 1-3 GbMajor 3 CR i=vi

PASSING
GO Major 3-4 Bb Minor 4 CR I =VI

plus sequence:
I vi - IV -V+

Bb Minor 4 - 6 Eb Major 6 R #iiid7 d7
-4 v4

PASSI NG
E Majo 6- 7 C Major 8 R Se uence

bbII- viid7 -
C Major 8 Db Major 9 R or

>_ _v

Db Major 9 Bb Major 10 R

Bb Major 10 Eb Minor 10 R I+=V+

Eb Minor 0 - 19

*CR$ Closely Related Key; R, remote Key.
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TABLE XXVII

KEY SCHEYiE OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER FIFTEEN IN Db MAJOR

4) o 'H4)

ci)

I)

ci)

0 0

r3

~I0

'H ~
4-~1

H

it1

04)

O4

Cd o

v 0

Db Ma jor 1-10 Ab Minor10 'R I=IV

Ab Minor 10 - 14 Bb Minor 14 R v =iV

Bb Minor 14 - 19 Db Maajor 19 CR 16 vi 6
4(or) 4

0 OWN ON immom wII 
6 ^416

Db Major 19 - 27 C# Minor 28 R Direct, enharmonic change
of mode; and

Pivot Pitch:
Root of V = enharmonic

5th of i

C# Minor 28 39 E Major 40 CR Direct, Pivot Pitch:
Root of V= 3rd of I

PASSING
E Ma r40-41 G# Minor 4l CR iii=i

G# Minor 41 - 43 C# Minor 44 CR Direct, Pivot Pitch:
Root of I = th of I

C# Minor 44-- 55 E Major 56 CR Direct Pivot Pitch:
Root of V = 34d of I

-- m mi -400 -- am i i -10 N
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TABLE XXVII -- Continued

03)

S0

O H

o$

Cda
0 a

:54

'1)

1)

0 0
&r4

0as00H

0

P4

0C

H
(1)

Qr4

oH V

CC 0
0rO

0LI

PASSING
E Major 56-57 G# Minor 57 CR iii = i

G# Minor 57 - 59 C# Minor 60 CR Pivot Pitch:
Root of i = Root of V

C# Minor 60 - 71 G# Major 72 R Sequence:
S Ia7 -miv in C#,
E 1-7 iig in G#

5

G# Major 72 -75 D Major 75 R Pivot Pitch:
Root of I = enharmonic

MN-1_Now5th of I

Db Major 75 - 89

*Ps Remote Key; CRiCos yTRelated Key.

Now
A I I
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TABLE XXVIII

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER SIXTEEN IN Bb MINOR

4

qo
0OVH

4

F- -4i

Cdn

t

4i)4)

z

Sc
'-

c a

rc
Sc

0

04

OH:?
4)

o-4

ra 0

0 94

Bb Minor 1 - 11 C Minor 12 R Direct, by melodic and
harmonic sequence:

S vi i7 - I 1in
_E Bband G

FALSE *
Minor 12-15 Bb Minor 15 C b116 ~ 1116

B Minor 15 - 22 Db Major 22 CR enharmonic viid7
viid7

2

Db Major 22 - 26 Db Minor 26 R Direct, change of mode

P AS-SING
DO Minor 26 - 27 B Minor 28 R Direct, by melodic and

harmonic sequence:
7_ 7r6 in

B Minor 2 A Minor 29 ' E DbB, andA

A Minor 29 Bb Minor 30 R Direct

Bb Minor 30

*R, Remote Key; CR, Clos ely Related Key.

**SEQ, Melodic and/or harmonic sequence,

fr~
4)

i OWN
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TABI2 XXIX

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PREL UDE
NUMBER SEVEN TEEN IN Ab MAJOR

4
tO 4-)

0 0d

(D:1
:7-4

a

a

zr

0 0

*5HfnO

"lv
00n

0

r-4

4

"$4(1)
HZg
.0a

o

00

0=4

Ab Major 1 - 18 A Eajor 19 R* Pivot pitch:
Root of I enharmonic

rdof V
PASSING
A Major 9 - 20 C# Minor 21 CR Sequence:

E V7-I
C# Mino 21 - 22 E MFajor 23 CR Q

B Major 23 - 24 D# Ma jor 24 R I Wo= vii7

FALSE
D# Majoj 24 C# Major 25 R s Seque ng:

E v117G46 - vF -I
becomll

C# iajor 25 E Major 26 R #iv7G -11 I6
inE

E Major 26 - 34 Ab Major 34 R enharmonic #id7 #ivd7

Ab Major 34 - 42 E Major 43 R Pivot pitch: root of V
enharmonic 3 d ofV

PASSING
ajor 43 - 46 F# Majol 47 R S Sequence:

#E V7-Ij am V7 -ire

F# Major 47 -5 0 E MaJor 51 R- Internal Direct

0
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TABLE XXIX -- Continued

fr
0

-3

4l)

fr
1e H

I4)4-)

400

zzo

0

CLH

o*
OW4

oa4
Cd )

04)

.IIV
H4)cd ro
:3 a

ro 0
0 $ .

E Major 51 Eb Major 52 R Direct, by sequence:

E v 7 I
Eb Major 52 D Major 53 R Q;P7

D Major 53 - 54 Eb Major 54 R 1117 #i7G

Eb Major 55 - 64 Ab Major 64 CR Common Chord:
V in Eb
Iin A

Ab Major 64 - 90

*R, Remote Ke CR, CloselyRelated Key.

*iSEQ, Melodic and/or Harmonic Sequence.



TABLE XXX

ALTERNATE EEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER EIGHTEEN IN F MINOR

EWAN

fr

04~
00

004

+)

W4

0

cov

0

0-

0

-P

OH

4I)

00

c H$V
H-O

OF-.o

F Minor 1 14 Bb Minor 5 CR Direct

Bb Minor 5 - 10 F Minor 10 CR- Common Chord:

s #ivd 7 = vi 7

E 3 5

PASSING
F inor 10 - 12 C Minor 12 CR Common Chord:

#ivd7 woid7
4 6

C Minor 12 - 16 F Minor 16 CR Common Chord:

#id7 d7
4 6

F Minor 16 - 21

*CR, Closely- Relat-ed Key.

Modified melodic and harmonic sequence.
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TABLE XXXI

KEY SCHEME OF C HOPIN Pi'ELUDE
NUMBER NINETEEN IN Eb MAJOR

0

0 0

0

0

0

0 0

r
0

.a-

to

0

00

o)

.a

ro 0
0 1

Eb Major 1 - 14 Bb IMajor 14 CR iii = vi

Bb Major 14 - 16 Gb Major 16 R I = iii

Gb Major 16 21 Bb Ma jor 21 R I =#iv

Bb MaJr 2 24 Bb Major 24 R i

GbMajor 24-. 32 Eb M jor 32 R viid7 vii

Eb Major 32-62b2 A Major 62 R Internal direct

FALSE

A Mai or 62b3-63 Eb Major 63 R #ivd 7 =#iv

Eb F1ajor 63 - 71

*R, Remote Key; CR, Closely Related Key.
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TABLE XXXII

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE
NUMBER TWENTY IN C MINOR

4-40 0

04-
Cde

ou

(D

ci)

ci)
z

4- o00

O4-

0zzo

_

0

0

oQ )4.3 (1
Hd

0 (D

*H 90 a

ro 0
0 P
Z.P-

O 4inor 3 Ab Major 2 CR Sequence:

c: i - iv7 - V7

Ab : I I v7  I
FALSE
AD Ma o 2 C Minor 3 CR Direct

o Minor 3 G Major t R Direct

FALSE
G Major C Minor R Direct

C Minor -14

R, Remote Ky; CR, Clos6ly elated Key,

ai)
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TABLE XXXIII

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN P ELUDE
NUMBER TWE&NTY-ONE IN B MAJOR

4)

00
O--

Ea0 a
za

fr
0)

4)
z

440

0)00.0

4 4

.-4
0

0

4-)
0I Z
H
-0)y

0-0

HO)

So

Bb Major 1 - 16 Gb Major 17 R Direct

Gb Ma jor 17 - 32 Bb Major 32 R I 7 #iv7G

Bb Major 32-58

*R, Remote Key.

'1,

. .
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TABLE XXXIV

KEY SCH PM OF CHOPIN PRELUDE NUMBER
TWENTY-TWO IN G MINOR

fr

WIW P 1-ifiv

00
-,r

( o 4) as

P4
co z

00
*r4

a0liZIH

cdD

0

P4

ro *

-)a

0O)

a 00 P4
:E PL1

G Minor 1 - 5 F Minor 6 R Direct, by sequence:
s #iv7G-V

FALSE E ""
F 1 inor 6 - 8 G Minor 8 R Q* #d7 =viid7

G Minor 8 - 12 D Minor 13 R Direct

PASSING
D Minor 13 C Minor 14 R Direct, by sequence:

___S b y

C Minor 14 - 16 Ab tajor 16 CRI #iv7G

Ab Major 16 - 20 G Minor 20 R 'Siii iv

G Minor 20 - 24 AbMajor 25 R Direct

Ab Major 25 - 28 G Minor 28 CR E iii iv
E

G Minor 28-41

, emotKey; CR, Closey Related Ke

jrSEQ, Melodic and/or Harmonic Sequence.
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TABLE XXXV

KEY SCHEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE NUMBER
TWENTY-THREE IN F MAJOR

fr~

0 0
*24

0) C
F-

Cd

a)

)

00

gi
co =5

Cdro
) )0

z- z-

H
0

P4

0)

0

r-

'0

0
0
0

94

PL

F lajor 1 - 4  C Major 5 CR Direct

C Major 5 - 8 F Major 9 CR Direct

F Ma jor 9 - 12 Bb Major 13 CR Direct

Bb Ma j or 13 MM1 F 11ajor 16 CR I FAIy 3

F Major 16 22

CR, Closely elated Key.

4)
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TABLE XXXVI

KE SCEME OF CHOPIN PRELUDE NUMBER
TWE 1TY-FOUR IN D MINCE

r v ~ - rp ~

t)

0 0

&0 4-3

ca.
Cd

a)
0

40

0

4

r4)
'4)

OHZ4-3o : o

04)
04)

ro O
0 P

D Minor 1-10 F Major 10 CR i=vi

F la jor 10-15 AMinor 15 CR I=vi

A Minor 15 - 28 - C Major 28 CR i = vi

C Major 28-33 E Minor 33 CR I=VI

E Minor 33 - 37 C Minor 38 R Internal Direct

PASSING
inor 38-41 DbMajor 51 R vi=v

Db Major 41 - LD 4inor 50 R I+ 111+

D Minor 50 - 77

*Remote Key; CRCls1y elated Key.
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